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Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China
General Provisions
Chapter 1 General Provisions

Article 1 This Law is enacted in order to protect the lawful rights and interests of the
contracting parties, to maintain social and economic order, and to promote the process of
socialist modernization.
Article 2 A contract in this Law refers to an agreement among natural persons, legal
persons or other organizations as equal parties for the establishment, modification of a
relationship involving the civil rights and obligations of such entities.
Agreements concerning personal relationships such as marriage,adoption, guardianship,
etc.shall be governed by the provisions in other laws.
Article 3 Contracting parties shall have equal legal status, and no party may impose its will
on the other party.
Article 4 The parties have the right to lawfully enter into a contract of their own free will in
accordance with the law, and no unit or individual may illegally interfere therewith.
Article 5 The parties shall adhere to the principle of fairness in deciding their respective
rights and obligations.
Article 6 The parties shall observe the principle of honesty and good faith in exercising
their rights and performing their obligations.

Article 7 In concluding and performing a contract, the parties shall comply with the laws
and administrative regulations, respect social ethics, and shall not disrupt the social and
economic order or impair the public interests.
Article 8 A lawfully established contract shall be legally binding on the parties thereto, each
of whom shall perform its own obligations in accordance with the terms of the contract,
and no party shall unilaterally modify or terminate the contract.
The contract established according to law is protected by law.
Chapter 2 Conclusion of Contracts
Article 9 In entering into a contract, the parties shall have appropriate capacities for civil
rights and civil acts.
A party may appoint an agent to enter into a contract on its behalf in accordance with the
law.
Article 10 The parties may use written, oral or other forms in entering into a contract.
A contract shall be in written form if the laws or administrative regulations so provide. A
contract shall be concluded in written form if the parties so agree.
Article 11 "Written form" refers to a form such as a written contractual agreement, letter,
electronic data text(including a telegram, telex, fax, electronic data exchange and
e-mail)that can tangibly express the contents contained therein.
Article 12 The contents of a contract shall be agreed upon by the parties, and shall
generally contain the following clauses:
(1) titles or names and domiciles of the parties;
(2) subject matter;
(3) quantity;
(4) quality;
(5) price or remuneration;
(6) time limit, place and method of performance;
(7) liability for breach of contract; and
(8) method to settle disputes.
The parties may conclude a contract by reference to a model text of each kind of contract.
Article 13 The parties shall conclude a contract in the form of an offer and an acceptance.
Article 14 An offer is an expression of an intent to enter into a contract with another person.
Such expression of intent shall comply with the following:

(1) its contents shall be specific and definite;

(2) it indicates that the offeror will be bound by the expression of intent in case of
acceptance by the offeree.

Article 15 An invitation for offer is an expression of an intent to invite other parties to make
offers thereto. Mailed price lists, public notices of auction and tender, prospectuses and
commercial advertisements, etc. are invitations for offer.
Where the contents of a commercial advertisement meet the requirements for an offer, it
shall be regarded as an offer.

Article 16 An offer becomes effective when it reaches the offeree.

  If a contract is concluded through data-telex, and a recipient designates a specific
system to receive the date-telex, the time when the data-telex enters such specific system
shall be the time of arrival; if no specific system is appointed, the time when the data-telex
first enters any of the recipient’s systems shall be regarded as the time of arrival.

Article 17 An offer may be withdrawn. The withdrawal notice shall reach the offeree before
or at the same time when the offer arrives.

Article 18 An offer may be revoked. The revocation notice shall reach the offeree before it
has dispatched a notice of acceptance.

Article 19 An offer may not be revoked, if

(1) the offeror indicates a fixed time for acceptance or otherwise explicitly states that
the offer is irrevocable; or

(2) the offeree has reasons to rely on the offer as being irrevocable and has made
preparation for performing the contact.

Article 20 An offer shall lose efficacy under any of the following circumstances:

(1) the notice of rejection reaches the offeror;

(2) the offeror revokes the offer in accordance with the law;

(3) the offeree fails to dispatch an acceptance before the expiration of the time limit for
acceptance;

(4) the offeree makes substantial changes to the contents of the offer.

Article 21 An acceptance is the expression of an intention to by the offeree to assent to the
offer.

Article 22 The acceptance shall be made in the form of a notice, except where acceptance
may be made by an act on the basis of customary business practice or as expressed in
the offer.

Article 23 An acceptance shall reach the offeror within the time limit prescribed in the offer.

  Where no time limit is prescribed in the offer, the acceptance shall reach the offeror in
accordance with the following provisions:

(1) if the offer is made in dialogues, the acceptance shall be made immediately unless
otherwise agreed upon by the parties;

(2) If the offer is made in forms other than a dialogue, the acceptance shall reach the
offeror within a reasonable period of time.

Article 24 Where an offer is made by letter or telegram, the time limit for acceptance shall
accrue from the date shown in the letter or from the date on which the telegram is handed
in for dispatch. If no such date is shown in the letter, it shall accrue from the postmark date
on the envelope.

Where an offer is made by means of instantaneous communication, such as telephone or
facsimile,etc. the time limit for acceptance shall accrue from the moment that the offer
reaches the offeree.

Article 25 A contract is established when the acceptance becomes effective.

Article 26 An acceptance becomes effective when its notice reaches the offeror. If notice
of acceptance is not required, the acceptance shall become effective when an act of
acceptance is performed in accordance with transaction practices or as required in the
offer.

  Where a contract is concluded in the form of date-telex, the time of arrival of an
acceptance shall be governed by the provisions of Paragraph 2, Article 16 of this Law.

Article 27 An acceptance may be withdrawn, but a notice of withdrawal shall reach the
offeror before or at the same time when the notice of acceptance reaches the offeror.

Article 28 Where an offeree makes an acceptance beyond the time limit for acceptance,
the acceptance shall be a new offer except that the offeror promptly informs the offeree of
the effectiveness of the said acceptance.

Article 29 If the offeree dispatched the acceptance within the time limit specified for
acceptance, and under normal circumstances the acceptance would have reached the
offeror in due time, but due to other reasons the acceptance reaches the offeror after the
time limit for acceptance has expired,such acceptance shall be effective, unless the
offeror notifies the offeree in a timely manner that it does not accept the acceptance due to
the failure of the acceptance to arrive within the time limit.

Article 30 The contents of an acceptance shall comply with those of the offer. If the offeree
substantially modifies the contents of the offer, it shall constitute a new offer. The
modification relating to the subject matter, quality, quantity, price or remuneration, time or
place or method of performance, liabilities for breach of contract and method of dispute
resolution, etc. shall constitute the substantial modification of an offer.

Article 31 If the acceptance does not substantially modifies the contents of the offer, it
shall be effective, and the contents of the contract shall be subject to those of the

acceptance, except as rejected promptly by the offeror or indicated in the offer that an
acceptance may not modify the offer at all.

Article 32 Where the parties conclude a contract in written form, the contract is established
when it is signed or sealed by the parties.

Article 33 Where the parties conclude the contract in the form of letters or data-telex, etc.,
one party may request to sign a letter of confirmation before the conclusion of the contract.
The contract shall be established at the time when the letter of confirmation is signed.

Article 34 The place of effectiveness of an acceptance shall be the place of the
establishment of the contract.

  If the contract is concluded in the form of data-telex, the main business place of the
recipient shall be the place of establishment. If the recipient does not have a main
business place, its habitual residence shall be considered to be the place of establishment.
Where the parties agree otherwise, such agreement shall apply.

Article 35 Where the parties conclude a contract in written form, the place where both
parties sign or affix their seals on the contract shall be the place of establishment.

Article 36 Where a contract is to be concluded in written form as required by relevant laws
and administrative regulations or as agreed by the parties, and the parties failed to
conclude the contract in written form, but one party has performed the principal obligation
and the other party has accepted it, the contract is established.

Article 37 Where a contract is to be concluded in written form, if one party has performed
its principal obligation and the other party has accepted it before signing or sealing of the
contract, the contract is established.

Article 38 Where the State has issued a mandatory plan or a State purchasing order
based on necessity,the relevant legal persons and the other organizations shall conclude
a contract between them in accordance with the rights and obligations as stipulated by the
relevant laws and administrative regulations.

Article 39 Where standard terms are adopted in concluding a contract, the party supplying
the standard terms shall define the rights and obligations between the parties abiding by
the principle of fairness, and shall inform the other party to note the exclusion or restriction
of its liabilities in a reasonable way, and shall explain the standard terms upon request by
the other
party.

  Standard terms are clauses that are prepared in advance for general and repeated
use by one party, and which are not negotiated with the other party when the contract is
concluded.

Article 40 When standard terms are under the circumstances stipulated in Articles 52 and
53 of this Law,or the party which supplies the standard terms exempts itself from its
liabilities, increases the liabilities of the other party, and deprives the material rights of the
other party, the terms shall be invalid.

Article 41 If a dispute over the understanding of the standard terms occurs, it shall be
interpreted in accordance with common understanding. Where there are two or more
kinds of interpretation, an interpretation unfavorable to the party supplying the standard
terms shall prevail. Where the standard terms are inconsistent with non-standard terms,
the latter shall prevail.

Article 42 The party shall be liable for damage if it is under one of the following
circumstances in concluding a contract and thus causing losses to the other party:

(1) pretending to conclude a contract, and negotiating in bad faith;

(2) deliberately concealing important facts relating to the conclusion of the contract or
providing false information;

(3) performing other acts which violate the principle of good faith.

Article 43 A trade secret the parties learn in concluding a contract shall not be disclosed or
improperly used, no matter the contract is established or not. If the party discloses or

improperly uses such trade secret and thus causing loss to the other party, it shall be
liable for damages.

Chapter 3 Validity of Contracts

Article 44The contract established according to law becomes effective upon its
establishment.

  With regard to contracts that are subject to approval or registration as stipulated by
relevant laws or administrative regulations, the provisions thereof shall be followed.

Article 45 The parties may agree on that the effectiveness of a contract be subject to
certain conditions. A contract whose effectiveness is subject to certain conditions shall
become effective when such conditions are accomplished. The contract with dissolving
conditions shall become invalid when such conditions are satisfied.

  If a party improperly prevent the satisfaction of a condition for its own interests, the
condition shall be regarded as having been accomplished. If a party improperly facilitates
the satisfaction of a condition, such condition shall be regarded as not to have been
satisfied.

Article 46 The parties may agree on a conditional time period as to the effectiveness of the
contract. A contract subject to an effective time period shall come into force when the
period expires. A contract with termination time period shall become invalid when the
period expires.

Article 47 A contract concluded by a person with limited civil capacity of conduct shall be
effective after being ratified afterwards by the person’s statutory agent, but a pure
profit-making contract or a contract concluded which is appropriate to the person’s age,
intelligence or mental health conditions need not be ratified by the person’s statutory
agent.

  The counterpart may urge the statutory agent to ratify the contract within one month.
It shall be regarded as a refusal of ratification that the statutory agent does not make any
expression. A bona fide counterpart has the right to withdraw it before the contract is
ratified.The withdrawal shall be made by means of notice.

Article 48 A contract concluded by an actor who as no power of agency, who oversteps the
power of agency, or whose power of agency has expired and yet concludes it on behalf of
the principal,shall have no legally binding force on the principal without ratification by the
principal, and the actor shall be held liable.

  The counterpart may urge the principal to ratify it within one month. It shall be
regarded as a refusal of ratification that the principal does not make any expression. A
bona fide counterpart has the right to withdraw it before the contract is ratified. The
withdrawal shall be made by means of notice.

Article 49 If an actor has no power of agency, oversteps the power of agency, or the power
of agency has expired and yet concludes a contract in the principal’s name, and the
counterpart has reasons to trust that the actor has the power of agency, the act of agency
shall be effective.

Article 50 Where a statutory representative or a responsible person of a legal person or
other organization oversteps his/her power and concludes a contract, the representative
act shall be effective except that the counterpart knows or ought to know that he/she is
overstepping his/her powers.

Article 51 Where a person having no right to disposal of property disposes of other
persons’ properties,and the principal ratifies the act afterwards or the person without
power of disposal has obtained the power after concluding a contract, the contract shall be
valid.

Article 52 A contract shall be null and void under any of the following circumstances:

(1) a contract is concluded through the use of fraud or coercion by one party to
damage the interests of the State;

(2) malicious collusion is conducted to damage the interests of the State, a collective or
a third party;

(3) an illegitimate purpose is concealed under the guise of legitimate acts;

(4) damaging the public interests;

(5) violating the compulsory provisions of laws and administrative regulations.

Article 53 The following exception clauses in a contract shall be null and void:

(1) those that cause personal injury to the other party;

(2) those that cause property damages to the other party as result of deliberate intent
or gross negligence.

Article 54 A party shall have the right to request the people’s court or an arbitration
institution to modify or revoke the following contracts:

(1) those concluded as a result of significant misconception;

(2) those that are obviously unfair at the time when concluding the contract.

  If a contract is concluded by one party against the other partyÿs true intentions
through the use of fraud, coercion, or exploitation of the other partyÿs unfavorable position,
the injured party shall have the right to request the peopleÿs court or an arbitration
institution to modify or revoke it.

  Where a party requests for modification, the peopleÿs court or the arbitration
institution may not revoke the contract.

Article 55 The right to revoke a contract shall extinguish under any of the following
circumstances:

(1) a party having the right to revoke the contract fails to exercise the right within one
year from the day that it knows or ought to know the revoking causes;

(2) a party having the right to revoke the contract explicitly expresses or conducts an
act to waive the right after it knows the revoking causes.

Article 56 A contract that is null and void or revoked shall have no legally binding force
ever from the very beginning. If part of a contract is null and void without affecting the
validity of the other parts, the other parts shall still be valid.
Article 57 If a contract is null and void, revoked or terminated, it shall not affect the validity
of the dispute settlement clause which is independently existing in the contract.

Article 58 The property acquired as a result of a contract shall be returned after the
contract is confirmed to be null and void or has been revoked; where the property can not
be returned or the return is unnecessary, it shall be reimbursed at its estimated price. The
party at fault shall compensate the other party for losses incurred as a result therefrom. If
both parties are fault,each party shall respectively be liable.

Article 59 If the parties have maliciously conducted collusion to damage the interests of
the State, a collective or a third party, the property thus acquired shall be turned over to
the State or returned to the collective or the third party.

Chapter 4 Performance of Contracts

Article 60 Each party shall fully perform its own obligations as agreed upon.

  The parties shall abide by the principle of good faith, and perform obligations of
notification, assistance, and confidentiality, etc. in accordance with the nature and purpose
of the contract and the transaction practice.

Article 61 Where, after the contract becomes effective, there is no agreement in the
contract between the parties on such contents as quality, price or remuneration, or place
of performance etc., or such agreement is ambiguous, the parties may agree upon
supplementary terms through consultation;if a supplementary agreement cannot be
reached, such terms shall be determined in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
contract or the transaction practices.

Article 62 Where certain contents agreed upon by the parties in the contract are
ambiguous and cannot be determined in accordance with the provisions in Article 61 of
this Law, the following provisions shall be applied:

(1) if quality requirement is not clear, performance shall be in accordance with the state
standard or industry standard; absent any state or industry standard, performance shall be
in accordance with the customary standard or any particular standard consistent with the
purpose of the contract;

(2) if price or remuneration is not clear, performance shall be in accordance with the
prevailing market price at the place of performance at the time the contract was concluded,
and if adoption of a price commissioned by the government or based on government
issued pricing guidelines is required by law, such requirement applies;

(3) where the place of performance is not clear, if the obligation is payment of
money,performance shall be at the place where the payee is located; if the obligation is
delivery of immovable property, performance shall be at the place where the immovable
property is located;for any other subject matter, performance shall be effected at the place
of location of the party fulfilling the obligations.

(4) if the time of performance is not clear, the obligor may perform, and the obligee
may require performance, at any time, provided that the other party shall be given the time
required for preparation;

(5) if the method of performance is not clear, performance shall be rendered in a
manner which is conducive to realizing the purpose of the contract;

(6) if the responsibility for the expenses of performance is not clear, the party fulfilling
the obligations shall bear the expenses.

Article 63 Where the government-fixed price or government-directed price is followed in a
contract, if the said price is readjusted within the time limit for delivery as stipulated in the
contract,the payment shall be calculated according to the price at the time of delivery.
Where a party delays in delivering the subject matter, the original price shall be adopted if
the price rises;and the new price shall be adopted if the price falls. Where a party delays in
taking delivery of the subject matter or making payment, the new price shall be adopted if
the price rises, and the original price shall be adopted if the price falls.

Article 64 Where the parties agree that the obligor shall perform the obligations to a third
party, and the obligor fails to perform its obligations to such third party or its performance
of the obligations is not in conformity with the agreement, the obligor shall be liable to the
obligee for breach of contract.

Article 65 Where the parties agree that a third party performs the obligations to the obligee,
and the third party fails to perform the obligations or the performance is not in conformity
with the agreement, the obligor shall be liable to the obligee for breach of contract.

Article 66 Where both parties have obligations toward one another and there is no order of
priority in respect of the performance of obligations, the parties shall perform the
obligations simultaneously. Each party has the right to reject any demand by the other
party for performance prior to the performance by the other party. If the performance of the
obligations of the party who is to perform first is not in conformity with the agreement, the
party who is perform later has the right to reject the other party’s demand for
corresponding performance.

Article 67 Where both parties have obligations toward each other and there is an order of
priority in respect of the performance, and the party who is to perform first fails to perform,
the party who is to perform later has the right to reject the other party’s demand for
performance. If the performance of the obligations of the party who is to perform first is not
in conformity with the
agreement, the party who is to perform later has the right to reject the other party’s
demand for corresponding performance.

Article 68 The party required to perform first may suspend its performance if it has
conclusive evidence showing that the other party is under any of the following
circumstances:

(1) its business has seriously deteriorated;

(2) it has engaged in transfer of assets or withdrawal of funds for the purpose of
evading debts;

(3) it has lost its business creditworthiness;

(4) it is in any other circumstance which will or may cause it to lose its ability to
perform.

  Where a party suspends performance without conclusive evidence, it shall be liable
for breach of contract.

Article 69 If a party suspends its performance in accordance with the provisions of Article
68 of this Law, it shall timely notify the other party. If the other party provides appropriate
assurance for its performance, the party shall resume performance. After performance
was suspended, if the
other party fails to regain its ability to perform and fails to provide appropriate assurance
within a reasonable time, the suspending party may terminate the contract.

Article 70 Where the obligee fails to notify the obligor of its separation, merger, or change
of the domicile, thereby making it difficult for the obligor to perform its obligations, the
obligor may suspend its performance or escrow the subject matter.

Article 71 The obligee may reject the obligor’s advance performance of its obligations,
except that the advance performance does not harm the obligee’s interests.

  Any additional expense incurred by the obligee due to the obligorÿs advance
performance of its obligations shall be borne by the obligor.
Article 72 An obligee may reject the obligor’s partial performance, except that the partial
performance of its obligations does not harm the obligee’s interests.

  Any additional expense incurred by the obligee due to the obligorÿs partial
performance of its obligations shall be borne by the obligor.

Article 73 Where the obligor is remiss in exercising its due creditor’s right, thereby harming
the obligee’s interests, the obligee may petition the People’s Court for subrogation in its
own name,except that the creditor’s right exclusively belongs to the obligor.

  The extent to which the subrogation rights can be exercised is limited to the obligeeÿ
s rights. The expenses necessary for the obligee to exercise such subrogation rights shall
be borne by the obligor.

Article 74 Where the obligor waives its creditor’s right against a third party that is due or
assigns its property without reward, thereby harming the obligee’s interests, the obligee
may petition the People’s Court for cancellation of the obligor’s act. Where the obligor
assigns its property
at a low price which is manifestly unreasonable, thereby harming the obligee’s interests,
and the assignee is aware of the situation, the obligee may also petition the People’s
Court for cancellation of the obligor’s act.

  The extent to which the right to cancel can be exercised is limited to the rights of the
obligee. The expenses necessary for the obligee to exercise the right to cancel shall be
borne by the obligor.

Article 75 The right to cancel shall be exercised within one year form the date the obligee
knows or should have known of the matter for cancellation. Such right to cancel shall
lapse if the obligee fails to exercise such rights within five years from the date of the
occurrence of such act.

Article 76 Once a contract becomes effective, a party may not refuse to perform its
obligations thereunder due to a change in its name, or its legal representative, the person
in charge, or the person handling the contract.

Chapter 5 Modification and Assignment of Contracts

Article 77 A contract may be modified if the parties reach a consensus through
consultation.

  If the laws or administrative regulations so provide, approval and registration
procedures for such modification shall be gone through in accordance with such
provisions.

Article 78 Where an agreement by the parties on the contents of a modification is
ambiguous, the contract shall be presumed as not having been modified.

Article 79 The obligee may assign its rights under a contract, in whole or in part, to a third
party,except under the following circumstances:

(1) such rights may not be assigned in light of the nature of the contract;

(2) such rights may not be assigned according to the agreement between the parties;

(3) such rights may not be assigned according to the provisions of the laws.

Article 80 Where the obligee assigns its rights, it shall notify the obligor. Such assignment
will have no effect on the obligor without notice thereof.

  A notice by the obligee to assign its rights shall not be revoked, unless such
revocation is consented to by the assignee.

Article 81 Where the obligee assigns its right, the assignee shall acquire the collateral
rights related to the principal rights, except that the collateral rights exclusively belong to
the obligee.

Article 82 Upon receipt of the notice of assignment of rights, the obligor may assert
against the assignee any defenses it has against the assignor.

Article 83 Upon receipt by the obligor of the notice of assignment of rights, the obligor shall
have vested rights against the assignor, and if the rights of the obligor vest prior to or at
the same time as the assigned rights, the obligor may claim an offset against the
assignee.

Article 84 Where the obligor delegates its obligations under a contract in whole or in part
to a third party, such delegation shall be subject to the consent of the obligee.

Article 85 Where the obligor delegates its obligation, the new obligor may exercise any
defense that the original obligor had against the obligee.

Article 86 Where the obligor delegates its obligation, the new obligor shall assume the
incidental obligations related to the main obligations, except that the obligations
exclusively belong to the original obligor.

Article 87 Where the laws or administrative regulations stipulate that the assignment of
rights or transfer of obligations shall undergo approval or registration procedures, such
provisions shall be followed.

Article 88 Upon the consent of the other party, one party may transfer its rights together
with its obligations under contract to a third party.

Article 89 Where the rights and obligations are transferred together, the provisions in
Articles 79,Articles 81 to 83, and Articles 85 to 87 of this Law shall be applied.

Article 90 Where a party is merged after the contract has been concluded, the legal
person or other organization established after the merger shall exercise the rights and
obligations thereunder.Unless otherwise agreed upon by the obligor and obligee, the legal
persons or other organizations that exist after the division shall jointly enjoy the rights and
jointly assume the obligations
under the contract.

Chapter 6 Termination of Contractual Rights and Obligations

Article 91 The rights and obligations under a contract shall be terminated under any of the
following circumstances:

(1) the obligations have been performed as agreed upon;

(2) the contract has been rescinded;

(3) the obligations have been offset against each other;

(4) the obligor has escrowed the subject matter accordance with the law;

(5) the obligee has released the obligor of its obligation;

(6) the rights and obligations have vested in one party;

(7) any other circumstances for termination as stipulated by the laws or agreed upon
by the parties.

Article 92 After the termination of the rights and obligations under the contract, the parties
shall observe the principal of honesty and good faith and perform the obligations of
notification,assistance and confidentiality, etc. in accordance with relevant transaction
practices.

Article 93 The parties may terminate a contract if they reach a consensus through
consultation.

  The parties may agree upon conditions under which either party may terminate the
contract.Upon satisfaction of the conditions, the party who has the right to terminate may
terminate the contract.

Article 94 The parties to a contract may terminate the contract under any of the following
circumstances:

(1) it is rendered impossible to achieve the purpose of contract due to an event of force
majeure;

(2) prior to the expiration of the period of performance, the other party expressly states,
or indicates through its conduct, that it will not perform its main obligation;

(3) the other party delayed performance of its main obligation after such performance
has been demand, and fails to perform within a reasonable period;

(4) the other party delays performance of its obligations, or breaches the contract in
some other manner, rendering it impossible to achieve the purpose of the contract;

(5) other circumstance as provided by law.

Article 95 Where the laws stipulates or the parties agreed upon the time limit to exercise
the right to terminate the contract, and no party exercises it when the time limit expires,
the said right shall be extinguished.

  Where neither the law stipulates nor the parties make an agreement upon the time
limit to exercise the right to terminate the contract, and no party exercise it within a
reasonable time period after being urged, the said right shall be extinguished.

Article 96 A party demanding termination of a contract in accordance with the provisions of
Paragraph 2 of Article 93 and Article 94 of this Law shall notify the other party. The
contract shall be terminated upon the receipt of the notice by the other party. If the other
party objects to such termination, it may petition the People’s Court or an arbitration
institution to adjudicate the
validity of the termination of the contract.

  Where the laws and administrative regulations so provide, the approval and
registration procedures for the termination of the contract shall be gone through in
accordance with such laws and regulations.

Article 97 After the termination of a contract, performance shall cease if the contract has
not been performed; if the contract has been performed, a party may, in accordance with
the circumstances of performance or the nature of the contract, demand the other party to
restore such party to its original state or adopt other remedial measures, and such party
shall have the right to demand compensation for damages.

Article 98 The termination of rights and obligations under a contact shall not affect the
validity of clauses that related to the final settlement of accounts and winding-up.

Article 99 Where the parties are liable to one another for obligations that are due, and if
the type and nature of the subject matter of such obligations are the same, any party may
offset its own obligation against the obligation of the other party, except unless such offset
is not allowed according to the laws and regulations or cannot be made given the nature of
the contract.

  The party who claims such offset shall notify the other party. The notice shall become
effective when it reaches the other party. The offset shall not be subject to any condition or
time limit.

Article 100 Where the parties have obligations towards one another, and the type and
nature of such obligations are different, the obligations may also be offset upon consensus
between the parties after consultation.
Article 101 The obligor may escrow the subject matter under any of the following
circumstances which render performance of the obligations difficult:,

(1) the obligee refuses to accept them without justified reasons;

(2) the whereabouts of the obligee are unknown;

(3) the obligee is deceased and the successor has not been determined, or the obligee
has lost civil capacity and a guardian has not been appointed;

(4) other circumstance as provided for in the laws.

  Where the subject matter is not fit for escrow, or the cost of escrow is excessively
high,the obligor may auction or sell the subject matter according to law, and escrow the
proceeds therefrom.

Article 102 Unless the whereabouts of the obligee are unknown, the obligee shall notify
the obligee, or the successor or guardian of the obligor immediately after the subject
matter has been placed in escrow.

Article 103 Once the subject matter has been placed in escrow, the risk of damage to,
destruction or loss of the subject matter shall be borne by the obligee. The obligee shall be

entitled to any fruits of the subject matter during the escrow period. Escrow expenses shall
be borne by the obligee.

Article 104 The obligee may claim the subject matter in escrow at any time, except that if
the obligee has any due obligations toward the obligor, prior to the obligee’s performance
of its obligations or the obligee’s provision of security for its performance, the escrow
institution shall, at the request of the obligor, refuse the obligee’s claim of the escrowed
subject matter.

  The right of the obligee to reclaim the subject matter in escrow shall lapse if it is not
exercised within five years form the date the subject matter is placed in escrow, and the
escrowed subject matter shall revert to the national treasury after the deduction of the
escrow costs.

Article 105 Where an obligee releases the obligor of its own obligations, in whole or in part,
the rights and obligations under the contract shall terminate in whole or in part.

Article 106 If the rights and obligations under a contract vest in one party, such rights and
obligations thereunder shall terminate, unless they involve the interests of a third party.

Chapter 7 Liabilities for Breach of Contracts

Article 107 If a party fails to perform its obligations under a contract, or its performance
fails to satisfy the terms of the contract, it shall bear the liabilities for breach of contract
such as to continue to perform its obligations, to take remedial measures, or to
compensate for losses.

Article 108 Where one party express explicitly or indicates by its conduct that it will not
perform its obligations under a contract, the other party may demand it to bear the liability
for the breach of contract before the expiry of the performance period.

Article 109 If a party fails to pay the price or remuneration, the other party may request it to
make the payment.

Article 110 Where a party fails to perform the non-monetary obligations or its performance
of non-monetary obligations fails to satisfy the terms of the contract, the other party may
request it to perform it except under any of the following circumstances:

(1) it is unable to be performed in law or in fact;

(2) the subject matter of the obligation is unfit for compulsory performance or the
performance expenses are excessively high;

(3) the obligee does not require performance within a reasonable time.

Article 111 Where the quality fails to satisfy the agreement, the breach of contract
damages shall be borne in the manner as agreed upon by the parties. Where there is no
agreement in the contract on the liability for breach of contract or such agreement is
unclear, nor can it be determined in accordance with the provisions of Article 61of this Law,
the damaged party may, in light of the nature of the subject matter and the degree of loss,
reasonably choose to request the other party to bear the liabilities for the breach of
contract such as repairing, substituting, reworking,returning the goods, or reducing the
price or remuneration.

Article 112 Where a party fails to perform its obligations under the contract or its
performance fails to conform to the agreement, and the other party still suffers from other
damages after the performance of the obligations or adoption of remedial measures, such
party shall compensate the other party for such damages.

Article 113 Where a party fails to perform its obligations under the contract or its
performance fails to conform to the agreement and cause losses to the other party, the
amount of compensation for losses shall be equal to the losses caused by the breach of
contract, including the interests receivable after the performance of the contract, provided
not exceeding the probable losses
caused by the breach of contract which has been foreseen or ought to be foreseen when
the party in breach concludes the contract.

  The business operator who commits default activities in providing to the consumer
any goods or services shall be liable for paying compensation for damages in accordance

with the Law of the Peopleÿs Republic of China on Protection of Consumer Rights and
Interests.

Article 114 The parties may agree that if one party breaches the contract, it shall pay a
certain sum of liquidated damages to the other party in light of the circumstances of the
breach, and may also agree on a method for the calculation of the amount of
compensation for the damages incurred as a result of the breach.

  Where the amount of liquidated damages agreed upon is lower than the damages
incurred, a party may petition the Peopleÿs Court or an arbitration institution to make an
increase; where the amount of liquidated damages agreed upon are significantly higher
than the damages incurred,a party may petition the People’s Court or an arbitration
institution to make an appropriate reduction.

  Where the parties agree upon breach of contract damages in respect to the delay in
performance, the party in breach shall perform the obligations after paying the breach of
contract damages.

Article 115 The parties may agree that a party pay a deposit to the other party as a
guaranty for the obligation in accordance with the Security Law of the People’s Republic of
China. Upon the obligor has performed its obligation, the deposit shall be offset against
the price or refunded to the obligor. If the party paying the deposit fails to perform its
obligations under the contract, such party has no right to demand for the return of the
deposit; where the party accepting the deposit fails to perform its obligations under the
contract, such party shall refund twice the value of the deposit.

Article 116 If the parties agree on both liquidated damages and a deposit, and one party is
in breach,the other party may choose to apply either the provisions for liquidated damages
or that for the deposit.

Article 117 A party who is unable to perform a contract due to force majeure is exempted
from liability in part or in whole in light of the impact of the event of force majeure, except
otherwise provided by law. Where an event of force majeure occurs after the party’s delay
in performance,it is not exempted from such liability.

  For purposes of this Law, force majeure means any objective circumstances which
are unforeseeable, unavoidable and insurmountable.

Article 118 If a party is unable to perform a contract due to an event of force majeure, it
shall timely notify the other party so as to mitigate the losses that may be caused to the
other party, and shall provide evidence of such event of force majeure within a reasonable
period.

Article 119 Where a party breached the contract, the other party shall take the appropriate
measures to prevent the losses from increasing; where the other party’s failure to take
appropriate measures results in additional losses, it cannot demand compensation for the
additional losses.

  Any reasonable expense incurred by the other party in preventing additional losses
shall be borne by the party in breach.
Article 120 If both parties breach a contract, each party shall bear its own respective
liabilities.

Article 121 Where a party’s breach is attributable to a third party, it shall nevertheless be
liable to the other party for breach. Any dispute between the party and such third party
shall be resolved in accordance with the law or the agreement between the parties.

Article 122 Where the breach of contract by one party infringes upon the other party’s
personal or property rights, the aggrieved party is entitled to choose to claim the
assumption by the violating and infringing party of liabilities for breach of contract
according to this Law, or to claim the assumption by the violating and infringing party of
liabilities for infringement
according to other laws.

Chapter 8 Other Provisions

Article 123 Where other laws provide otherwise in respect of a contract, such provisions
shall prevail.

Article 124 Where there are no explicitly provisions in the Specific Provisions of this Law
or in any other law concerning a certain contract, the provisions in the General Provisions
of this Law shall be applied, and reference may be made to the provisions in the Specific
Provisions of this Law or in any other law that most closely relate to such contract.

Article 125 If any disputes arise between the parties over the understanding of any clause
of the contract, the true meaning thereof shall be determined according to the words and
sentences used in the contract, the relevant provisions in the contract, the purpose of the
contract, the transaction practices and the principle of good faith.

  Where a contract is concluded in two or more languages and it is agreed that all
versions are equally authentic, the words and sentences in each version are construed to
have the same meaning. In case of any discrepancy in the words or sentences used in the
different language versions, they shall be interpreted in light of the purpose of the contract.

Article 126 Parties to a foreign-related contract may select the applicable law for
resolution of a contractual dispute, except as otherwise provided by law. Where parties to
the foreign-related contract fails to select the applicable law, the contract shall be
governed by the law of the country with the closest connection thereto.

  For a Chinese-foreign equity joint venture contract, Chinese-foreign contractual joint
venture contract, or a contract for Chinese-foreign joint exploration and development of
natural resources which is performed within the territory of the Peopleÿs Republic of China,
the law of the People’s Republic of China shall be applied.

Article 127 Within the scope of their respective duties, the administrative department of
industry and commerce and other relevant departments shall, in accordance with the
relevant laws and administrative regulations, be responsible for monitoring and dealing
with any illegal acts which, by taking advantage of contracts, harm the interests of the
State or the interests of the
public and society; where such an act constitutes a crime, criminal liability shall be
investigated in accordance with the law.

Article 128 The parties may resolve a contractual dispute through settlement or mediation.

  Where the parties do not wish to, or are unable to, resolve such dispute through
settlement or mediation, the dispute may be submitted to the relevant arbitration institution
for arbitration in accordance with the arbitration agreement between the parties. Parties to
a foreign-related contract may apply to a Chinese arbitration institution or another
arbitration institution for arbitration. Where the parties did not conclude an arbitration
agreement, or the

arbitration agreement is invalid, either party may bring a suit to the People’s Court. The
parties shall perform the judgments, arbitration awards or mediation agreements which
have taken legal effect; if a party refuses to perform, the other party may request the
People’s Court for enforcement.

Article 129 For a dispute arising from a contract for the international sale of goods or a
technology import or export contract, the time limit for bringing a suit or applying for
arbitration is four years, calculating from the date on which the party knows or ought to
know the infringement on its rights. For a dispute arising from any other type of contract,
the time limit for bringing a
suit or applying for arbitration shall be governed by the relevant law.

Specific Provisions
Chapter 9 Sales Contracts

Article 130 A sales contract is a contract whereby the seller transfers the ownership of a
subject matter to the buyer, and the buyer pays the price for it.

Article 131 In addition to the terms set forth in Article 12 of this Law, a sales contract may
also
contain such clauses as package manner, inspection standards and method, method of
settlement and clearance, language adopted in the contract and its authenticity.

Article 132 The subject matter to be sold shall be owned by the seller or of that the seller
shall have the right to dispose.

  Where the transfer of a subject matter is prohibited or restricted by laws or
administrative regulation, such provision shall be applied.

Article 133 The ownership of a subject matter shall be transferred upon the delivery of the
object,except as otherwise stipulated by law or agreed upon by the parties.

Article 134 The parties to a sales contract may agree that the ownership shall belong to
the seller if the buyer fails to pay the price or perform other obligations.

Article 135 The seller shall perform the obligations of delivering to the buyer the subject
matter or handing over the documents for the buyer to take possession of the subject
matter and of transferring the ownership thereto.

Article 136 In addition to the document for taking possession, the seller shall deliver to the
buyer the relevant documents and materials in accordance with the agreement or
transaction practices.

Article 137 In a sale of any subject matter which contains intellectual property such as
computer software, etc., the intellectual property in the subject matter does not belong to
the buyer,except as otherwise provided by law or agreed upon by the parties.

Article 138 The seller shall deliver the subject matter by the time limit agreed upon. Where
a time period for delivery is agreed upon, the seller may deliver at any time within the said
time period.

Article 139 Where the time limit for delivery of the subject matter is not agreed upon
between the parties or the agreement is not clear, the provisions of Article 61 and Item 4 of
Article 62 shall be applied.

Article 140 Where a subject matter has been possessed by the buyer prior to the
conclusion of the contract, the delivery time shall be the time when the contract becomes
effective.

Article 141 The seller shall deliver the subject matter at the agreed place.

  Where there is no agreement between the parties as to the place to deliver the
subject matter or such agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined according to the
provisions of Article 61 of this Law, the following provisions shall be applied:

(1) if the subject matter needs carriage, the seller shall deliver the subject matter to the
first carrier so as to hand it over to the buyer;

(2) if the subject matter does not need carriage, and the seller and buyer know the
place of the subject matter when concluding the contract, the seller shall deliver the
subject matter at such place; if the place is unknown, the subject matter shall be delivered
at the business place of the seller when concluding the contract.

Article 142 The risk of damage to or loss of a subject matter shall be borne by the seller
prior to the delivery of the subject matter and by the buyer after delivery, except as
otherwise stipulated by law or agreed upon by the parties.

Article 143 Where a subject matter cannot be delivered at the agreed time limit due to any
reasons attributable to the buyer, the buyer shall bear the risk of damage to or loss of the
subject matter as of the date it breaches the agreement.

Article 144 Where the seller sells a subject matter delivered to a carrier for carriage and is
in transit, unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, the risk of damage to or missing of
the subject matter shall be borne by the buyer as of the time of establishment of the
contract.

Article 145 Where there is no agreement between the parties as to the place of delivery or
such agreement is not clearly, and the subject matter needs carriage according to the
provisions of Item 1 of Paragraph 2 of Article 141 of this Law, the risk of damage to or
missing of the subject matter shall be borne by the buyer after the seller has delivered the
subject matter to the first
carrier.

Article 146 Where the seller has placed the subject matter at the place of delivery in
accordance with the agreement or in accordance with the provisions of Item 2 of
Paragraph 2 of Article 141 of this Law, while the buyer fails to take delivery in breach of
the agreement, the risk of damage to or missing of the subject matter shall be borne by
the buyer as of the date of breach of the
agreement.

Article 147 The failure of the seller to deliver the documents and materials relating to the
subject matter as agreed upon shall not affect the passing of the risk of damage to or
missing of the subject matter.
Article 148 Where the quality of the subject matter does not conform to the quality
requirements, making it impossible to achieve the purpose of the contract, the buyer may

refuse to accept the subject matter or may terminate the contract. If the buyer refuses to
accept the subject matter or terminate the contract, the risk of damage to or missing of the
subject matter shall be borne by the seller.

Article 149 Where the risk of damage to or missing of the subject matter is borne by the
buyer, the buyer’s right to demand the seller to bear liability for breach of contract because
the seller’s performance of its obligations is not in conformity with the agreement shall not
be affected.

Article 150 Unless otherwise provided by law, the seller shall have the obligation to
warrant that no third party shall exercise against the buyer any rights with respect to the
delivered subject matter.

Article 151 Where the buyer knows or ought to know, at the time of conclusion of the
contract, that a third party has rights on the subject matter to be sold, the seller does not
assume the obligation prescribed in Article 150 of this Law.

Article 152 Where the buyer has conclusive evidence to demonstrate that a third party
may claim rights on the subject matter, it may suspend to pay the corresponding price,
except where the seller provides a appropriate guaranty.

Article 153 The seller shall deliver the subject matter in compliance with the agreed quality
requirements. Where the seller gives the quality specifications for the subject matter, the
subject matter delivered shall comply with the quality requirements set forth therein.

Article 154 Where the quality requirements for the subject matter is not agreed between
parties or such agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined according to the
provisions of Article 61 of this Law, the provisions of Item 1 of Article 62 of this Law shall
be applied.

Article 155 If the subject matter delivered by the seller fails to comply with the quality
requirements,the buyer may demand the seller to bear liability for breach of contract in
accordance with Article 111 of this Law.

Article 156 The seller shall deliver the subject matter packed in the agreed manner. Where
there is no agreement on package manner in the contract or the agreement is not clear,

nor can it be determined according to the provisions of Article 61 of this Law, the subject
matter shall be packed in a general manner, and if no general manner, a package manner
enough to protect the subject matter shall be adopted.

Article 157 Upon receipt of the subject matter, the buyer shall inspect it within the agreed
inspection period. Where no inspection period is agreed, the buyer shall timely inspect the
subject matter.

Article 158 Where the parties have agreed upon an inspection period, the buyer shall
notify the seller of any non-compliance in quantity or quality of the subject matter within
such inspection period.Where the buyer delayed in notifying the seller, the quantity or
quality of the subject matter is deemed to comply with the contract.

  Where no inspection period is agreed, the buyer shall notify the seller within a
reasonable period, commencing on the date when the buyer discovered or should have
discovered the quantity or quality non-compliance. If the buyer fails to notify within a
reasonable period or fails to notify within 2 years, commencing on the date when it
received the subject matter, the quantity or quality of the subject matter is deemed to
comply with the contract, except that if there is a warranty period in respect of the subject
matter, the warranty period applies and supersedes such two year period.

  Where the seller knows or ought to know the non-compliance of the subject matter,
the buyer is not subject to the time limits for notification prescribed in the preceding two
paragraphs.

Article 159 The buyer shall pay the price in the agreed amount. Where the price is not
agreed or the agreement is not clear, the provisions of Article 61 and Item 2 of Article 62
shall be applied.

Article 160 The buyer shall pay the price at the agreed place. Where the place of payment
is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined according to the
provisions of Article 61 of this Law, the buyer shall make payment at the seller’s place of
business, provided that if the
parties agreed that payment shall be conditional upon delivery of the subject matter or the
document for taking delivery thereof, payment shall be made at the place where the
subject matter, or the document for taking delivery thereof, is delivered.

Article 161 The buyer shall pay the price at the agreed time. Where the time for payment is
not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with
Article 61 of this Law,the buyer shall make payment at the same time it receives the
subject matter or the document for
taking delivery thereof.

Article 162 Where the seller delivers the subject matter in a quantity greater than that
agreed in the contract, the buyer may accept or reject the excess quantity. Where the
buyer accepts the excess quantity, it shall pay the price based on the contract rate; where
the buyer rejects the excess quantity, it shall timely notify the seller.

Article 163 The fruits of the subject matter belong to the seller if accrued before delivery,
and to the buyer if accrued after delivery.

Article 164 Where a contract is terminated due to non-compliance of any main component
of the subject matter, the effect of termination extends to the ancillary components. Where
the contract is terminated due to non-compliance of any ancillary component of the
subject matter, the effect of termination does not extend to the main components.

Article 165 Where the subject matter comprises of a number of components, one of which
does not comply with the contract, the buyer may terminate the portion of the contract in
respect of such component, provided that if severance of such component with the other
components will significantly diminish the value of the subject matter, the party may
terminate the contract in respect of such number of components.

Article 166 Where the seller is to deliver the subject matter in installments, if the seller fails
to deliver one installment of the subject matter or the delivery fails to satisfy the terms of
the contract so that the said installment cannot realize the contract purpose, the buyer
may terminate the portion of the contract in respect thereof.

  If the seller fails to deliver one installment of the subject matter or the delivery fails to
satisfy the terms of the contract so that the delivery of the subsequent installments of
subject matter can not realize the contract purpose, the buyer may terminate the portion of
the contract in respect of such installment as well as any subsequent installment.

  If the buyer is to terminate the portion of the contract in respect of a particular
installment which is interdependent with all other installments, it may terminate the
contract in respect of all delivered and undelivered installments.

Article 167 In a sale by installment payment, where the buyer fails to make payments as
they became due,if the delinquent amount has reached one fifth of the total price, the
seller may require payment of the full price from the buyer or terminate the contract. If the
seller terminates the contract, it may require the buyer to pay a fee for its use of the
subject matter.

Article 168 In a sale by sample, the parties shall place the sample under seal, and may
specify the quality of the sample. The subject matter delivered by the seller shall comply
with the sample as well as the quality specifications.

Article 169 In a sale by sample, if the buyer is not aware of a latent defect in the sample,
the subject matter delivered by the seller shall nevertheless comply with the normal quality
standard for a like item, even though the subject matter delivered complies with the
sample.

Article 170 In a sale by trial, the parties may agree the trial period. Where a trial period is
not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with
Article 61 of this Law, it shall be determined by the seller.

Article 171 In a sale by trial, the buyer may either purchase or reject the subject matter
during the trial period. At the end of the trial period, the buyer is deemed to have made the
purchase if it fails to demonstrate its intent to purchase or reject the subject matter.

Article 172 In a sale by tender, matters such as the rights and obligations of the parties
and the tendering procedure, etc. are governed by the relevant laws and administrative
regulations.

Article 173 In a sale by auction, matters such as the rights and obligations of the parties
and the auctioning procedure, etc. are governed by the relevant laws and administrative
regulations.

Article 174 If there are provisions in the law for other non-gratuitous contracts, such
provisions shall apply; in the absence of such provisions, reference shall be made to the
relevant provision on sales contract.

Article 175 Where the parties agree on a barter transaction involving transfer of title to the
subject matters, such transaction shall be governed by reference to the relevant
provisions on sales contracts.

Chapter 10 Contracts for Supply of Power, Water, Gas, Or Heat

Article 176 A power supply contract is a contract whereby the power supplier supplies
power to the power customer, and the power consumer pay an electricity fee.

Article 177 The contents of a power supply contract include terms such as the method,
quality, and time of power supply, and the capacity, location and nature of power use, and
the metering method,electricity rate, the method of settlement of electricity fees, and the
responsibility for maintenance of the power supply and use facilities, etc..

Article 178 The place of performance of a power supply contract shall be the place agreed
upon by the parties, and if there is no agreement or the agreement is not clear, the place
of performance shall be the boundary where ownership of the power supply facilities is
divided.

Article 179 The power supplier shall supply power in a safe manner in accordance with the
standards for power supply stipulated by the State and with the terms of the contract.
Where the power supplier fails to supply power in a safe manner in accordance with the
standards for power supply stipulated by the State and with the terms of the contract,
thereby causing losses to the power
customer, it shall be liable for damages.

Article 180 Where the power supplier needs to suspend the power supply due to reasons
such as planned maintenance or provisional inspection and repair of the power supply
facilities, legally restriction on power, or illegal use of power by the power customer, etc., it
shall notify the power customer in advance in accordance with the relevant provisions of
the State. Where the power supplier suspends power supply without notifying the power
customer in advance, thereby

causing losses to the power customer, it shall be liable for damages.

Article 181 Where the power supply is suspended due to a natural disaster or other
causes, the power supplier shall make prompt repairs in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the State. Where the power supplier fails to make prompt repair, thereby
causing loss to the power customer, it shall be liable for damages.

Article 182 The power customer shall timely pay the electricity fees in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the State and with the terms of the contract. Where the power
customer delays in paying the electricity fees, it shall pay breach of contract damages in
accordance with the contract. Where the power customer fails to pay the electricity fees
and breach of contract damages within a reasonable time limit after receiving demand for
payment, the power supplier may shut off the power supply in accordance with the
procedure prescribed by the state.

Article 183 The power customer shall use power in a safe manner in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the State and with the terms of the contract. Where the power
customer fails to use power in a safe manner in accordance with the relevant provisions of
the State and with the terms of the contract, thereby causing losses to the power supplier,
it shall be liable for damages.

Article 184 A contract for the supply of water, gas or heat shall be governed by reference
to the relevant provisions on power supply contracts.

Chapter 11 Gift Contracts

Article 185 A gift contract is a contract whereby the donor conveys his property to the
donee gratuitously and the donee expresses his acceptance of the gift.

Article 186 Prior to the transfer of rights to the gift property, the donor may revoke the gift.

  The provisions of the preceding paragraph does not apply to any gift contract the
nature of which serves the public interests or fulfills a moral obligation, such as disaster
relief,poverty relief, etc., or any gift contract which has been notarized.

Article 187 Where conveyance of the gifted property is subject to such procedures as
registration according to law, the relevant procedures shall be carried out.

Article 188 In the case of a gift contract the nature of which serves the public interests or
fulfills a moral obligation, such as disaster relief, poverty relief, etc., or a gift contract which
has been notarized, if the donor fails to deliver the gift property, the donee may require
delivery.

Article 189 Where the gifted property is damaged or lost due to any intentional misconduct
or gross negligence of the donor, he shall be liable for damages.

Article 190 A gift may be conditioned on an obligation.

  Where the gift is conditioned on an obligation, the donee shall perform his obligations
in accordance with the contract.

Article 191 The donor is not liable for any defect in the gifted property. Where the gift is
conditioned on an obligation, and the gifted property is defective, the donor has the same
warranty obligations as a seller to the extent of the prescribed obligations.

  Where the donor intentionally omits to inform the donee of the defect or warranted the
absence of any defect, thereby causing losses to the donee, he shall be liable for
damages.

Article 192 Where the donee is in any of the following circumstances, the donor may
revoke the gift:

(1) seriously harming the donor or any immediate family member thereof;

(2) failing to perform support obligations owed to the donor;

(3) failing to perform the obligations under the gift contract.

  The donor shall exercise its revocation right within one year after he knows, or ought
to know, the cause for revocation.

Article 193 Where the donor is deceased or incapacitated due to the donee’s illegal act,
his heir or legal agent may revoke the gift.

  The heir or legal agent of the donor shall exercise the right of revocation within six
months after he knows, or ought to know, the cause for revocation.

Article 194 Upon revocation of the gift, the person with the revocation right may claim
restitution of the gifted property from the donee.
Article 195 If the donor’s economic situation is deteriorated significantly, thereby seriously
impacting on his business operation or family life, he may no longer perform the gift
obligations.

Chapter 12 Contracts for Loan of Money

Article 196 A contract for loan of money is a contract whereby the borrower borrows a sum
of money from the lender, and repays the borrowed money with interest thereon when it
becomes due.

Article 197 A contract for loan of money shall be in writing, except where the loan is
between natural persons who have agreed otherwise.

  The contents of a contract for loan of money include the terms such as the loanÿs
type,currency, purpose, amount, interest rate, term and method of repayment, etc.

Article 198 In entering into a contract for loan of money, the lender may require the
borrower to provide a guaranty. The guaranty shall conform to the provisions of the
Security Law of the People’s Republic of China.

Article 199 In entering into a contract for loan of money, the borrower shall provide true
information concerning its business operation and financial condition in connection with
the loan as required by the lender.

Article 200 No interest shall be deducted from the principal in advance. Where any interest
amount is deducted from the principal in advance, the repayment of principal and
calculation of interest shall be based on the actual amount borrowed.

Article 201 Where the lender fails to make the loan amount available on the agreed date
and in the agreed amount, thereby causing losses to the borrower, it shall pay damages.

  Where the borrower fails to draw down on the agreed date and in the agreed amount,
it shall nevertheless pay the interest on the agreed date and in the agreed amount.

Article 202 The lender may examine and monitor the application of the proceeds in
accordance with the contract. The borrower shall periodically provide the lender with
materials such as related financial and accounting reports, etc. in accordance with the
contract.

Article 203 Where the borrower fails to use the proceeds for the prescribed purpose, the
lender may withhold funding, call the loan, or terminate the contract.

Article 204 The interest rate on the loan provided by a financial institution engaged in
lending operation shall be determined between the minimum and maximum rates fixed by
the People’s Bank of China.

Article 205 The borrower shall pay the interest at the agreed time. Where the time of
interest payment is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in
accordance with Article 61 of this Law, if the loan term is less than one year, the interest
shall be paid together with the principal at the time of repayment; if the loan term is one
year or longer, the interest shall be paid at the end of each annual period, and where the
remaining period is less than one year, the interest shall be paid together with the principal
at the time of repayment.

Article 206 The borrower shall repay the principal at the agreed time. Where the time of
repayment is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in
accordance with Article 61 of this Law, the borrower may repay at any time; and the lender
may demand repayment from the borrower within a reasonable time limit.

Article 207 Where the borrower fails to repay the loan at the agreed time, it shall pay
delayed repayment interest in accordance with the contract or the relevant provisions of
the State.

Article 208 Where the borrower prepays the loan, unless otherwise agreed by the parties,
the interest shall be calculated based on the actual period of loan.

Article 209 The borrower may apply to the lender for extension of the loan term before its
maturity. Upon consent by the lender, the loan term may be extended.

Article 210 A contract for loan of money between natural persons becomes effective at the
time the lender makes the loan amount available.

Article 211 Under a contract for loan of money between natural persons, if payment of
interest is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, the loan is deemed interest free.

  Under a contract for loan of money between natural persons, the interest rate on the
loan may not contravene the relevant provisions of the State concerning limit on loan
interest rate.

Chapter 13 Leasing Contracts

Article 212 A leasing contract is a contract whereby the lessor delivers to the lessee the
lease item for it to use or accrue benefit from, and the lessee pays the rent.

Article 213 The contents of a leasing contract include terms such as the name, quantity
and purpose of the lease item, lease term, amount of rent, time and method of rent
payment, as well as maintenance and repair of the lease item, etc.

Article 214 The lease term may not exceed twenty years. If the lease term exceeds twenty
years, the portion of the lease term beyond the initial twenty year period is invalid.

  At the end of the lease term, the parties may renew the lease, provided that the
renewed term may not exceed twenty years commencing on the date of renewal.

Article 215 Where the lease term is six months or longer, the lease shall be in writing. If
the parties fail to adopt a writing form, the lease is deemed a non-term lease.

Article 216 The lessor shall deliver the lease item to the lessee in accordance with the
contract and shall, during the lease term, keep the lease item fit for the agreed purpose.

Article 217 The lessee shall use the lease item in the agreed manner. Where the manner
of use of the lease item is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be
determined in accordance with Article 61of this Law, the lease item shall be used in a
manner consistent with its nature.

Article 218 Where the lessee uses the lease item in the agreed manner or in a manner
consistent with its nature, thereby causing wear and tear to the lease item, it is not liable
for damages.

Article 219 Where the lessee fails to use the lease item in the agreed manner or in a
manner consistent with its nature, thereby causing damage to it, the lessor may terminate
the contract and claim damages.

Article 220 The lessor shall perform the obligations of maintenance and repair of the lease
item, except otherwise agreed by the parties.

Article 221 Where the lease item needs maintenance or repair, the lessee may require the
lessor to perform maintenance or repair within a reasonable time limit.

  If the lessor fails to fulfill its obligations of maintenance or repair, the lessee may
maintain or repair the lease item on its own at the lessorÿs expense. Where the lesseeÿ
s use of the lease item is impaired due to maintenance or repair thereof, the rent shall be
reduced or the lease term shall be extended accordingly.

Article 222 The lessee shall keep the lease item with due care and shall be liable for
damages if the lease item is damaged or lost due to improper care.

Article 223 Subject to consent of the lessor, the lessee may make improvement on or
addition to the lease item.

  If the lessee makes improvement on or addition to the lease item without consent of
the lessor, the lessor may require the lessee to restore the lease item to its original
condition or claim compensation for the losses.

Article 224 Subject to consent of the lessor, the lessee may sublease the lease item to a
third party.Where the lessee subleases the lease item, the leasing contract between the
lessee and the lessor remains valid, and if the third party causes damage to the lease item,
the lessee shall compensate for the losses.

  Where the lessee subleases the lease item without the consent of the lessor, the
lessor may terminate the contract.

Article 225 During the lease term, any benefit accrued from the possession or use of the
lease item belongs to the lessee, except otherwise agreed by the parties.
Article 226 The lessee shall pay the rent at the agreed time. Where the time of payment is
not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with
Article 61 of this Law,the rent shall be paid at the end of the lease term if it is less than one
year; if the lease term is one year or longer, the rent shall be paid at the end of each
annual period, and where the remaining period is less than one year, the rent shall be paid
at the end of the lease term.

Article 227 Where the lessee fails to pay or delays in paying the rent without any reason,
the lessor may require the lessee to pay the rent within a reasonable time limit. If the
lessee fails to pay the rent at the end of such time limit, the lessor may terminate the
contract.

Article 228 If due to any claim by a third party, the lessee is unable to use or accrue benefit
from the lease item, the lessee may require reduction in rent or refuse to pay rent.

  In case of any claim by a third party, the lessee shall timely notify the lessor.

Article 229 Any change of ownership to the lease item does not affect the validity of the
leasing contract.

Article 230 Where the lessor is to sell a dwelling unit under a lease, it shall give the lessee
a notice within a reasonable time limit before the sale, and the lessee has the right of first
refusal under the same conditions.

Article 231 Where the lease item is damaged or lost in part or in whole due to any reason
not attributable to the lessee, the lessee may require reduction in rent or refuse to pay rent;
where the purpose of the contract can not be achieved due to damage to or loss of the
lease item in part or in whole, the lessee may terminate the contract.

Article 232 Where the term of a lease is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can
it be determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, such lease is deemed a
non-term lease.Either party may terminate the contract at any time, provided that the
lessor shall give the lessee a reasonable advance notice before it terminates the contract.

Article 233 Where the lease item endangers the safety or health of the lessee, the lessee
may terminate the contract at any time even if the lessee knows the lease item does not
meet the quality requirements when concluding the contract.

Article 234 Where the lessee is deceased during the term of a dwelling unit lease, the
person jointly living in the unit with the lessee while the lessee is alive may continue
leasing it on the terms of the original leasing contract.

Article 235 The lessee shall return the lease item at the end of the lease term. The
returned lease item shall be in a condition resulting from its use in the agreed manner or in
a manner consistent with its nature.

Article 236 Upon expiration of the lease term, if the lessee continues to use the lease item
without objection by the lessor, the original leasing contract remains effective, provided
that it becomes a non-term lease.

Chapter 14 Financial Leasing Contracts

Article 237 A financial leasing contract is a contract whereby the lessor, upon purchase of
the lessee-selected lease item from a lessee-selected seller, provides the lease item to
the lessee for its use, and the lessee pays the rent.

Article 238 The contents of a financial leasing contract include terms such as the name,
quantity,specifications, technical performance, and method of inspection of the lease item,
the lease term, the rental components and the time, method and currency of payment, as
well as the ownership of the lease item at the end of the lease term, etc.

  A financial leasing contract shall be concluded in writing.
Article 239 Under the sales contract concluded by the lessor according to the lessee’s
selection of the seller and the lease item, the seller shall deliver the subject matter to the
lessee in accordance with the contract, and the lessee enjoys the rights of the buyer in
respect of taking delivery of the subject matter.

Article 240 The lessor, the seller and the lessee may agree that any claim arising from the
seller’s failure in the performance of its obligations under the sales contract will be made
by the lessee. Where the lessee makes such a claim, the lessor shall provide assistance.

Article 241 Without the consent of the lessee, the lessor may not amend any
lessee-related term in the sales contract concluded by it according to the lessee’s
selection of the seller and the lease item.

Article 242 The lessor shall be entitled to the ownership of the lease item. In case the
lessee goes bankruptcy, the lease item is not part of its bankruptcy assets.

Article 243 Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the rent under a financial leasing
contract shall be determined based on the major portion of or full costs of purchasing the
lease item and the lessor’s reasonable profit.

Article 244 Where the lease item does not comply with the contract or is not fit for the
intended purpose, the lessor is not liable, except where the lessee relies on the skills of
the lessor in selecting the lease item or the lessor interferes with the selection thereof.

Article 245 The lessor shall give warranty in respect of the lessee’s possession and use of
the lease item.

Article 246 If in the possession of the lessee, the lease item causes personal injury or
property damage to a third party, the lessor is not liable.

Article 247 The lessee shall keep and use the lease item with due care. While in
possession of the lease item, the lessee shall perform the obligations of maintenance and
repair thereof.

Article 248 The lessee shall pay the rent in accordance with the contract. Where the
lessee fails to pay the rent within a reasonable time limit after receiving the demand for
payment from the lessor,the lessor may require payment of the full rent; or it may
terminate the contract and take back the lease item.

Article 249 Where the parties agree that the lease item shall belong to the lessee at the
expiry of the lease term, the lessee has paid the majority of the rent but is unable to pay
the remaining rent,and the lessor terminates the contract for this reason and takes back
the lease item, if the value of the lease item taken back exceeds the rent and other
expenses which the lessee owes to the lessor, the lessee may request the lessor to return
a certain part.

Article 250 The lessor and the lessee may agree on the ownership of the lease item at the
expiry of the lease term. Where ownership of the lease item is not agreed or the
agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law,
the ownership of the lease item shall belong to the lessor.

Chapter 15 Contracts for Work

Article 251 A contract for work is a contract whereby the contractor shall, in light of the
requirements of the ordering party, complete certain work and deliver the results therefrom,
and the ordering party pays the remuneration therefor.

  Work includes processing, ordering, repairing, duplicating, testing, inspecting, etc..

Article 252 The contents of a contract for work shall contain such clauses as the subject
matter,quantity, quality, remuneration, method of the work, supply of materials, term of
performance,standards and method of inspection.

Article 253 The contractor shall use its own equipment, skills and labor to complete the
main part of the work, except as otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

  Where the contractor assigns the contracted work to a third party for completion, the
contractor shall be responsible to the ordering party in respect of the work results
completed by the ordering party. Where the assignment is not approved by the ordering
party, the ordering party may terminate the contract.

Article 254 The contractor may assign some ancillary work contracted to a third party for
completion.
Where the contractor assigns some ancillary work to a third party for completion, the
contractor hall be responsible to the ordering party for the work result completed by a third
party.

Article 255 Where the contractor is to supply the materials, the contractor shall select the
materials in accordance with the contract and shall make such materials available for
inspection by the ordering party.

Article 256 Where the ordering party is to supply the materials, it shall supply the materials
in accordance with the contract. The contractor shall timely inspect the materials supplied
by the ordering party, and if it discovers that they do not conform to the agreement in the
contract, it shall timely notify the ordering party to replace them or supply what is lacking
or take other remedial measures.

  The contractor may not replace the materials supplied by the ordering party without
authorization, and may not replace any components which do not need to be repaired.

Article 257 Where the contractor discovers that the drawings or technical requirements
provided by the ordering party are unreasonable, it shall timely notify the ordering party.
Where any losses are caused to the contractor due to the indolent reply of the ordering
party and other reasons, the ordering party shall be liable for making compensation.

Article 258 Where the ordering party changes its requirements for the contracted work
while the work is under way, thereby causing losses to the contractor, the ordering party
shall be liable for making compensation.

Article 259 Where the performance of the contracted work requires assistance of the
ordering party, the ordering party shall have the obligation to provide assistance. Where
the contracted work is unable to be completed due to the ordering party’s failure in fulfilling
its obligation of assistance, the contractor may urge the ordering party to perform its
obligation within a
reasonable time limit and may extend the term of its performance; where the ordering
party fails to perform such obligation within the time limit, the contractor may terminate the
contract.

Article 260 In the period of working, the contractor shall accept the necessary supervision
over and inspection of the work by the ordering party. The ordering party may not obstruct
the normal work of the contractor with the supervision and inspection.

Article 261 Upon the completion of the contracted work, the contractor shall deliver the
work results to the ordering party and shall submit necessary technical materials and the
relevant quality certificate. The ordering party shall conduct acceptance inspection of the
work results.

Article 262 Where the work results delivered by the contractor fail to meet the quality
requirements, the ordering party may request the contractor to bear the liabilities for the
breach of contract by way of repairing, remaking, reducing remuneration, or making
compensation.

Article 263 The ordering party shall pay the remuneration at the agreed time limit. Where
the time limit of payment is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be
determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, the ordering party shall pay it at the
time when the contractor delivers the work results; where the work results are partially
delivered, the ordering party
shall make payment accordingly.

Article 264 Where the ordering party fails to pay the remuneration or cost for the materials,
etc. to the contractor, the contractor is entitled to lien upon the work results, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 265 The contractor shall keep the materials supplied by the ordering party and the
completed work results with due care, and shall be liable for damages in case of any
damage or losses due to improper care.

Article 266 The contractor shall keep the relevant information confidential as required by
the ordering party, and may not retain any replica or technical material without permission
of the ordering party.

Article 267 Joint contractors are jointly and severally liable to the ordering party, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 268 The ordering party may terminate the contract at any time, but it shall bear the
liability for making compensation for losses, if the contractor suffers losses therefrom.

Chapter 16 Contracts for Construction Projects

Article 269 A contract for construction project is a contract whereby the contractor
performs project construction, and the developer pays the price.

  Contracts for construction projects include contracts for survey, design, and
construction.

Article 270 A contract for construction project shall be in written form.

Article 271 Tendering for a construction project shall be conducted in an open, fair and
impartial manner in accordance with the relevant laws.

Article 272 The developer may enter into a contract for construction project with a prime
contractor, or enter into contracts for survey, design, and construction with the surveyor,
designer, and constructor respectively.

  The developer may not divide a construction project which should be completed by
one contractor into several parts and contract them out to several contractors.

  Subject to consent by the developer, the prime contractor or the contractor for
survey,design, or construction may delegate part of the contracted work to a third party.
The third party and the prime contractor or the contractor for survey, design, or
construction shall be jointly and severally liable to the developer in respect of the work
product completed by such third party. The contractor may not assign in whole to any third
party the contracted construction project, or divide the whole contracted construction
project into several parts and separately assign each part to a third party under the guise
of sub-contracting.

  The contractor is prohibited from sub-contracting any part of the project to an entity
not appropriately qualified. A sub-contractor is prohibited from further sub-contracting its
contracted work. The main structure of the construction project must be constructed by
the contractor itself.

Article 273 A contract for a major state construction project shall be concluded in
accordance with the procedure prescribed by the state and in compliance with the
state-approved documents such as the investment plan and feasibility studies report, etc.

Article 274 A contract for survey or design includes terms such as the time limit for
submission of the relevant basic information and documents (including budget estimate),
the quality requirements,fees, and other conditions of cooperation, etc.

Article 275 A construction contract includes terms such as the scope of the project, the
construction period, the time for commencement and completion of any work to be
commissioned in the interim,the quality of the project, the cost of the project, the time for
delivery of technical materials, the responsibilities for the supply of materials and
equipment, the appropriation of
funds and settlement of account, inspection upon completion of the project, the scope and
period of quality warranty, and cooperation between the parties, etc.

Article 276 Where the construction project is subject to supervision, the developer shall
enter into an agency appointment contract for project supervision with a project supervisor
in writing. The rights, obligations and associated legal liabilities of the developer and
supervisor shall be prescribed in accordance with the provisions hereof concerning
agency appointment contracts and the provisions of other relevant laws and
administrative regulations.

Article 277 Provided that the developer does not interfere with the normal operation of the
contractor,it may inspect the progress and quality of the work at any time.

Article 278 In the case of concealed work, the contractor shall give the developer notice
for inspection prior to concealment. Where the developer fails to timely conduct inspection,
the contractor may extend the relevant project milestones, and is entitled to claim
damages for work stoppage or work slowdown, etc.

Article 279 Upon completion of the construction project, the developer shall conduct
acceptance inspection according to the construction drawings and specifications, and in
accordance with the rules of construction inspection and quality inspection standard
prescribed by the state. Once the construction project has passed the acceptance
inspection, the developer shall pay the
prescribed price and accept the construction project.

  The completed construction project may be put into use only after it has passed the
acceptance inspection; if the construction project has not been inspected or has failed the
inspection, it may not be put into use.

Article 280 Where the developer sustains any loss from construction delay due to
non-compliance of the survey or design or due to delayed delivery of the survey or design
documents, the surveyor or the designer shall continue to improve the survey or design,
reduce or forgo the survey fee or design fee, and pay damages.

Article 281 Where the construction project fails to meet the prescribed quality
requirements due to any reason attributable to the constructor, the developer is entitled to
require the constructor to repair, re-construct or make alteration free of charge within a
reasonable time. Where delivery
of the project is delayed due to such repair, re-construction or alteration, the constructor
shall be liable for breach of contract.

Article 282 Where the construction project caused personal injury and property damage
during its reasonable usage period due to any reason attributable to the contractor, the
contractor shall be liable for damages.

Article 283 Where the developer fails to provide raw materials, equipment, site, funds, or
technical information at the prescribed time and in accordance with the contractual
requirements, the contractor may extend the relevant project milestones, and is entitled to
claim damages for work stoppage or slowdown, etc.

Article 284 If an ongoing project is stopped or delayed due to any reason attributable to
the developer,the developer shall take the appropriate measures to make up or mitigate
the loss, and shall indemnify the contractor for its loss and out-of-pocket expenses arising
from resulting work stoppage, slowdown, reshipment, re-dispatch of mechanical
equipment, and excess inventory of materials and assemblies, etc.

Article 285 Where in the course of survey or design, any repeating work, work stoppage or
change of design occurs due to the developer’s change of plan, the incorrect information
provided by it, or its failure to provide the working conditions necessary for the survey or
design at the prescribed time, the developer shall increase the fees in light of the actual
amount of work done
by the surveyor or designer.

Article 286 If the developer failed to pay the price in accordance with the contract, the
contractor may demand payment from the developer within a reasonable period. Where
the developer fails to pay the price at the end of such period, the contractor may enter into
an agreement with the developer to liquidate the project, and may also petition the
People’s Court to auction the
project in accordance with the law, unless such project is not fit for liquidation or auction in
light of its nature.

  The construction project price shall be paid in priority out of proceeds from the
liquidation or auction of the project.

Article 287 A matter not provided for in this Chapter shall be governed by the relevant
provision governing contracts of hired works.

Chapter 17 Transportation Contracts

Section One General Provisions

Article 288 A transportation contract is a contract whereby the carrier carries passengers
or cargoes from the starting place of carriage to the agreed destination, and the passenger,
consignor or consignee pays for the ticket-fare or freight.

Article 289 A carrier engaged in public transportation may not refuse the normal and
reasonable carriage request of a passenger or consignor.

Article 290 The carrier shall safely carry the passengers or cargoes to the agreed
destination within the agreed time or within a reasonable time.

Article 291 The carrier shall carry the passengers or cargoes to the agreed destination via
the agreed route or the customary carriage route.

Article 292 A passenger, a consignor or a consignee shall pay the ticket-fare or freight.
Where the carrier fails to carry the passengers or the cargoes via the agreed or customary
carriage route,thereby increasing the ticket-fare or freight, the passenger, consignor or
consignee may refuse to pay any increased portion thereof.
Section Two Passenger Transportation contracts

Article 293 A passenger transportation contract is established upon the carrier’s delivery
of the passenger ticket to the passenger, except as otherwise agreed upon by the parties
or there are other transaction practices.

Article 294 The passenger shall board the means of transportation with a valid passenger
ticket. If the passenger boards without a ticket, exceeds the distance paid for, takes a
higher class or higher berth than booked, or boards with an invalid ticket, he shall make up
the payment for an appropriate ticket, and the carrier may charge an additional payment in
accordance with the relevant provisions. Where the passenger fails to pay the ticket-fare,
the carrier may refuse to carry.

Article 295 Where the passenger is unable to board the means of transportation at the
time stated on the passenger ticket due to any reason attributable to himself, he shall
undergo the formalities for ticket cancellation and refund or for ticket modification within
the agreed period. Where the passenger fails to do so within the time period, the carrier
may refuse to refund the ticket-fare, and no longer bear the obligation of carriage.

Article 296 In the course of carriage, the passenger’s carry-on luggage shall be within the
agreed limit of quantity. Where the luggage exceeds the agreed limit of quantity, the
additional luggage shall be checked in.

Article 297 The passenger may not bring with him or pack in the luggage such dangerous
articles as are flammable, explosive, toxic, corrosive, or radioactive as well as those that
might endanger the safety of life and property on board the means of transportation or
other contraband articles.

  Where the passenger violates the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the carrier
may unload, destroy or turn over to the relevant authority the contraband articles. Where
the passenger insists on carrying in person or placing in his luggage the contraband
articles, the carrier shall refuse to carry.

Article 298 The carrier shall timely inform the passenger of any major causes hindering
the normal carriage and the matters which shall be noted for purpose of safety carriage.

Article 299 The carrier shall carry the passenger according to the time and the carriage
schedule stated on the passenger ticket. Where the carrier delays in carriage, it shall,
upon request by the passenger, either arrange the passenger to take other flights or
numbers or refund the ticket-fare.

Article 300 Where the carrier unilaterally changes the means of transportation, thereby
lowering the standards of service, it shall, upon request by the passenger, refund the
ticket-fare or lower the price of the ticket; where the service standards are enhanced, no
additional ticket-fare
shall be charged.

Article 301 In the course of carriage, the carrier shall gives its best efforts to assist the
passenger who is seriously ill, or who is giving birth to a child or whose life is at risk.

Article 302 The carrier shall be liable for damages in case of injury or death of the
passenger in the course of carriage, except where such injury or death is attributable to
the passenger’s own health, or the carrier proves that such injury or death is caused by
the passenger’s intentional misconduct or gross negligence.

  The provisions in the preceding paragraph apply to a passenger who is exempted
from buying a ticket or holds a preferential ticket pursuant to the relevant provisions, or
who is permitted by the carrier to be on board without a ticket.

Article 303 Where an article that the passenger takes with him on board is damaged or
destroyed during the period of carriage, the carrier shall be liable for the damage if it has
committed faults.

  Where the passengerÿs check-in luggage is damaged or lost, the relevant provisions
on the carriage of cargoes shall be applied.

Section Three Cargo Transportation contracts

Article 304 In undergoing the formalities for cargoes, the consignor shall precisely indicate
to carrier the name of the consignee or the consignee by order, the name, nature weight,
amount and the place for taking delivery of the cargoes, and other information necessary
for cargo carriage.

  Where the carrier suffers from damage due to untrue declaration or omission of
important information by the consignor, the consignor shall be liable for damages.

Article 305 Where carriage of the cargo is subject to such procedures as examination and
approval or inspection, the consignor shall submit to the carrier the documents of
fulfillment of the relevant procedure.

Article 306 The consignor shall pack the cargo in the agreed manner. Where the packing
manner is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, the provisions of Article 156 of this
Law shall be applied.

  Where the consignor violates the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the carrier
may refuse to carry.

Article 307 In consigning any dangerous articles which are inflammable, explosive, toxic,
corrosive, or radioactive, the consignor shall, in accordance with the provisions of the

State on the carriage of dangerous articles, properly pack the dangerous articles and affix
thereon signs and labels
for dangerous articles, and shall submit the written papers relating to the number and
measures of precaution to the carrier

  If the consignor violates the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the carrier may
refuse to carry, and may also take corresponding measures to avoid losses, expenses
thus caused shall be borne by the consignor .

Article 308 Prior to carrier’s delivery of the cargoes to the consignee, the consignor may
request the carrier to suspend the carriage, return the cargoes, change the destination or
deliver the cargoes to another consignee, but it shall compensate the carrier for any
losses thus caused.

Article 309 Upon arrival of the cargoes, if the carrier has the knowledge of the consignee,
it shall timely notify the consignee and the consignee shall timely take delivery. Where the
consignee takes delivery exceeding the time limit, it shall pay such expenses as storage of
the goods, etc.

Article 310 Upon taking delivery of the cargoes, the consignee shall inspect the cargoes at
the agreed time. Where the time for inspection is not agreed or the agreement is not clear,
nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, the consignee shall
inspect the cargo within a reasonable time limit. The consignee’s failure to raise any
objection on the quantity of, or any damage to, the cargoes within the agreed time limit or
within a reasonable time limit is deemed prima facie evidence of delivery by the carrier in
compliance with the description in the transportation documents.

Article 311 The carrier is liable for damages in case of damage to or loss of the cargoes in
the course of carriage, provided that it is not liable for damages if it proves that such
damage to or loss of the cargoes is caused by force majeure, the intrinsic characteristics
of the cargoes,reasonable depletion, or the fault of the consignor or consignee.

Article 312 Where the parties agree on the amount of damages in case of damage to or
loss of the cargoes,the damages payable is the agreed amount; if the amount of damages
is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with
Article 61 of this Law, it shall be calculated on the basis of the prevailing market price at
the destination when the cargoes are or ought to be delivered. Where a law or
administrative regulation provides otherwise in respect of the measures for the calculation

of damages and of the ceiling of the amount of damages, these provisions shall be
applied.

Article 313 Where two or more carriers jointly carry the cargoes using the same means of
transportation,the carrier contracting with the consignor shall be responsible for the whole
course of carriage.Where the losses occurred at a particular segment, the carrier
contracting with the consignor and the carrier for such segment are jointly and severally
liable.

Article 314 Where the cargoes are lost in the course of carriage due to force majeure, if
the freight has not been collected, the carrier may not request the payment thereof; if the
freight has been collected, the consignor may request the refund of the freight.

Article 315 Where the consignor or consignee fails to pay the freight, storage fees and
other carriage expenses, the carrier is entitled to lien on the relevant carried cargoes,
except as otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 316 Where the consignee is not clear or refuses to take delivery of the cargoes
without justified reasons, the carrier may place the cargo in escrow according to the
provisions of Article 101 of this Law.
Section Four Multi-modal Transportation contract
Article 317 A multi-modal carriage operator is responsible for performing, or arranging for
performance of, the multi-modal transportation contract, and it enjoys the rights and
assumes the obligations of a carrier throughout the course of carriage.
Article 318 The multi-modal carriage operator and the segment carriers may enter into
agreements on their respective duties concerning each segment, provided that the
obligations of the multi-modal carriage operator with respect to the entire course of
carriage are not affected by any such agreement.

Article 319 Upon receipt of the cargo delivered by the consignor, the multi-modal carriage
operator shall issue thereto a multi-modal carriage document. The multi-modal carriage
document may either be assignable or non-assignable as required by the consignor.

Article 320 Where the multi-modal carriage operator sustains any loss due to the fault of
the consignor in the course of consigning the cargo, the consignor shall be liable for
damages notwithstanding its subsequent assignment of the multi-modal carriage
document.

Article 321 Where damage to or loss of the cargo occurred within a particular segment of
the course of a multi-modal carriage, the multi-modal carriage operator’s liability for
damages and any limitation thereon are governed by the applicable transportation law of
the jurisdiction which such segment is under. Where the segment in which the cargo is
damaged or lost cannot be determined, the liability for damages shall be borne in
accordance with the provisions of this Chapter.
Chapter 18 Technology Contracts
Section One General Provisions
Article 322 A technology contract is a contract the parties conclude for establishing their
rights and obligations in respect of the development or transfer of technology, or in respect
of technical consulting or service.

Article 323 The conclusion of a technology contract shall be conducive to the
advancement of science and technology, and expedite the conversion, application and
dissemination of scientific and technological achievements.

Article 324 The contents of a technology contract shall be agreed upon by the parties, and
shall contain the following clauses in general:

(1) project name;

(2) contents, scope and requirement of the subject matter;

(3) the plan, schedule, period, place, territory and method of performance;

(4) confidentiality of technical information and materials;

(5) allocation of responsibilities for risks;

(6) ownership of the technology and allocation of benefits accrued therefrom;

(7) standard applicable to and method of acceptance test;

(8) price, remuneration or licensing fee and the method of payment;

(9) liquidated damages or method for calculation of damages;

(10) method of dispute resolution;

(11) definition of terms and phrases.

  The parties may agree to include the following materials relating to the performance
of the contract as an integral part thereof: technical background information, feasibility
studies and technical evaluation report, project task matrix and project plan, technical
standard, technical specifications, original design and technique documents, as well as
other technical documentation.

  Where the technology contract involves any patent, it shall set forth the name of the
invention or innovation, the patent applicant and the patentee, the date of application, the
application number, patent number and the term of the patent.

Article 325 The method for payment of the price, remuneration or licensing fee under a
technology contract shall be agreed upon by the parties, who may agree upon lump-sum
payment based on one-time calculation or installment payment based on one-time
calculation, and may also agree upon royalty payment or royalty payment plus advance
payment of initial fee.

  Where a royalty payment method is agreed upon, the royalty may be calculated as a
percentage of the product price, any increase in product value resulting from exploitation
of the patent or use of the technical secret, profit, or product sales, and may also be
calculated by any other method agreed upon by the parties. The royalty rate may be fixed
or subject to annual increase or decrease.

  Where a royalty payment is agreed, the parties shall agree in the contract a method
for inspection of the relevant accounting books.

Article 326 Where the right to use and the right to transfer job-related technology belong to
a legal person or an organization of any other nature, the legal person or organization may
enter into a technology contract in respect of such job-related technology. The legal
person or organization shall reward or remunerate the individual(s) who developed the
technology with a percentage of
the benefits accrued from the use and transfer of the job-related technology. Where the
legal person or organization is to enter into a technology contract for the transfer of the
job-related technology, the individual who accomplished this technological achievement
shall have the priority to be the transferee under the same conditions.

  A job-related technology is a technology developed in the course of completing a task
assigned by a legal person or an organization of any other nature, or developed by
primarily utilizing the material and technical resources thereof.

Article 327 The right to use and the right to transfer non-job-related technology belong to
the individual developer, who may enter into a technology contract in respect thereof.

Article 328 The individual who developed the technology is entitled to identify himself as
the developer in the documentation related thereto, and to receive honor certificate and
reward.

Article 329 A technology contract which illegally monopolizes technology, impairs
technological advancement or infringes on the technology of a third party is invalid.

Section Two Technology Development Contract

Article 330 A technology development contract is a contract concluded in respect of the
development of a new technology, product, technique or material and the associated
system.

  Technology development contracts include commissioned development contracts and
cooperative development contracts.

  A technology development contract shall be in written form.

  A contract on the conversion of a scientific achievement with potential for industrial
application is governed by reference to the provisions on technology development
contracts.

Article 331 The commissioning party under a commissioned development contract shall,
in accordance with the contract, provide development funds and pay remuneration; supply
technical materials and original data; complete its tasks of cooperation; and accept the
developed technology.

Article 332 The developer under a commissioned development contract shall, in
accordance with the contract, prepare and implement the development plan; use
development funds in a reasonable manner; timely complete the development and deliver
the developed technology, as well as provide the relevant technical materials and
necessary technical guidance so as to help the commissioning party master the
technology developed.

Article 333 Where the commissioning party breaches the contract, thereby causing
stoppage, delay or failure of the development, it shall be liable for the breach of contract.

Article 334 Where the developer breaches the contract, thereby causing stoppage, delay
or failure of the development, it shall be liable for the breach of contract.

Article 335 Parties to a cooperative development contract shall, in accordance with the
contract, make investment, including investment in the form of technology; participate in
the development by performing their respective tasks; and cooperate with each other in
the development.

Article 336 Where a party to a cooperative development contract breaches the contract,
thereby causing stoppage, delay or failure of the development, it shall be liable for the
breach of contract.

Article 337 Where the technology which is the subject matter of a technology development
contract is made public by a third party, thereby making the performance of the technology
development contract meaningless, the parties may terminate the contract.
Article 338 If, in the course of implementing a technology development contract, the
development is failed in whole or in part due to any insurmountable technical difficulty,
allocation of the responsibility for such risk shall be agreed upon by the parties. Where the

allocation of responsibility for such risk is not agreed upon or the agreement is not clear,
nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61of this Law, it shall be shared by the
parties in a reasonable manner.

  Where a party discovers any circumstance which may lead to the failure of the
development in whole or in part as described in the preceding paragraph, it shall timely
notify the other party and take the appropriate measures to mitigate loss; where the party
fails to timely notify the other party and take the appropriate measures, thereby enlarging
the losses, it shall be liable
for the enlarged losses.

Article 339 Unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, the right to apply for patent on
the invention or innovation resulting from a commissioned development belongs to the
developer. Where the developer is granted a patent, the commissioning party may exploit
such patent free of charge.

  Where the developer is to assign the right to apply for patent on the Invention or
innovation resulting from the commissioned development, the commissioning party shall
have the right to priority in acquiring such right under the same conditions.

Article 340 Unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, the right to apply for patent on
the invention or innovation resulting from a cooperative development belongs to the
parties therein jointly.Where a party is to assign its joint patent application right, the other
parties shall have the right to priority in acquiring such right under the same conditions.

  Where a party in the cooperative development s a waiver of its joint patent
application right, the other party may apply by itself, or the other parties may jointly
apply,as the case may be. Where a patent is granted on the invention or innovation, the
party waiving its patent application right may exploit such patent free of charge.

  If a party in the cooperative development does not consent to the application for
patent, the other party or parties may not apply for patent.

Article 341 The right to use and transfer the technical secret resulting from a
commissioned or cooperative development, and the method for allocation of benefits
accrued therefrom shall be agreed upon by the parties. Where such matters are not

agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can they be determined in accordance Article 61
of this Law, all of the parties are entitled to use and transfer the technology, provided that
the developer in a commissioned development may not transfer the technology to a third
party before it delivers the technology to the commissioning party.

Section Three Technology Transfer Contracts
Article 342 Technology transfer contracts include contracts for the assignment of patent,
assignment of patent application right, transfer of technical secrets, and patent licensing.

  A technology transfer contract shall be in written form.

Article 343 A technology transfer contract may set forth the scope of exploitation of the
patent or the use of the technical secret by the transferor and the transferee, provided that
it may not restrict technological competition and technological development.

Article 344 A patent licensing contract is only valid during the term of the patent. Where
the term of the patent expires or the patent is invalidated, the patentee may not enter into
a patent licensing contract with any other person in respect thereof.

Article 345 The transferor under a patent licensing contract shall, in accordance with the
contract,license the patent to the transferee, deliver the technical materials related to the
exploitation of the patent, and provide the necessary technical guidance.

Article 346 The transferee under a patent licensing contract shall exploit the patent in
accordance with the contract and may not license the patent to any third party except as
provided for in the contract; and shall pay the licensing fee in accordance with the
contract.

Article 347 The transferor under a contract for transfer of technical secret shall, in
accordance with the contract, supply the technical materials, provide technical guidance,
and warrant the practical applicability and reliability of the technology, and shall abide by
its confidentiality obligations.

Article 348 The transferee under a contract for transfer of technical secret shall, in
accordance with the contract, use the technology, pay the licensing fee and abide by its
confidentiality obligations.

Article 349 The transferor under a technology transfer contract shall warrant that it is the
lawful owner of the technology provided, and shall warrant that the technology provided is
complete, free from error, effective, and capable of achieving the prescribed goals.

Article 350 The transferee under a technology transfer contract shall, in conformity with
the scope and the time period as agreed upon in the contract, abide by its confidentiality
obligations in respect of the non-public and secret portion of the technology provided by
the transferor.

Article 351 Where the transferor fails to transfer technology in accordance with the
contract, it shall refund the licensing fee in part or in whole, and shall be liable for the
breach of contract;where the transferor exploits the patent or uses the technical secret
beyond the agreed scope, or unilaterally allows the patent to be exploited or the technical
secret to be used by a third
party in breach of the contract, it shall cease the breach and be liable for the breach of
contract; where the transferor breaches any agreed confidentiality obligation, it shall be
liable for the breach of contract.

Article 352 Where the transferee fails to pay the agreed licensing fee, it shall pay the
overdue licensing fee and pay breach of contract damages in accordance with the
contract; where it fails to pay the overdue licensing fee and breach of contract damages, it
shall cease exploitation of the patent or use of the technical secret, return the technical
materials, and be liable for the breach of contract; where the transferee exploits the patent
or uses the technical secret beyond the agreed scope, or allows the patent to be exploited
or the technical secret to be used by a third party without consent of the transferor in
breach of the contract, it shall cease the breach and be liable for the breach of contract;
where the transferee breaches any agreed confidentiality obligation, it shall be liable for
the breach of contract.

Article 353 Where the exploitation of the patent or the use of the technical secret by the
transferee in accordance with the contract infringes on the lawful interests of any other
person, the liability shall be borne by the transferor, except as otherwise agreed upon by
the parties.

Article 354 The parties may, on the basis of mutual benefit, provide in the technology
transfer contract for the method of sharing any subsequent improvement resulting from

the exploitation of the patent or use of the technical secret. If such method is not agreed or
the agreement is not
clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, neither party is
entitled to share any subsequent improvement made by the other party.

Article 355 Where the relevant laws or administrative regulations provide otherwise in
respect of technology import or export contracts or in respect of patent contracts or
contracts for patent application, such provisions shall prevail.

Section Four Technical Consulting Contracts and Technical Service Contracts

Article 356 Technical consulting contracts include contracts for provision of feasibility
studies,technical forecast, specialized technical investigation, and analysis and evaluation
report, etc.in respect of a particular technical project.

  A technical service contract means a contract whereby one party solves a particular
technical problem for the other party by utilizing its technical knowledge, excluding a
contract for construction project or a contract of hired work.

Article 357 The client under a technical consulting contract shall, in accordance with the
contract,describe the problem on which consultancy is sought, provide the technical
background information as well as related technical materials and data; and accept the
work product from, and pay the
remuneration to, the consultant.

Article 358 The consultant under a technical consulting contract shall complete the
consulting report or answer the question within the agreed period; the consulting report
submitted shall comply with the requirements set forth in the contract.

Article 359 Where the client under a technical consulting contract fails to provide the
necessary materials and data in accordance with the contract, thereby impairing the
progress and quality of the work, or fails to accept or delays in accepting the work result, it
may not claim refund of the remuneration paid, and shall pay any unpaid remuneration.

  Where the consultant under the technical consulting contract fails to provide the
consulting report within the agreed period or the consulting report submitted does not
comply with the contract, it shall be liable for the breach of contract by way of reducing or
foregoing the remuneration, etc.

  The client under a technical consulting contract shall compensate the loss resulting
from any decision made by it based on the complying consulting report and opinion
provided by the consultant, except as otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 360 The client under a technical service contract shall, in accordance with the
contract, provide the working conditions and complete its tasks of cooperation; accept the
work results and pay the remuneration.

Article 361 The service provider under a technical service contract shall, in accordance
with the contract, complete the services, solve the technical problem, warrant the quality
of its work,and communicate the knowledge for solving the technical problem.

Article 362 Where the client under a technical service contract fails to perform its
contractual obligations, or the performance is not in conformity with the contract, thereby
impairing the progress and quality of the work, or fails to accept or delays in accepting the
work results, it may not claim refund of the remuneration paid, and shall pay any unpaid
remuneration.

  Where the service provider under a technical service contract fails to complete
services in accordance with the contract, it shall be liable for the breach of contract by way
of forgoing the remuneration, etc.

Article 363 In the course of performing a technical consulting contract or a technical
service contract,any new technology developed by the consultant or service provider
utilizing the technical materials and working conditions provided by the client belongs to
the consultant or service provider. Any new technology developed by the client utilizing the
work results provided by the
consultant or service provider belongs to the client. However, if the parties agree
otherwise in the contract, such provisions shall prevail.

Article 364 Where a relevant law or administrative regulation provides otherwise in respect
of technology intermediary service contracts or technical training contracts, such
provisions shall prevail.

Chapter 19 Storage Contracts

Article 365 A storage contract is a contract whereby the depository keeps the deposit
delivered by the depositor, and eventually returns it thereto.

Article 366 The depositor shall pay the storage fee to the depository in accordance with
the contract.

  Where the storage fee is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be
determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, the storage shall be for free.

Article 367 A storage contract is established upon delivery of the deposit, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 368 Upon the depositor’s delivery of the deposit to the depository, the depository
shall issue a deposit voucher thereto, except as otherwise practised in transaction.

Article 369 The depository shall keep the deposit with due care.

  The parties may agree the place and manner of storage. The place and manner of
storage may not be changed without authorization, except in an emergency situation or for
the purpose of protecting the depositorÿs interests.

Article 370 Where the deposit delivered by the depositor has defects or requires special
storage measures in light of its nature, the depositor shall inform the depository of the
relevant situation.Where the depositor fails to inform, thereby causing damage to the
deposit, the depository is not liable for damages; where the depository sustains any loss
as a result, the depositor shall be liable for damages, except where the depository is, or
ought to be, aware of the situation and fails to take remedial measures.

Article 371 The depository may not delegate storage of the deposit to a third party, except
as otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

  Where the depository delegated storage of the deposit to a third party in violation of
the provisions of the preceding paragraph, thereby causing damage to the deposit, the
depository shall be liable for damages.

Article 372 The depository may not use, or allow the use of, the deposit, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the parties.

Article 373 Where a third party makes a claim on the deposit, the depository shall perform
its obligation of returning the deposit to the depositor, except where an order of
preservation or enforcement is carried out in respect of the deposit in accordance with the
law.

  Where a third party brings a lawsuit against the depository or applies for attachment
of the deposit, the depository shall timely notify the depositor.

Article 374 If the deposit is damaged or lost due to improper storage by the depository
during the deposit period, the depository shall be liable for damages, provided that if the
storage is provided for free, and the depository proves that it has no gross negligence, it
shall be not liable for damages.

Article 375 Where the depositor is to deposit money, securities, or any other valuable item
for storage,it shall make a declaration to the depository on such item, which shall be
inspected or sealed by the depository. Where the depositor fails to make such declaration
and the article is damaged,destroyed or lost afterwards, the depository may compensate
for it as it is an ordinary article.

Article 376 The depositor may retrieve the deposit at any time.

  Where a deposit period is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, the depository
may require the depositor to retrieve the deposit at any time; where a deposit period is
agreed,without special reason, the depository may not require the depositor to retrieve the
deposit before the expiry of the deposit period.

Article 377 At the expiry of the deposit period, or if the depositor retrieves the deposit
before the expiry of the deposit period, the depository shall return the original item
together with any fruit thereof to the depositor.

Article 378 Where the depository keeps money deposit, it may return money of the same
type and quantity.Where the depository keeps any other fungible item, it may return any
item of the same type,quality and quantity in accordance with the contract.

Article 379 Under a storage contract for value, the depositor shall pay to the depository
the storage fee at the agreed time.

  Where the time of payment of the storage fee is not agreed or the agreement is not
clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61 of this Law, the storage fee
shall be paid at the same time the deposit is retrieved.

Article 380 Where the depositor fails to pay the storage fee and other expenses, the
depository is entitled to lien on the deposit, unless as otherwise agreed upon by the
parties.

Chapter 20 Warehousing Contracts

Article 381A warehousing contract is a contract whereby the safekeeping party stores the
goods delivered by the depositor, and the depositor pays the warehousing fee.

Article 382 A warehousing contract becomes effective upon its formation.

Article 383 Where the depositor intends to store any dangerous article which is
inflammable, explosive,toxic, corrosive, or radioactive, etc., or any material susceptible to
deterioration, it shall indicate the nature of the goods and provide the relevant information.

  Where the depositor violates the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the
safekeeping party may reject the goods and may also take the appropriate measures to
avoid losses, the cost consequently incurred shall be borne by the depositor.

  Where the safekeeping party is to store any dangerous article that is inflammable,
explosive,toxic, corrosive, or radioactive, etc., it shall be equipped with the appropriate
safekeeping conditions.

Article 384 The safekeeping party shall, in accordance with the contract, conduct
warehouse-in inspection of the goods. Where in the course of such inspection, the
safekeeping party discovers that the goods are not in conformity with the terms of the
contract, it shall timely notify the depositor.
After inspection and acceptance by the safekeeping party, if it is discovered that the
category,quantity or quality of the warehousing goods are not in conformity with the terms
of the contract, the safekeeping party shall be liable for damages.

Article 385 Upon the depositor’s delivery of the goods, the safekeeping party shall issue a
warehouse receipt.

Article 386 The safekeeping party shall sign or affix a seal on the warehouse receipt. The
warehouse receipt shall contain the following items:

(1) name and domicile of the depositor;

(2) category, quantity, quality, and package, number of pieces and marks of the
warehousing goods;

(3) standards of spoilage of the warehousing goods;

(4) place of storage;

(5) time period of storage;

(6) warehousing fee;

(7) if the goods have been insured, the insured amount, term of insurance and the
name of the insurer;

(8) name of the person issuing the warehouse receipt, the place and the date of
issuance.

Article 387 The warehouse receipt is the voucher for retrieving the goods. Where the
depositor or holder of the warehouse receipt has endorsed the warehouse receipt and the
safekeeping party has signed or sealed thereon, the right to retrieve the goods may be
assigned.

Article 388 Upon request of the depositor or the holder of the warehouse receipt, the
safekeeping party shall allow the person to inspect the goods or take samples therefrom.

Article 389 Where the safekeeping party discovers that the warehoused goods are
deteriorating or are otherwise damaged, it shall timely notify the depositor or holder of the
warehouse receipt.

Article 390 Where the safekeeping party discovers that the warehoused goods are
deteriorating or are otherwise damaged, thereby endangering the safety and normal
safekeeping of other warehoused goods, it shall demand disposal of the goods by the
depositor or the holder of the warehouse receipt as necessary. In an emergency situation,
the safekeeping party may dispose of the goods as necessary, but shall timely notify the
depositor or holder of the warehouse receipt of the situation.

Article 391 Where the warehousing period is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, the
depositor or holder of the warehouse receipt may retrieve the goods at any time, and the
safekeeping party may require the depositor or holder of the warehouse receipt to retrieve
the goods at any time,provided that the other party shall be given the time required for
preparation.

Article 392 At the expiry of the warehousing period, the depositor or holder of the
warehouse receipt shall retrieve the goods by presenting the warehouse receipt to the
safekeeping party. Where the depositor or holder of the warehouse receipt fails to claim
the goods, additional warehousing fee
shall be charged; where the goods are retrieved before the expiry the warehousing period,
the warehousing fee shall not be reduced.

Article 393 At the expiry of the warehousing period, if the depositor or holder of the
warehouse receipt fails to retrieve the goods, the safekeeping party may demand retrieval
within a reasonable period, and if the goods are not retrieved at the expiry of such period,
the safekeeping party may place the goods in escrow.

Article 394 Where the goods are damaged or lost during the warehousing period due to
improper safekeeping by the safekeeping party, it shall be liable for damages. If the goods
are deteriorated or damaged due to unconformity of the nature of the warehoused goods
or of the packing with the terms of the contract, or the fact that the goods exceed the valid
storage period, the
safekeeping party is not liable for damages.

Article 395 Matters not provided for in this Chapter shall be governed by the relevant
provision on storage contracts.

Chapter 21 Commission Contracts

Article 396 A commission contract is a contract whereby the principal and the agent agree
that the agent will handle the principal’s affairs.

Article 397 The principal may specifically appoint the agent to handle one or more of its
affairs, or generally appoint the agent to handle all of its affairs.

Article 398 The principal shall prepay the expenses for handling the commissioned affair.
Any expense necessary for handling the commissioned affair advanced by the agent shall
be repaid with interest by the principal.

Article 399 The agent shall handle the commissioned affair in accordance with the
instruction of the principal. Any required deviation from the principal’s instruction is subject
to consent by the principal; in an emergency where the agent has difficulty in contacting
the principal, the agent shall properly handle the commissioned affair, provided that
thereafter the agent shall timely
notify the principal of the situation.

Article 400 The agent shall personally handle the commissioned affair. Subject to consent
by the principal, the agent may delegate the agency to a third party. If the delegation is
approved, the principal may issue instructions concerning the commissioned affair directly
to the delegate, and
the agent is only responsible for its selection of the delegate or its own instruction
thereto.Where the agency is delegated without consent, the agent shall be liable for any
act of the delegate, except in an emergency where the agent needs to delegate the
agency in order to safeguard the interests of the principal.

Article 401 Upon request by the principal, the agent shall report on the progress of the
commissioned affair. Upon discharge of the commission contract, the agent shall render
an account of the commissioned affair.

Article 402 Where the agent, acting within the scope of authority granted by the principal,
enter into a contract in its own name with a third party who is aware of the agency
relationship between the principal and agent, the contract is directly binding upon the
principal and such third party,except where there is conclusive evidence establishing that
the contract is only binding upon the
agent and such third party.

Article 403 Where the agent enter into a contract in its own name with a third party who is
not aware of the agency relationship between the agent and the principal, if the agent fails
to perform its obligation toward the principal due to any reason attributable to such third
party, the agent
shall disclose the third party to the principal, allowing it to exercise the agent’s rights
against such third party, except where the third party will not enter into the contract with
the agent if he knows the identity of the principal at the time of entering into the contract.

  Where the agent fails to perform its obligation toward the third party due to any
reason attributable to the principal, the agent shall disclose the principal to the third
party,allowing the third party to select in alternative either the principal or the agent as the
other contract party against whom to make a claim, provided that the third party may not
subsequently change its selection of the contract party.

  Where the principal exercises the rights of the agent against the third party, the third
party may avail itself of any defense it has against the agent. Where the third party selects

the principal as the other party to the contract, the principal may avail itself of any defense
it has against the agent as well as any defense the agent has against the third party.

Article 404 Any property acquired by the agent in the course of handling the
commissioned affair shall be turned over to the principal.

Article 405 Upon completion of the commissioned affair by the agent, the principal shall
pay the remuneration thereto. Where the agency appointment contract is terminated or
the commissioned affair is not capable of being completed due to any reason not
attributable to the agent, the principal shall pay to the agent an appropriate amount of
remuneration. If the parties agrees
otherwise, such agreement shall prevail.

Article 406 Under a commission contract for value, if the principal sustains any loss due to
the fault of the agent, the principal may claim damages. Under a gratuitous agency
appointment contract, if the principal sustains any loss due to the agent’s intentional
misconduct or gross negligence,the principal may claim damages.

  Where the agent acts beyond the scope of authorization, thereby causing loss to the
principal, it shall pay damages.

Article 407 In the course of handling the commissioned affair, if the agent sustains any
loss due to a reason not attributable to itself, the agent may seek indemnification from the
principal.

Article 408 Subject to consent by the agent, the principal may, in addition to appointing the
agent, also appoint a third party to handle the commissioned affair. If such appointment
results in loss to the agent, it may seek indemnification from the principal.

Article 409 Where two or more agents jointly handle the commissioned affair, they are
jointly and severally liable to the principal.

Article 410 Either the principal or the agent may terminate the agency appointment
contract at any time.Where the other party sustains any loss due to termination of the
contract, the terminating party shall indemnify the other party, unless such loss is due to a
reason not attributable to the terminating party.

Article 411 A commission contract is discharged when either the principal or the agent is
deceased or incapacitated or enters into bankruptcy, except where the parties agree
otherwise, or where discharge is inappropriate in light of the nature of the commissioned
affair.

Article 412 Where discharge of the commission contract due to the death, incapacitation
or bankruptcy of the principal will harm the principal’s interests, the agent shall continue to
handle the commissioned affair before an heir, legal agent or liquidation team thereof
takes over the commissioned affair.

Article 413 If the commission contract is discharged as a result of the death, incapacitation
or bankruptcy of the agent, the heir, legal agent or liquidation team thereof shall timely
notify the principal. Where discharge of the agency contract will harm the principal’s
interests, before the principal makes any care-taking arrangement, the heir, legal agent or
liquidation team of the agent shall take the necessary measures.

Chapter 22 Contracts of Commission Agency

Article 414 A contract of commission agency is a contract whereby the commission agent
conducts trading activities in its own name for the principal, and the principal pays the
remuneration.

Article 415 The expenses incurred by the commission agent in the course of handling the
commissioned affair shall be borne by the commission agent, except as otherwise agreed
upon by the parties.

Article 416 Where the commission agent is in possession of the entrusted item, it shall
keep the entrusted item with due care.

Article 417 If an entrusted item is defective, perishable or susceptible to deterioration at
the time it was delivered to the commission agent, upon consent by the principal, the
commission agent may dispose of the item; where the trustee-trader is unable to contact
the principal in time, it may dispose of the entrusted item in a reasonable manner.

Article 418 Where the commission agent is to sell the entrusted item below, or buy the
entrusted item above, the price designated by the principal, it shall obtain consent from

the principal. If such sale is effected without consent by the principal, and the commission
agent makes up the deficiency on its own, it is binding on the principal.

  Where the commission agent sells the entrusted item above, or purchases the
entrusted item below, the price designated by the principal, the remuneration may be
increased in accordance with the contract. Where such matter is not agreed or the
agreement is not clear, nor can it be determined in accordance with Article 61of this Law,
the benefit belongs to the principal.

  Where the principal gives special pricing instruction, the commission agent may not
make any sale or purchase in contravention thereof.

Article 419 Where the commission agent is to sell or purchase a commodity the price of
which is fixed by the market, the commission agent may act as the purchaser or seller
itself, unless the principal expresses otherwise.

  Where the commission agent is under the situation prescribed in the preceding
paragraph, it may still require payment of remuneration from the principal.

Article 420 Once the commission agent purchases the entrusted item in accordance with
the contract, the principal shall timely take delivery. Where after receiving demand from
the commission agent, the principal refuses to take delivery without cause, the
commission agent may place the entrusted item in escrow in accordance with Article 101
of this Law.

  Where the entrusted item fails to be sold or the principal withdraws it from sale, the
commission agent may place the entrusted item in escrow in accordance with Article 101
of this Law if the principal fails to retrieve or dispose of it after receiving such demand from
commission agent.

Article 421 Where the commission agent enters into a contract with a third party, it directly
enjoys the rights and assumes the obligations thereunder.

  Where the third party fails to perform its obligations, thereby causing damage to the
principal, the commission agent shall be liable for damages, except as otherwise agreed
upon by the commission agent and the principal.

Article 422 Where the commission agent has completed the entrusted matter or has
partially completed the entrusted matter, the principal shall pay the appropriate
remuneration thereto. Where the principal fails to pay the remuneration within the
prescribed period, the commission agent is entitled to lien on the entrusted item, except as
otherwise agreed upon by the parties.
Article 423 Matters not prescribed in this Chapter shall be governed by the relevant
provision on commission contracts.

Chapter 23 Intermediation contracts

Article 424 A intermediation contract is a contract whereby the broker presents to the
client an opportunity for entering into a contract or provides the client with intermediary
services in connection with the conclusion thereof, and the client pays the remuneration.

Article 425 The broker shall provide true information concerning matters relevant to the
conclusion of the proposed contract.

  Where the broker intentionally conceals any material fact or provided false
information in connection with the conclusion of the proposed contract, thereby harming
the clientÿs interests,it may not require payment of any remuneration and shall be liable
for damages.

Article 426 Once the broker facilitates the formation of the proposed contract, the client
shall pay the remuneration in accordance with the intermediation contract. Where
remuneration to the broker is not agreed or the agreement is not clear, nor can it be
determined in accordance with Article 61
of this Law, it shall be reasonably fixed in light of the amount of labor expended by the
broker.Where the broker facilitates the formation of the proposed contract by providing
intermediary services in connection therewith, the remuneration paid to the broker shall be
equally borne by parties thereto.

  Where the broker facilitates the formation of the proposed contract, the brokerage
expenses shall be borne by itself.

Article 427 Where the broker fails to facilitate the formation of the proposed contract, it
may not require payment of remuneration, provided that it may require the client to
reimburse the necessary brokerage expenses incurred.

  Supplementary Provisions

Article 428 This Law shall take effect as of October 1, 1999, and the Economic Contract
Law of the People’s Republic of China, the Foreign-related Economic Contract Law of the
People’s Republic of China, and the Technology Contract Law of the People’s Republic of
China shall be repealed simultaneously.
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  Ѡᴵ Ǐড়ৠᅮНǐᴀ⊩᠔⿄ড়ৠᰃᑇㄝЏԧⱘ㞾✊Ҏǃ⊩Ҏǃ݊Ҫ㒘㒛П䯈䆒ゟǃ
বǃ㒜ℶ⇥џᴗ߽Нࡵ݇㋏ⱘण䆂Ǆ
  ီ࿏ǃᬊݏǃⲥᡸㄝ᳝݇䑿ӑ݇㋏ⱘण䆂ˈ䗖⫼݊Ҫ⊩ᕟⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϝᴵ Ǐᑇㄝॳ߭ǐড়ৠᔧџҎⱘ⊩ᕟഄԡᑇㄝˈϔᮍϡᕫᇚ㞾Ꮕⱘᛣᖫᔎࡴ㒭ϔ
ᮍǄ
  ಯᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㞾⬅ॳ߭ǐᔧџҎձ⊩ѿ᳝㞾ᜓ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘᴗ߽ˈӏԩऩԡϾҎϡᕫ
䴲⊩ᑆ乘Ǆ
  Ѩᴵ Ǐ݀ᑇॳ߭ǐᔧџҎᑨᔧ䙉ᕾ݀ᑇॳ߭⹂ᅮᮍⱘᴗ߽НࡵǄ
  ݁ᴵ Ǐ䆮ᅲֵ⫼ॳ߭ǐᔧџҎ㸠Փᴗ߽ǃሹ㸠Нࡵᑨᔧ䙉ᕾ䆮ᅲֵ⫼ॳ߭Ǆ
  ϗᴵ Ǐ䙉㑾ᅜ⊩ॳ߭ǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟǃሹ㸠ড়ৠˈᑨᔧ䙉ᅜ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ˈᇞ䞡⼒
Ӯ݀ᖋˈϡᕫᡄх⼒Ӯ㒣⌢⾽ᑣˈᤳᆇ⼒Ӯ߽݀݅ⲞǄ
  ܿᴵ Ǐձড়ৠሹ㸠Нࡵॳ߭ǐձ⊩៤ゟⱘড়ৠˈᇍᔧџҎ᳝⊩ᕟ㑺ᴳǄᔧџҎ
ᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮሹ㸠㞾ᏅⱘНࡵˈϡᕫ᪙㞾ব㗙㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ձ⊩៤ゟⱘড়ৠˈফ⊩ᕟֱᡸǄ
       Ѡゴ ড়ৠⱘ䅶ゟ

  бᴵ Ǐ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘ㛑ǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠˈᑨᔧ᳝Ⳍᑨⱘ⇥џᴗ߽㛑⇥џ㸠
Ў㛑Ǆ
  ᔧџҎձ⊩ৃҹྨᠬҷ⧚Ҏ䅶ゟড়ৠǄ
  कᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘᔶᓣǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠˈ᳝к䴶ᔶᓣǃষ༈ᔶᓣ݊ҪᔶᓣǄ

  ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣⱘˈᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣⱘˈ
ᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄ
  कϔᴵ Ǐк䴶ᔶᓣǐк䴶ᔶᓣᰃᣛড়ৠкǃֵӊ᭄⬉᭛˄ࣙᣀ⬉ǃ⬉ӴǃӴ
ⳳǃ⬉ᄤ᭄Ѹᤶ⬉ᄤ䚂ӊ˅ㄝৃҹ᳝ᔶഄ㸼⦄᠔䕑ݙᆍⱘᔶᓣǄ
  कѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠݙᆍǐড়ৠⱘݙᆍ⬅ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮˈϔ㠀ࣙᣀҹϟᴵℒ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ᔧџҎⱘৡ⿄㗙ྦྷৡԣ᠔˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᷛⱘ˗
  ˄ϝ˅᭄䞣˗
  ˄ಯ˅䋼䞣˗
  ˄Ѩ˅Ӌℒ㗙䝀˗
  ˄݁˅ሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ǃഄ⚍ᮍᓣ˗
  ˄ϗ˅䖱㑺䋷ӏ˗
  ˄ܿ˅㾷އѝ䆂ⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ
  ᔧџҎৃҹখ✻㉏ড়ৠⱘ⼎㣗᭛ᴀ䅶ゟড়ৠǄ
  कϝᴵ Ǐ䅶ゟড়ৠᮍᓣǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠˈ䞛প㽕㑺ǃᡓ䇎ᮍᓣǄ
  कಯᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ǐ㽕㑺ᰃᏠᳯҪҎ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘᛣᗱ㸼⼎ˈ䆹ᛣᗱ㸼⼎ᑨᔧヺড়ϟ߫
㾘ᅮ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ݙᆍԧ⹂ᅮ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅㸼ᯢ㒣ফ㽕㑺Ҏᡓ䇎ˈ㽕㑺Ҏेফ䆹ᛣᗱ㸼⼎㑺ᴳǄ
  कѨᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺䙔䇋ǐ㽕㑺䙔䇋ᰃᏠᳯҪҎ㞾Ꮕথߎ㽕㑺ⱘᛣᗱ㸼⼎Ǆᆘ䗕ⱘӋⳂ
㸼ǃᢡप݀ਞǃᷛ݀ਞǃ㙵䇈ᯢкǃଚϮᑓਞㄝЎ㽕㑺䙔䇋Ǆ
  ଚϮᑓਞⱘݙᆍヺড়㽕㑺㾘ᅮⱘˈ㾚Ў㽕㑺Ǆ
  क݁ᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ⱘ⫳ᬜǐ㽕㑺ࠄ䖒ফ㽕㑺Ҏᯊ⫳ᬜǄ
  䞛⫼᭄⬉᭛ᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠˈᬊӊҎᣛᅮ⡍ᅮ㋏㒳ᬊ᭄⬉᭛ⱘˈ䆹᭄⬉᭛䖯ܹ䆹
⡍ᅮ㋏㒳ⱘᯊ䯈ˈ㾚Ўࠄ䖒ᯊ䯈˗ᣛᅮ⡍ᅮ㋏㒳ⱘˈ䆹᭄⬉᭛䖯ܹᬊӊҎⱘӏԩ㋏㒳ⱘ
佪ᯊ䯈ˈ㾚Ўࠄ䖒ᯊ䯈Ǆ
  कϗᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ⱘ᩸ಲǐ㽕㑺ৃҹ᩸ಲǄ᩸ಲ㽕㑺ⱘ䗮ⶹᑨᔧ㽕㑺ࠄ䖒ফ㽕㑺ҎП
ࠡ㗙Ϣ㽕㑺ৠᯊࠄ䖒ফ㽕㑺ҎǄ
  कܿᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ⱘ᩸䫔ǐ㽕㑺ৃҹ᩸䫔Ǆ᩸䫔㽕㑺ⱘ䗮ⶹᑨᔧফ㽕㑺Ҏথߎᡓ䇎䗮
ⶹПࠡࠄ䖒ফ㽕㑺ҎǄ
  कбᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ϡᕫ᩸䫔ⱘᚙᔶǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈ㽕㑺ϡᕫ᩸䫔˖
  ˄ϔ˅㽕㑺Ҏ⹂ᅮњᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤㗙ҹ݊Ҫᔶᓣᯢ⼎㽕㑺ϡৃ᩸䫔˗

  ˄Ѡ˅ফ㽕㑺Ҏ᳝⧚⬅䅸Ў㽕㑺ᰃϡৃ᩸䫔ⱘˈᑊᏆ㒣Ўሹ㸠ড়ৠњޚᎹǄ
  Ѡकᴵ Ǐ㽕㑺ⱘ༅ᬜǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈ㽕㑺༅ᬜ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ᢦ㒱㽕㑺ⱘ䗮ⶹࠄ䖒㽕㑺Ҏ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅㽕㑺Ҏձ⊩᩸䫔㽕㑺˗
  ˄ϝ˅ᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤ሞ⒵ˈফ㽕㑺Ҏߎᡓ䇎˗
  ˄ಯ˅ফ㽕㑺Ҏᇍ㽕㑺ⱘݙᆍߎᅲ䋼ᗻবǄ
  Ѡकϔᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘᅮНǐᡓ䇎ᰃফ㽕㑺Ҏৠᛣ㽕㑺ⱘᛣᗱ㸼⼎Ǆ
  ѠकѠᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘᮍᓣǐᡓ䇎ᑨᔧҹ䗮ⶹⱘᮍᓣߎˈԚḍѸᯧдᛃ㗙㽕㑺㸼
ᯢৃҹ䗮䖛㸠Ўߎᡓ䇎ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  Ѡकϝᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘᳳ䰤ǐᡓ䇎ᑨᔧ㽕㑺⹂ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ࠄݙ䖒㽕㑺ҎǄ
  㽕㑺≵᳝⹂ᅮᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤ⱘˈᡓ䇎ᑨᔧձ✻ϟ߫㾘ᅮࠄ䖒˖
  ˄ϔ˅㽕㑺ҹᇍ䆱ᮍᓣߎⱘˈᑨᔧेᯊߎᡓ䇎ˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸˗
  ˄Ѡ˅㽕㑺ҹ䴲ᇍ䆱ᮍᓣߎⱘˈᡓ䇎ᑨᔧড়⧚ᳳ䰤ࠄݙ䖒Ǆ
  Ѡकಯᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤ⱘ䍋⚍ǐ㽕㑺ҹֵӊ㗙⬉ߎⱘˈᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤㞾ֵӊ䕑ᯢⱘ
᮹ᳳ㗙⬉ѸথП᮹ᓔྟ䅵ㅫǄֵӊ䕑ᯢ᮹ᳳⱘˈ㞾ᡩᆘ䆹ֵӊⱘ䚂᠇᮹ᳳᓔྟ䅵ㅫǄ
㽕㑺ҹ⬉䆱ǃӴⳳㄝᖿ䗳䗮䆃ᮍᓣߎⱘˈᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤㞾㽕㑺ࠄ䖒ফ㽕㑺Ҏᯊᓔྟ䅵ㅫǄ
  ѠकѨᴵ Ǐড়ৠ៤ゟᯊ䯈ǐᡓ䇎⫳ᬜᯊড়ৠ៤ゟǄ
  Ѡक݁ᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘ⫳ᬜǐᡓ䇎䗮ⶹࠄ䖒㽕㑺Ҏᯊ⫳ᬜǄᡓ䇎ϡ䳔㽕䗮ⶹⱘˈḍѸ
ᯧдᛃ㗙㽕㑺ⱘ㽕∖ߎᡓ䇎ⱘ㸠Ўᯊ⫳ᬜǄ
  䞛⫼᭄⬉᭛ᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈᡓ䇎ࠄ䖒ⱘᯊ䯈䗖⫼ᴀ⊩क݁ᴵѠℒⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  Ѡकϗᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘ᩸ಲǐᡓ䇎ৃҹ᩸ಲǄ᩸ಲᡓ䇎ⱘ䗮ⶹᑨᔧᡓ䇎䗮ⶹࠄ䖒㽕㑺
ҎПࠡ㗙Ϣᡓ䇎䗮ⶹৠᯊࠄ䖒㽕㑺ҎǄ
  Ѡकܿᴵ Ǐᮄ㽕㑺ǐফ㽕㑺Ҏ䍙䖛ᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤থߎᡓ䇎ⱘˈ䰸㽕㑺Ҏঞᯊ䗮ⶹফ㽕㑺
Ҏ䆹ᡓ䇎᳝ᬜⱘҹˈЎᮄ㽕㑺Ǆ
  Ѡकбᴵ Ǐ䖳ࠄⱘᡓ䇎ǐফ㽕㑺Ҏᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤ݙথߎᡓ䇎ˈᣝ✻䗮ᐌᚙᔶ㛑ঞᯊ
ࠄ䖒㽕㑺ҎˈԚ݊Ҫॳᡓ䇎ࠄ䖒㽕㑺Ҏᯊ䍙䖛ᡓ䇎ᳳ䰤ⱘˈ䰸㽕㑺Ҏঞᯊ䗮ⶹফ㽕㑺Ҏ
ᡓ䇎䍙䖛ᳳ䰤ϡফ䆹ᡓ䇎ⱘҹˈ䆹ᡓ䇎᳝ᬜǄ
  ϝकᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘবǐᡓ䇎ⱘݙᆍᑨᔧϢ㽕㑺ⱘݙᆍϔ㟈Ǆফ㽕㑺Ҏᇍ㽕㑺ⱘݙᆍ
ߎᅲ䋼ᗻবⱘˈЎᮄ㽕㑺Ǆ᳝݇ড়ৠᷛⱘǃ᭄䞣ǃ䋼䞣ǃӋℒ㗙䝀ǃሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ǃሹ
㸠ഄ⚍ᮍᓣǃ䖱㑺䋷ӏ㾷އѝ䆂ᮍ⊩ㄝⱘবˈᰃᇍ㽕㑺ݙᆍⱘᅲ䋼ᗻবǄ
  ϝकϔᴵ Ǐᡓ䇎ⱘݙᆍǐᡓ䇎ᇍ㽕㑺ⱘݙᆍߎ䴲ᅲ䋼ᗻবⱘˈ䰸㽕㑺Ҏঞᯊ㸼
⼎ডᇍ㗙㽕㑺㸼ᯢᡓ䇎ϡᕫᇍ㽕㑺ⱘݙᆍߎӏԩবⱘҹˈ䆹ᡓ䇎᳝ᬜˈড়ৠⱘݙᆍ
ҹᡓ䇎ⱘݙᆍЎޚǄ

  ϝकѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠ៤ゟᯊ䯈ǐᔧџҎ䞛⫼ড়ৠкᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈ㞾ঠᮍᔧџҎㅒᄫ
㗙Ⲫゴᯊড়ৠ៤ゟǄ
  ϝकϝᴵ Ǐ⹂䅸кϢড়ৠ៤ゟǐᔧџҎ䞛⫼ֵӊǃ᭄⬉᭛ㄝᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈৃ
ҹড়ৠ៤ゟПࠡ㽕∖ㅒ䅶⹂䅸кǄㅒ䅶⹂䅸кᯊড়ৠ៤ゟǄ
  ϝकಯᴵ Ǐড়ৠ៤ゟഄ⚍ǐᡓ䇎⫳ᬜⱘഄ⚍Ўড়ৠ៤ゟⱘഄ⚍Ǆ
  䞛⫼᭄⬉᭛ᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈᬊӊҎⱘЏ㧹ϮഄЎড়ৠ៤ゟⱘഄ⚍˗≵᳝Џ㧹Ϯഄⱘˈ
݊㒣ᐌሙԣഄЎড়ৠ៤ゟⱘഄ⚍ǄᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘˈᣝ✻݊㑺ᅮǄ
  ϝकѨᴵ Ǐк䴶ড়ৠ៤ゟഄ⚍ǐᔧџҎ䞛⫼ড়ৠкᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈঠᮍᔧџҎㅒ
ᄫ㗙Ⲫゴⱘഄ⚍Ўড়ৠ៤ゟⱘഄ⚍Ǆ
  ϝक݁ᴵ Ǐк䴶ড়ৠϢড়ৠ៤ゟǐ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶ
ᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠˈᔧџҎ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣԚϔᮍᏆ㒣ሹ㸠Џ㽕Нࡵˈᇍᮍফⱘˈ䆹ড়ৠ៤ゟǄ
  ϝकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠкϢড়ৠ៤ゟǐ䞛⫼ড়ৠкᔶᓣ䅶ゟড়ৠˈㅒᄫ㗙ⲪゴПࠡˈ
ᔧџҎϔᮍᏆ㒣ሹ㸠Џ㽕Нࡵˈᇍᮍফⱘˈ䆹ড়ৠ៤ゟǄ
  ϝकܿᴵ Ǐձᆊ䅵ߦ䅶ゟড়ৠǐᆊḍ䳔㽕ϟ䖒ᣛҸᗻӏࡵ㗙ᆊ䅶䋻ӏࡵ
ⱘˈ᳝݇⊩Ҏǃ݊Ҫ㒘㒛П䯈ᑨᔧձ✻᳝݇⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ䅶ゟড়ৠǄ
  ϝकбᴵ ǏḐᓣড়ৠᴵℒᅮНঞՓ⫼ҎНࡵǐ䞛⫼Ḑᓣᴵℒ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈᦤկḐᓣ
ᴵℒⱘϔᮍᑨᔧ䙉ᕾ݀ᑇॳ߭⹂ᅮᔧџҎП䯈ⱘᴗ߽Нࡵˈᑊ䞛পড়⧚ⱘᮍᓣᦤ䇋ᇍᮍ⊼
ᛣܡ䰸㗙䰤ࠊ݊䋷ӏⱘᴵℒˈᣝ✻ᇍᮍⱘ㽕∖ˈᇍ䆹ᴵℒќҹ䇈ᯢǄ
  ḐᓣᴵℒᰃᔧџҎЎњ䞡Փ⫼㗠乘ܜᢳᅮˈᑊ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊϢᇍᮍणଚⱘᴵℒǄ
  ಯकᴵ ǏḐᓣড়ৠᴵℒⱘ᮴ᬜǐḐᓣᴵℒ᳝ᴀ⊩ѨकѠᴵѨकϝᴵ㾘ᅮᚙ
ᔶⱘˈ㗙ᦤկḐᓣᴵℒϔᮍܡ䰸݊䋷ӏǃࡴ䞡ᇍᮍ䋷ӏǃᥦ䰸ᇍᮍЏ㽕ᴗ߽ⱘˈ䆹ᴵℒ᮴
ᬜǄ
  ಯकϔᴵ ǏḐᓣড়ৠⱘ㾷䞞ǐᇍḐᓣᴵℒⱘ⧚㾷থ⫳ѝ䆂ⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻䗮ᐌ⧚㾷ќ
ҹ㾷䞞ǄᇍḐᓣᴵℒ᳝ϸ⾡ҹϞ㾷䞞ⱘˈᑨᔧߎϡ߽ѢᦤկḐᓣᴵℒϔᮍⱘ㾷䞞ǄḐᓣᴵ
ℒ䴲Ḑᓣᴵℒϡϔ㟈ⱘˈᑨᔧ䞛⫼䴲ḐᓣᴵℒǄ
  ಯकѠᴵ Ǐ㓨㑺䖛༅ǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠ䖛Ё᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔˈ㒭ᇍᮍ䗴៤ᤳ༅
ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏ˖
  ˄ϔ˅׳؛䅶ゟড়ৠˈᙊᛣ䖯㸠⺟ଚ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᬙᛣ䱤ⵦϢ䅶ゟড়ৠ᳝݇ⱘ䞡㽕џᅲ㗙ᦤկ㰮؛ᚙ˗މ
  ˄ϝ˅᳝݊Ҫ䖱㚠䆮ᅲֵ⫼ॳ߭ⱘ㸠ЎǄ
  ಯकϝᴵ ǏֱᆚНࡵǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠ䖛ЁⶹᙝⱘଚϮ⾬ᆚˈ᮴䆎ড়ৠᰃ৺៤
ゟˈϡᕫ⊘䴆㗙ϡℷᔧഄՓ⫼Ǆ⊘䴆㗙ϡℷᔧഄՓ⫼䆹ଚϮ⾬ᆚ㒭ᇍᮍ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨ
ᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
       ϝゴ ড়ৠⱘᬜ

  ಯकಯᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘ⫳ᬜǐձ⊩៤ゟⱘড়ৠˈ㞾៤ゟᯊ⫳ᬜǄ
  ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮᑨᔧࡲ⧚ᡍޚǃⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁⫳ᬜⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ಯकѨᴵ Ǐ䰘ᴵӊⱘড়ৠǐᔧџҎᇍড়ৠⱘᬜৃҹ㑺ᅮ䰘ᴵӊǄ䰘⫳ᬜᴵӊⱘড়
ৠˈ㞾ᴵӊ៤ህᯊ⫳ᬜǄ䰘㾷䰸ᴵӊⱘড়ৠˈ㞾ᴵӊ៤ህᯊ༅ᬜǄ
  ᔧџҎЎ㞾Ꮕⱘ߽Ⲟϡℷᔧഄ䰏ℶᴵӊ៤ህⱘˈ㾚ЎᴵӊᏆ៤ህ˗ϡℷᔧഄ֗៤ᴵӊ៤
ህⱘˈ㾚Ўᴵӊϡ៤ህǄ
  ಯक݁ᴵ Ǐ䰘ᳳ䰤ⱘড়ৠǐᔧџҎᇍড়ৠⱘᬜৃҹ㑺ᅮ䰘ᳳ䰤Ǆ䰘⫳ᬜᳳ䰤ⱘড়
ৠˈ㞾ᳳ䰤ሞ㟇ᯊ⫳ᬜǄ䰘㒜ℶᳳ䰤ⱘড়ৠˈ㞾ᳳ䰤ሞ⒵ᯊ༅ᬜǄ
  ಯकϗᴵ Ǐ䰤ࠊ㸠Ў㛑Ҏ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠǐ䰤ࠊ⇥џ㸠Ў㛑Ҏ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈ㒣⊩ᅮ
ҷ⧚Ҏ䗑䅸ৢˈ䆹ড়ৠ᳝ᬜˈԚ㒃㦋߽Ⲟⱘড়ৠ㗙Ϣ݊ᑈ啘ǃᱎǃ㊒⼲عᒋ⢊Ⳍމ䗖ᑨ
㗠䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈϡᖙ㒣⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏ䗑䅸Ǆ
  ⳌᇍҎৃҹڀਞ⊩ᅮҷ⧚ҎϔϾ᳜ݙќҹ䗑䅸Ǆ⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏ㸼⼎ⱘˈ㾚Ўᢦ㒱䗑
䅸Ǆড়ৠ㹿䗑䅸ПࠡˈᛣⳌᇍҎ᳝᩸䫔ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ᩸䫔ᑨᔧҹ䗮ⶹⱘᮍᓣߎǄ
  ಯकܿᴵ Ǐ᮴ᴗҷ⧚Ҏ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠǐ㸠ЎҎ≵᳝ҷ⧚ᴗǃ䍙䍞ҷ⧚ᴗ㗙ҷ⧚ᴗ㒜
ℶৢҹ㹿ҷ⧚ҎৡН䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈ㒣㹿ҷ⧚Ҏ䗑䅸ˈᇍ㹿ҷ⧚Ҏϡথ⫳ᬜˈ⬅㸠ЎҎᡓ
ᢙ䋷ӏǄ
  ⳌᇍҎৃҹڀਞ㹿ҷ⧚ҎϔϾ᳜ݙќҹ䗑䅸Ǆ㹿ҷ⧚Ҏ㸼⼎ⱘˈ㾚Ўᢦ㒱䗑䅸Ǆ
ড়ৠ㹿䗑䅸ПࠡˈᛣⳌᇍҎ᳝᩸䫔ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ᩸䫔ᑨᔧҹ䗮ⶹⱘᮍᓣߎǄ
  ಯकбᴵ Ǐ㸼㾕ҷ⧚ǐ㸠ЎҎ≵᳝ҷ⧚ᴗǃ䍙䍞ҷ⧚ᴗ㗙ҷ⧚ᴗ㒜ℶৢҹ㹿ҷ⧚
ҎৡН䅶ゟড়ৠˈⳌᇍҎ᳝⧚⬅Ⳍֵ㸠ЎҎ᳝ҷ⧚ᴗⱘˈ䆹ҷ⧚㸠Ў᳝ᬜǄ
  Ѩकᴵ Ǐ⊩ᅮҷ㸼Ҏ䍞ᴗ㸠Ўǐ⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛ⱘ⊩ᅮҷ㸼Ҏǃ䋳䋷Ҏ䍙䍞ᴗ䰤
䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈ䰸ⳌᇍҎⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧݊䍙䍞ᴗ䰤ⱘҹˈ䆹ҷ㸼㸠Ў᳝ᬜǄ
  Ѩकϔᴵ Ǐ᮴໘ߚᴗҎ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠǐ᮴໘ߚᴗⱘҎ໘ߚҪҎ䋶ѻˈ㒣ᴗ߽Ҏ䗑䅸
㗙᮴໘ߚᴗⱘҎ䅶ゟড়ৠৢপᕫ໘ߚᴗⱘˈ䆹ড়ৠ᳝ᬜǄ
  ѨकѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠ᮴ᬜⱘ⊩ᅮᚙᔶǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈড়ৠ᮴ᬜ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ϔᮍҹℎ䆜ǃ㚕䖿ⱘ↉䅶ゟড়ৠˈᤳᆇᆊ߽Ⲟ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᙊᛣІ䗮ˈᤳᆇᆊǃ䲚ԧ㗙ϝҎ߽Ⲟ˗
  ˄ϝ˅ҹড়⊩ᔶᓣⲪ䴲⊩Ⳃⱘ˗
  ˄ಯ˅ᤳᆇ⼒Ӯ߽݀݅Ⲟ˗
  ˄Ѩ˅䖱ড⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ⱘᔎࠊᗻ㾘ᅮǄ
  Ѩकϝᴵ Ǐড়ৠܡ䋷ᴵℒⱘ᮴ᬜǐড়ৠЁⱘϟ߫ܡ䋷ᴵℒ᮴ᬜ˖
  ˄ϔ˅䗴៤ᇍᮍҎ䑿Ӹᆇⱘ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᬙᛣ㗙䞡䖛༅䗴៤ᇍᮍ䋶ѻᤳ༅ⱘǄ

  Ѩकಯᴵ Ǐৃ᩸䫔ড়ৠǐϟ߫ড়ৠˈᔧџҎϔᮍ᳝ᴗ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘব
㗙᩸䫔˖
  ˄ϔ˅䞡䇃㾷䅶ゟⱘ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅䅶ゟড়ৠᯊᰒ༅݀ᑇⱘǄ
  ϔᮍҹℎ䆜ǃ㚕䖿ⱘ↉㗙ЬҎПॅˈՓᇍᮍ䖱㚠ⳳᅲᛣᗱⱘᚙމϟ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈ
ফᤳᆇᮍ᳝ᴗ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘব㗙᩸䫔Ǆ
  ᔧџҎ䇋∖বⱘˈҎ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘϡᕫ᩸䫔Ǆ
  ѨकѨᴵ Ǐ᩸䫔ᴗⱘ⍜♁ǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈ᩸䫔ᴗ⍜♁˖
 ˄ϔ˅᳝᩸䫔ᴗⱘᔧџҎ㞾ⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧᩸䫔џ⬅П᮹䍋ϔᑈ≵ݙ᳝㸠Փ᩸䫔ᴗ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅᳝᩸䫔ᴗⱘᔧџҎⶹ䘧᩸䫔џ⬅ৢᯢ⹂㸼⼎㗙ҹ㞾Ꮕⱘ㸠Ўᬒᓗ᩸䫔ᴗǄ
  Ѩक݁ᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㞾ྟ᮴ᬜϢ䚼ߚ᳝ᬜǐ᮴ᬜⱘড়ৠ㗙㹿᩸䫔ⱘড়ৠ㞾ྟ≵᳝⊩ᕟ
㑺ᴳǄড়ৠ䚼ߚ᮴ᬜˈϡᕅડ݊Ҫ䚼ߚᬜⱘˈ݊Ҫ䚼ߚҡ✊᳝ᬜǄ
  Ѩकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㾷އѝ䆂ᴵℒⱘᬜǐড়ৠ᮴ᬜǃ㹿᩸䫔㗙㒜ℶⱘˈϡᕅડড়ৠ
Ё⣀ゟᄬⱘ᳝݇㾷އѝ䆂ᮍ⊩ⱘᴵℒⱘᬜǄ
  Ѩकܿᴵ Ǐড়ৠ᮴ᬜ㹿᩸䫔ⱘ⊩ᕟৢᵰǐড়ৠ᮴ᬜ㗙㹿᩸䫔ৢˈ䆹ড়ৠপᕫ
ⱘ䋶ѻˈᑨᔧќҹ䖨䖬˗ϡ㛑䖨䖬㗙≵᳝ᖙ㽕䖨䖬ⱘˈᑨᔧᡬӋ㸹ٓǄ᳝䖛䫭ⱘϔᮍᑨᔧ
䌨ٓᇍᮍℸ᠔ফࠄⱘᤳ༅ˈঠᮍ䛑᳝䖛䫭ⱘˈᑨᔧ㞾ᡓᢙⳌᑨⱘ䋷ӏǄ
  Ѩकбᴵ ǏᙊᛣІ䗮㦋প䋶ѻⱘ䖨䖬ǐᔧџҎᙊᛣІ䗮ˈᤳᆇᆊǃ䲚ԧ㗙ϝ
Ҏ߽Ⲟⱘˈℸপᕫⱘ䋶ѻᬊᔦᆊ᠔᳝㗙䖨䖬䲚ԧǃϝҎǄ
       ಯゴ ড়ৠⱘሹ㸠

  ݁कᴵ ǏϹḐሹ㸠Ϣ䆮ᅲֵ⫼ǐᔧџҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮܼ䴶ሹ㸠㞾ᏅⱘНࡵǄ
  ᔧџҎᑨᔧ䙉ᕾ䆮ᅲֵ⫼ॳ߭ˈḍড়ৠⱘᗻ䋼ǃⳂⱘѸᯧдᛃሹ㸠䗮ⶹǃणࡽǃֱ
ᆚㄝНࡵǄ
  ݁कϔᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㑺ᅮϡᯢⱘ㸹ᬥǐড়ৠ⫳ᬜৢˈᔧџҎህ䋼䞣ǃӋℒ㗙䝀ǃሹ
㸠ഄ⚍ㄝݙᆍ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈৃҹण䆂㸹˗ܙϡ㛑䖒៤㸹ܙण䆂ⱘˈᣝ✻ড়ৠ
᳝݇ᴵℒ㗙Ѹᯧдᛃ⹂ᅮǄ
  ݁कѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㑺ᅮϡᯢᯊⱘሹ㸠ǐᔧџҎህ᳝݇ড়ৠݙᆍ㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩
݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ䗖⫼ϟ߫㾘ᅮ˖
  ˄ϔ˅䋼䞣㽕∖ϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈᣝ✻ᆊᷛޚǃ㸠Ϯᷛޚሹ㸠˗≵᳝ᆊᷛޚǃ㸠Ϯᷛˈⱘޚ
ᣝ✻䗮ᐌᷛޚ㗙ヺড়ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘ⡍ᅮᷛޚሹ㸠Ǆ
  ˄Ѡ˅Ӌℒ㗙䝀ϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈᣝ✻䅶ゟড়ৠᯊሹ㸠ഄⱘᏖഎӋḐሹ㸠˗ձ⊩ᑨᔧᠻ㸠
ᬓᑰᅮӋ㗙ᬓᑰᣛᇐӋⱘˈᣝ✻㾘ᅮሹ㸠Ǆ

  ˄ϝ˅ሹ㸠ഄ⚍ϡᯢ⹂ˈ㒭Ҭ䋻Ꮥⱘˈফ䋻Ꮥϔᮍ᠔ഄሹ㸠˗ѸҬϡࡼѻⱘˈ
ϡࡼѻ᠔ഄሹ㸠˗݊Ҫᷛⱘˈሹ㸠Нࡵϔᮍ᠔ഄሹ㸠Ǆ
  ˄ಯ˅ሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ؎ࡵҎৃҹ䱣ᯊሹ㸠ˈ؎ᴗҎгৃҹ䱣ᯊ㽕∖ሹ㸠ˈԚᑨᔧ
㒭ᇍᮍᖙ㽕ⱘޚᯊ䯈Ǆ
  ˄Ѩ˅ሹ㸠ᮍᓣϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈᣝ✻᳝߽Ѣᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘᮍᓣሹ㸠Ǆ
  ˄݁˅ሹ㸠䌍⫼ⱘ䋳ᢙϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ⬅ሹ㸠Нࡵϔᮍ䋳ᢙǄ
  ݁कϝᴵ ǏѸҬᳳ䰤ϢӋḐᠻ㸠ǐᠻ㸠ᬓᑰᅮӋ㗙ᬓᑰᣛᇐӋⱘˈড়ৠ㑺ᅮⱘ
ѸҬᳳ䰤ݙᬓᑰӋḐ䇗ᭈᯊˈᣝ✻ѸҬᯊⱘӋḐ䅵ӋǄ䘒ᳳѸҬᷛⱘ⠽ⱘˈ䘛ӋḐϞ⍼ᯊˈ
ᣝ✻ॳӋḐᠻ㸠˗ӋḐϟ䰡ᯊˈᣝ✻ᮄӋḐᠻ㸠Ǆ䘒ᳳᦤপᷛⱘ⠽㗙䘒ᳳҬℒⱘˈ䘛ӋḐ
Ϟ⍼ᯊˈᣝ✻ᮄӋḐᠻ㸠˗ӋḐϟ䰡ᯊˈᣝ✻ॳӋḐᠻ㸠Ǆ
  ݁कಯᴵ ǏϝҎሹ㸠ড়ৠǐᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ⬅؎ࡵҎϝҎሹ㸠؎ࡵⱘˈ؎ࡵҎ
ϝҎሹ㸠؎ࡵ㗙ሹ㸠؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈᑨᔧ؎ᴗҎᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ݁कѨᴵǏϝҎϡሹ㸠ড়ৠⱘ䋷ӏᡓᢙǐᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ⬅ϝҎ؎ᴗҎሹ㸠؎ࡵˈ
ϝҎϡሹ㸠؎ࡵ㗙ሹ㸠؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈ؎ࡵҎᑨᔧ؎ᴗҎᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ݁क݁ᴵ Ǐৠᯊሹ㸠ᡫ䕽ᴗǐᔧџҎѦ䋳؎ࡵˈ≵᳝ৢܜሹ㸠乎ᑣⱘˈᑨᔧৠᯊሹ
㸠Ǆϔᮍᇍᮍሹ㸠П᳝ࠡᴗᢦ㒱݊ሹ㸠㽕∖Ǆϔᮍᇍᮍሹ㸠؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮᯊˈ᳝ᴗᢦ
㒱݊Ⳍᑨⱘሹ㸠㽕∖Ǆ
  ݁कϗᴵ Ǐܜሹ㸠НࡵǐᔧџҎѦ䋳؎ࡵˈ᳝ৢܜሹ㸠乎ᑣˈܜሹ㸠ϔᮍሹ㸠ⱘˈ
ৢሹ㸠ϔᮍ᳝ᴗᢦ㒱݊ሹ㸠㽕∖Ǆܜሹ㸠ϔᮍሹ㸠؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈৢሹ㸠ϔᮍ᳝ᴗᢦ㒱
݊Ⳍᑨⱘሹ㸠㽕∖Ǆ
  ݁कܿᴵ Ǐϡᅝᡫ䕽ᴗǐᑨᔧܜሹ㸠؎ࡵⱘᔧџҎˈ᳝⹂ߛ䆕䆕ᯢᇍᮍ᳝ϟ߫ᚙ
ᔶПϔⱘˈৃҹЁℶሹ㸠˖
  ˄ϔ˅㒣㧹⢊މϹ䞡ᙊ࣪˗
  ˄Ѡ˅䕀⿏䋶ѻǃᢑ䗗䌘䞥ˈҹ䗗䙓؎ࡵ˗
  ˄ϝ˅ϻ༅ଚϮֵ䁝˗
  ˄ಯ˅᳝ϻ༅㗙ৃ㛑ϻ༅ሹ㸠؎ࡵ㛑ⱘ݊ҪᚙᔶǄ
  ᔧџҎ≵᳝⹂ߛ䆕Ёℶሹ㸠ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ݁कбᴵ Ǐϡᅝᡫ䕽ᴗⱘ㸠ՓǐᔧџҎձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कܿᴵⱘ㾘ᅮЁℶሹ㸠ⱘˈᑨ
ᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᇍᮍǄᇍᮍᦤկ䗖ᔧᢙֱᯊˈᑨᔧᘶሹ㸠ǄЁℶሹ㸠ৢˈᇍᮍড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ
ᘶሹ㸠㛑ᑊϨᦤկ䗖ᔧᢙֱⱘˈЁℶሹ㸠ⱘϔᮍৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ϗकᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗҎॳ㟈؎ࡵሹ㸠ೄ䲒ⱘ໘⧚ǐ؎ᴗҎߚゟǃড়ᑊ㗙বԣ᠔≵
᳝䗮ⶹ؎ࡵҎˈ㟈Փሹ㸠؎ࡵথ⫳ೄ䲒ⱘˈ؎ࡵҎৃҹЁℶሹ㸠㗙ᇚᷛⱘ⠽ᦤᄬǄ
  ϗकϔᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵⱘᦤࠡሹ㸠ǐ؎ᴗҎৃҹᢦ㒱؎ࡵҎᦤࠡሹ㸠؎ࡵˈԚᦤࠡሹ㸠ϡ
ᤳᆇ؎ᴗҎ߽Ⲟⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ؎ࡵҎᦤࠡሹ㸠؎ࡵ㒭؎ᴗҎࡴⱘ䌍⫼ˈ⬅؎ࡵҎ䋳ᢙǄ

  ϗकѠᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵⱘ䚼ߚሹ㸠ǐ؎ᴗҎৃҹᢦ㒱؎ࡵҎ䚼ߚሹ㸠؎ࡵˈԚ䚼ߚሹ㸠ϡ
ᤳᆇ؎ᴗҎ߽Ⲟⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ؎ࡵҎ䚼ߚሹ㸠؎ࡵ㒭؎ᴗҎࡴⱘ䌍⫼ˈ⬅؎ࡵҎ䋳ᢙǄ
  ϗकϝᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗҎⱘҷԡᴗǐ؎ࡵҎᗴѢ㸠Փ݊ࠄᳳ؎ᴗˈᇍ؎ᴗҎ䗴៤ᤳᆇⱘˈ
؎ᴗҎৃҹҎ⇥⊩䰶䇋∖ҹ㞾ᏅⱘৡНҷԡ㸠Փ؎ࡵҎⱘ؎ᴗˈԚ䆹؎ᴗϧሲѢ؎ࡵҎ㞾
䑿ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ҷԡᴗⱘ㸠Փ㣗ೈҹ؎ᴗҎⱘ؎ᴗЎ䰤Ǆ؎ᴗҎ㸠Փҷԡᴗⱘᖙ㽕䌍⫼ˈ⬅؎ࡵҎ䋳ᢙǄ
  ϗकಯᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗҎⱘ᩸䫔ᴗǐ؎ࡵҎᬒᓗ݊ࠄᳳ؎ᴗ㗙᮴ٓ䕀䅽䋶ѻˈᇍ؎ᴗ
Ҏ䗴៤ᤳᆇⱘˈ؎ᴗҎৃҹ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶᩸䫔؎ࡵҎⱘ㸠ЎǄ؎ࡵҎҹᯢᰒϡড়⧚ⱘԢӋ䕀
䅽䋶ѻˈᇍ؎ᴗҎ䗴៤ᤳᆇˈᑊϨফ䅽Ҏⶹ䘧䆹ᚙᔶⱘˈ؎ᴗҎгৃҹ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶᩸䫔؎
ࡵҎⱘ㸠ЎǄ
  ᩸䫔ᴗⱘ㸠Փ㣗ೈҹ؎ᴗҎⱘ؎ᴗЎ䰤Ǆ؎ᴗҎ㸠Փ᩸䫔ᴗⱘᖙ㽕䌍⫼ˈ⬅؎ࡵҎ䋳ᢙǄ
  ϗकѨᴵ Ǐ᩸䫔ᴗⱘᳳ䯈ǐ᩸䫔ᴗ㞾؎ᴗҎⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧᩸䫔џ⬅П᮹䍋ϔᑈ
ݙ㸠ՓǄ㞾؎ࡵҎⱘ㸠Ўথ⫳П᮹䍋Ѩᑈ≵ݙ᳝㸠Փ᩸䫔ᴗⱘˈ䆹᩸䫔ᴗ⍜♁Ǆ
  ϗक݁ᴵ ǏᔧџҎব࣪ᇍড়ৠሹ㸠ⱘᕅડǐড়ৠ⫳ᬜৢˈᔧџҎϡᕫྦྷৡǃৡ⿄
ⱘব㗙⊩ᅮҷ㸼Ҏǃ䋳䋷ҎǃᡓࡲҎⱘবࡼ㗠ϡሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵǄ
       Ѩゴ ড়ৠⱘব䕀䅽

  ϗकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠবᴵӊǐᔧџҎणଚϔ㟈ˈৃҹবড়ৠǄ
  ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮবড়ৠᑨᔧࡲ⧚ᡍޚǃⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁ⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ϗकܿᴵ Ǐড়ৠবݙᆍϡᯢⱘ໘⧚ǐᔧџҎᇍড়ৠবⱘݙᆍ㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ
ᅮЎবǄ
  ϗकбᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗⱘ䕀䅽ǐ؎ᴗҎৃҹᇚড়ৠⱘᴗ߽ܼ䚼㗙䚼ߚ䕀䅽㒭ϝҎˈԚ
᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘ䰸˖
  ˄ϔ˅ḍড়ৠᗻ䋼ϡᕫ䕀䅽˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᣝ✻ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮϡᕫ䕀䅽˗
  ˄ϝ˅ձ✻⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮϡᕫ䕀䅽Ǆ
  ܿकᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗ䕀䅽ⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵǐ؎ᴗҎ䕀䅽ᴗ߽ⱘˈᑨᔧ䗮ⶹ؎ࡵҎǄ㒣䗮ⶹˈ
䆹䕀䅽ᇍ؎ࡵҎϡথ⫳ᬜǄ
  ؎ᴗҎ䕀䅽ᴗ߽ⱘ䗮ⶹϡᕫ᩸䫔ˈԚ㒣ফ䅽Ҏৠᛣⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ܿकϔᴵ ǏҢᴗ߽ⱘ䕀⿏ǐ؎ᴗҎ䕀䅽ᴗ߽ⱘˈফ䅽ҎপᕫϢ؎ᴗ᳝݇ⱘҢᴗ߽ˈ
Ԛ䆹Ңᴗ߽ϧሲѢ؎ᴗҎ㞾䑿ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ܿकѠᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵҎⱘᡫ䕽ᴗǐ؎ࡵҎࠄ؎ᴗ䕀䅽䗮ⶹৢˈ؎ࡵҎᇍ䅽ϢҎⱘᡫ䕽ˈ
ৃҹফ䅽ҎЏᓴǄ

  ܿकϝᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵҎⱘᢉ䫔ᴗǐ؎ࡵҎࠄ؎ᴗ䕀䅽䗮ⶹᯊˈ؎ࡵҎᇍ䅽ϢҎѿ᳝؎
ᴗˈᑊϨ؎ࡵҎⱘ؎ᴗܜѢ䕀䅽ⱘ؎ᴗࠄᳳ㗙ৠᯊࠄᳳⱘˈ؎ࡵҎৃҹফ䅽ҎЏᓴᢉ䫔Ǆ
  ܿकಯᴵ Ǐ؎ᴗҎৠᛣǐ؎ࡵҎᇚড়ৠⱘНࡵܼ䚼㗙䚼ߚ䕀⿏㒭ϝҎⱘˈᑨᔧ
㒣؎ᴗҎৠᛣǄ
  ܿकѨᴵ ǏᡓᢙҎⱘᡫ䕽ǐ؎ࡵҎ䕀⿏Нࡵⱘˈᮄ؎ࡵҎৃҹЏᓴॳ؎ࡵҎᇍ؎ᴗ
Ҏⱘᡫ䕽Ǆ
  ܿक݁ᴵ ǏҢ؎ⱘ䕀⿏ǐ؎ࡵҎ䕀⿏Нࡵⱘˈᮄ؎ࡵҎᑨᔧᡓᢙϢЏ؎ࡵ᳝݇ⱘҢ
؎ࡵˈԚ䆹Ң؎ࡵϧሲѢॳ؎ࡵҎ㞾䑿ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ܿकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠ䕀䅽ᔶᓣ㽕ӊǐ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮ䕀䅽ᴗ߽㗙䕀⿏Нࡵᑨᔧࡲ
⧚ᡍޚǃⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁ⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ܿकܿᴵ Ǐὖᣀ䕀䅽ǐᔧџҎϔᮍ㒣ᇍᮍৠᛣˈৃҹᇚ㞾Ꮕড়ৠЁⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ
ϔᑊ䕀䅽㒭ϝҎǄ
  ܿकбᴵ Ǐὖᣀ䕀䅽ⱘᬜǐᴗ߽Нࡵϔᑊ䕀䅽ⱘˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩ϗकбᴵǃܿ
कϔᴵ㟇ܿकϝᴵǃܿकѨᴵ㟇ܿकϗᴵⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  бकᴵ ǏᮄᔧџҎⱘὖᣀᡓফǐᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠৢড়ᑊⱘˈ⬅ড়ᑊৢⱘ⊩Ҏ㗙݊
Ҫ㒘㒛㸠Փড়ৠᴗ߽ˈሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵǄᔧџҎ䅶ゟড়ৠৢߚゟⱘˈ䰸؎ᴗҎ؎ࡵҎ᳝㑺
ᅮⱘҹˈ⬅ߚゟⱘ⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛ᇍড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵѿ᳝䖲ᏺ؎ᴗˈᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ؎ࡵǄ
       ݁ゴ ড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ㒜ℶ

  бकϔᴵ Ǐড়ৠ⍜♁ⱘॳǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ㒜ℶ˖
  ˄ϔ˅؎ࡵᏆ㒣ᣝ✻㑺ᅮሹ㸠˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ড়ৠ㾷䰸˗
  ˄ϝ˅؎ࡵⳌѦᢉ䫔˗
  ˄ಯ˅؎ࡵҎձ⊩ᇚᷛⱘ⠽ᦤᄬ˗
  ˄Ѩ˅؎ᴗҎܡ䰸؎ࡵ˗
  ˄݁˅؎ᴗ؎ࡵৠᔦѢϔҎ˗
  ˄ϗ˅⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ㒜ℶⱘ݊ҪᚙᔶǄ
  бकѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㒜ℶৢⱘНࡵǐড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ㒜ℶৢˈᔧџҎᑨᔧ䙉ᕾ䆮ᅲֵ⫼
ॳ߭ˈḍѸᯧдᛃሹ㸠䗮ⶹǃणࡽǃֱᆚㄝНࡵǄ
  бकϝᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㑺ᅮ㾷䰸ǐᔧџҎणଚϔ㟈ˈৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ᔧџҎৃҹ㑺ᅮϔᮍ㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘᴵӊǄ㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘᴵӊ៤ህᯊˈ㾷䰸ᴗҎৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  бकಯᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘ⊩ᅮ㾷䰸ǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈᔧџҎৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ϡৃᡫ㟈Փϡ㛑ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘ˗

  ˄Ѡ˅ሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ሞ⒵ПࠡˈᔧџҎϔᮍᯢ⹂㸼⼎㗙ҹ㞾Ꮕⱘ㸠Ў㸼ᯢϡሹ㸠Џ㽕؎
ࡵ˗
  ˄ϝ˅ᔧџҎϔᮍ䖳ᓊሹ㸠Џ㽕؎ࡵˈ㒣ڀਞৢড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙҡሹ㸠˗
  ˄ಯ˅ᔧџҎϔᮍ䖳ᓊሹ㸠؎ࡵ㗙᳝݊Ҫ䖱㑺㸠Ў㟈Փϡ㛑ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘ˗
  ˄Ѩ˅⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮⱘ݊ҪᚙᔶǄ
  бकѨᴵ Ǐ㾷䰸ᴗ⍜♁ǐ⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ㾷䰸ᴗ㸠Փᳳ䰤ˈᳳ䰤ሞ⒵ᔧџ
Ҏϡ㸠Փⱘˈ䆹ᴗ߽⍜♁Ǆ
  ⊩ᕟ≵᳝㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㾷䰸ᴗ㸠Փᳳ䰤ˈ㒣ᇍᮍڀਞৢড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙϡ㸠Փ
ⱘˈ䆹ᴗ߽⍜♁Ǆ
  бक݁ᴵ Ǐ㾷䰸ᴗⱘ㸠ՓǐᔧџҎϔᮍձ✻ᴀ⊩бकϝᴵѠℒǃбकಯᴵⱘ
㾘ᅮЏᓴ㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘˈᑨᔧ䗮ⶹᇍᮍǄড়ৠ㞾䗮ⶹࠄ䖒ᇍᮍᯊ㾷䰸Ǆᇍᮍ᳝ᓖ䆂ⱘˈৃҹ䇋
∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘ⹂䅸㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘᬜǄ
  ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘㾘ᅮ㾷䰸ড়ৠᑨᔧࡲ⧚ᡍޚǃⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁ⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  бकϗᴵ Ǐ㾷䰸ⱘᬜǐড়ৠ㾷䰸ৢˈᇮሹ㸠ⱘˈ㒜ℶሹ㸠˗Ꮖ㒣ሹ㸠ⱘˈḍ
ሹ㸠ᚙމড়ৠᗻ䋼ˈᔧџҎৃҹ㽕∖ᘶॳ⢊ǃ䞛প݊Ҫ㸹ᬥᮑǃᑊ᳝ᴗ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  бकܿᴵ Ǐ㒧ㅫǃ⏙⧚ᴵℒᬜǐড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ㒜ℶˈϡᕅડড়ৠЁ㒧ㅫ⏙⧚
ᴵℒⱘᬜǄ
  бकбᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵⱘᢉ䫔ঞ㸠ՓǐᔧџҎѦ䋳ࠄᳳ؎ࡵˈ䆹؎ࡵⱘᷛⱘ⠽⾡㉏ǃક䋼
Ⳍৠⱘˈӏԩϔᮍৃҹᇚ㞾Ꮕⱘ؎ࡵϢᇍᮍⱘ؎ࡵᢉ䫔ˈԚձ✻⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮ㗙ᣝ✻ড়ৠᗻ䋼
ϡᕫᢉ䫔ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ᔧџҎЏᓴᢉ䫔ⱘˈᑨᔧ䗮ⶹᇍᮍǄ䗮ⶹ㞾ࠄ䖒ᇍᮍᯊ⫳ᬜǄᢉ䫔ϡᕫ䰘ᴵӊ㗙䰘ᳳ
䰤Ǆ
  ϔⱒᴵ Ǐ؎ࡵⱘ㑺ᅮᢉ䫔ǐᔧџҎѦ䋳؎ࡵˈᷛⱘ⠽⾡㉏ǃક䋼ϡⳌৠⱘˈ㒣ঠᮍ
णଚϔ㟈ˈгৃҹᢉ䫔Ǆ
  ϔⱒ䳊ϔᴵ Ǐᦤᄬⱘ㽕ӊǐ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔˈ䲒ҹሹ㸠؎ࡵⱘˈ؎ࡵҎৃҹᇚᷛⱘ
⠽ᦤᄬ˖
  ˄ϔ˅؎ᴗҎ᮴ℷᔧ⧚⬅ᢦ㒱ফ乚˗
  ˄Ѡ˅؎ᴗҎϟ㨑ϡᯢ˗
  ˄ϝ˅؎ᴗҎ⅏ѵ⹂ᅮ㒻ᡓҎ㗙ϻ༅⇥џ㸠Ў㛑⹂ᅮⲥᡸҎ˗
  ˄ಯ˅⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮⱘ݊ҪᚙᔶǄ
  ᷛⱘ⠽ϡ䗖Ѣᦤᄬ㗙ᦤᄬ䌍⫼䖛催ⱘˈ؎ࡵҎձ⊩ৃҹᢡप㗙বपᷛⱘ⠽ˈᦤᄬ᠔
ᕫⱘӋℒǄ
  ϔⱒ䳊Ѡᴵ Ǐᦤᄬৢⱘ䗮ⶹǐᷛⱘ⠽ᦤᄬৢˈ䰸؎ᴗҎϟ㨑ϡᯢⱘҹˈ؎ࡵҎᑨ
ᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹ؎ᴗҎ㗙؎ᴗҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎǃⲥᡸҎǄ

  ϔⱒ䳊ϝᴵ Ǐᦤᄬⱘᬜǐᷛⱘ⠽ᦤᄬৢˈ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽⬅؎ᴗҎᡓᢙǄᦤᄬ
ᳳ䯈ˈᷛⱘ⠽ⱘᅇᙃᔦ؎ᴗҎ᠔᳝Ǆᦤᄬ䌍⫼⬅؎ᴗҎ䋳ᢙǄ
  ϔⱒ䳊ಯᴵ Ǐᦤᄬ⠽ⱘফ乚ঞফ乚ᴗ⍜♁ǐ؎ᴗҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ乚পᦤᄬ⠽ˈԚ؎ᴗҎ
ᇍ؎ࡵҎ䋳᳝ࠄᳳ؎ࡵⱘˈ؎ᴗҎሹ㸠؎ࡵ㗙ᦤկᢙֱПࠡˈᦤᄬ䚼䮼ḍ؎ࡵҎⱘ
㽕∖ᑨᔧᢦ㒱݊乚পᦤᄬ⠽Ǆ
  ؎ᴗҎ乚পᦤᄬ⠽ⱘᴗ߽ˈ㞾ᦤᄬП᮹䍋Ѩᑈݙϡ㸠Փ㗠⍜♁ˈᦤᄬ⠽ᠷ䰸ᦤᄬ䌍⫼ৢ
ᔦᆊ᠔᳝Ǆ
  ϔⱒ䳊Ѩᴵ Ǐܡ䰸ⱘᬜǐ؎ᴗҎܡ䰸؎ࡵҎ䚼ߚ㗙ܼ䚼؎ࡵⱘˈড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Н
ࡵ䚼ߚ㗙ܼ䚼㒜ℶǄ
  ϔⱒ䳊݁ᴵ Ǐ⏋ৠⱘᬜǐ؎ᴗ؎ࡵৠᔦѢϔҎⱘˈড়ৠⱘᴗ߽Нࡵ㒜ℶˈԚ⍝
ঞϝҎ߽Ⲟⱘ䰸Ǆ
       ϗゴ 䖱㑺䋷ӏ

  ϔⱒ䳊ϗᴵ Ǐ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐᔧџҎϔᮍϡሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵ㗙ሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮ
ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ㒻㓁ሹ㸠ǃ䞛প㸹ᬥᮑ㗙䌨ٓᤳ༅ㄝ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒ䳊ܿᴵ Ǐᢦ㒱ሹ㸠ǐᔧџҎϔᮍᯢ⹂㸼⼎㗙ҹ㞾Ꮕⱘ㸠Ў㸼ᯢϡሹ㸠ড়ৠН
ࡵⱘˈᇍᮍৃҹሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ሞ⒵Пࠡ㽕∖݊ᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒ䳊бᴵ Ǐ䞥䪅؎ࡵⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐᔧџҎϔᮍᬃҬӋℒ㗙䝀ⱘˈᇍᮍৃҹ
㽕∖݊ᬃҬӋℒ㗙䝀Ǆ
  ϔⱒϔकᴵ Ǐ䴲䞥䪅؎ࡵⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐᔧџҎϔᮍϡሹ㸠䴲䞥䪅؎ࡵ㗙ሹ㸠䴲䞥
䪅؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈᇍᮍৃҹ㽕∖ሹ㸠ˈԚ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘ䰸˖
  ˄ϔ˅⊩ᕟϞ㗙џᅲϞϡ㛑ሹ㸠˗
  ˄Ѡ˅؎ࡵⱘᷛⱘϡ䗖Ѣᔎࠊሹ㸠㗙ሹ㸠䌍⫼䖛催˗
  ˄ϝ˅؎ᴗҎড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ㽕∖ሹ㸠Ǆ
  ϔⱒϔकϔᴵ Ǐ⨩⮉ሹ㸠ǐ䋼䞣ϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᔧџҎⱘ㑺ᅮᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷
ӏǄᇍ䖱㑺䋷ӏ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈফᤳ
ᆇᮍḍᷛⱘⱘᗻ䋼ҹঞᤳ༅ⱘᇣˈৃҹড়⧚䗝ᢽ㽕∖ᇍᮍᡓᢙׂ⧚ǃᤶǃ䞡ǃ䗔䋻ǃ
ޣᇥӋℒ㗙䝀ㄝ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒϔकѠᴵ Ǐሹ㸠ǃ㸹ᬥᮑৢⱘᤳ༅䌨ٓǐᔧџҎϔᮍϡሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵ㗙ሹ
㸠ড়ৠНࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈሹ㸠Нࡵ㗙䞛প㸹ᬥᮑৢˈᇍᮍ䖬᳝݊Ҫᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨
ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ϔⱒϔकϝᴵ Ǐᤳᆇ䌨ٓⱘ㣗ೈǐᔧџҎϔᮍϡሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵ㗙ሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵϡ
ヺড়㑺ᅮˈ㒭ᇍᮍ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈᤳ༅䌨ٓ乱ᑨᔧⳌᔧѢ䖱㑺᠔䗴៤ⱘᤳ༅ˈࣙᣀড়ৠሹ㸠
ৢৃҹ㦋ᕫⱘ߽ⲞˈԚϡᕫ䍙䖛䖱ডড়ৠϔᮍ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊ乘㾕ࠄ㗙ᑨᔧ乘㾕ࠄⱘ䖱ডড়
ৠৃ㛑䗴៤ⱘᤳ༅Ǆ

  㒣㧹㗙ᇍ⍜䌍㗙ᦤկଚક㗙᳡ࡵ᳝ℎ䆜㸠Ўⱘˈձ✻ǉЁढҎ⇥݅⍜䌍㗙ᴗⲞֱ
ᡸ⊩Ǌⱘ㾘ᅮᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒϔकಯᴵ Ǐ䖱㑺䞥ǐᔧџҎৃҹ㑺ᅮϔᮍ䖱㑺ᯊᑨᔧḍ䖱㑺ᚙމᇍᮍᬃҬ
ϔᅮ᭄乱ⱘ䖱㑺䞥ˈгৃҹ㑺ᅮ䖱㑺ѻ⫳ⱘᤳ༅䌨ٓ乱ⱘ䅵ㅫᮍ⊩Ǆ
  㑺ᅮⱘ䖱㑺䞥ԢѢ䗴៤ⱘᤳ༅ⱘˈᔧџҎৃҹ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘќҹࡴ˗㑺
ᅮⱘ䖱㑺䞥䖛ߚ催Ѣ䗴៤ⱘᤳ༅ⱘˈᔧџҎৃҹ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶㗙ӆ㺕ᴎᵘќҹ䗖ᔧޣᇥǄ
  ᔧџҎህ䖳ᓊሹ㸠㑺ᅮ䖱㑺䞥ⱘˈ䖱㑺ᮍᬃҬ䖱㑺䞥ৢˈ䖬ᑨᔧሹ㸠؎ࡵǄ
  ϔⱒϔकѨᴵ Ǐᅮ䞥ǐᔧџҎৃҹձ✻ǉЁढҎ⇥݅ᢙֱ⊩Ǌ㑺ᅮϔᮍᇍᮍ
㒭Ҭᅮ䞥Ў؎ᴗⱘᢙֱǄ؎ࡵҎሹ㸠؎ࡵৢˈᅮ䞥ᑨᔧᢉӋℒ㗙ᬊಲǄ㒭Ҭᅮ䞥ⱘϔ
ᮍϡሹ㸠㑺ᅮⱘ؎ࡵⱘˈ᮴ᴗ㽕∖䖨䖬ᅮ䞥˗ᬊফᅮ䞥ⱘϔᮍϡሹ㸠㑺ᅮⱘ؎ࡵⱘˈᑨᔧঠ
ס䖨䖬ᅮ䞥Ǆ
  ϔⱒϔक݁ᴵ Ǐ䖱㑺䞥Ϣᅮ䞥ⱘ䗝ᢽǐᔧџҎ᮶㑺ᅮ䖱㑺䞥ˈজ㑺ᅮᅮ䞥ⱘˈϔᮍ
䖱㑺ᯊˈᇍᮍৃҹ䗝ᢽ䗖⫼䖱㑺䞥㗙ᅮ䞥ᴵℒǄ
  ϔⱒϔकϗᴵ Ǐϡৃᡫǐϡৃᡫϡ㛑ሹ㸠ড়ৠⱘˈḍϡৃᡫⱘᕅડˈ䚼
ߚ㗙ܼ䚼ܡ䰸䋷ӏˈԚ⊩ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮⱘ䰸ǄᔧџҎ䖳ᓊሹ㸠ৢথ⫳ϡৃᡫⱘˈϡ㛑ܡ
䰸䋷ӏǄ
  ᴀ⊩᠔⿄ϡৃᡫˈᰃᣛϡ㛑乘㾕ǃϡ㛑䙓ܡᑊϡ㛑ܟ᳡ⱘᅶ㾖ᚙމǄ
  ϔⱒϔकܿᴵ Ǐϡৃᡫⱘ䗮ⶹϢ䆕ᯢǐᔧџҎϔᮍϡৃᡫϡ㛑ሹ㸠ড়ৠⱘˈ
ᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᇍᮍˈҹޣ䕏ৃ㛑㒭ᇍᮍ䗴៤ⱘᤳ༅ˈᑊᑨᔧড়⧚ᳳ䰤ᦤݙկ䆕ᯢǄ
  ϔⱒϔकбᴵ Ǐޣᤳ㾘߭ǐᔧџҎϔᮍ䖱㑺ৢˈᇍᮍᑨᔧ䞛প䗖ᔧᮑ䰆ℶᤳ༅ⱘ
ᠽ˗≵᳝䞛প䗖ᔧᮑ㟈Փᤳ༅ᠽⱘˈϡᕫህᠽⱘᤳ༅㽕∖䌨ٓǄ
  ᔧџҎ䰆ℶᤳ༅ᠽ㗠ᬃߎⱘড়⧚䌍⫼ˈ⬅䖱㑺ᮍᡓᢙǄ
  ϔⱒѠकᴵ Ǐঠᮍ䖱㑺ⱘ䋷ӏǐᔧџҎঠᮍ䛑䖱ডড়ৠⱘˈᑨᔧ㞾ᡓᢙⳌᑨⱘ䋷
ӏǄ
  ϔⱒѠकϔᴵ ǏϝҎⱘ䖛䫭䗴៤ⱘ䖱㑺ǐᔧџҎϔᮍϝҎⱘॳ䗴៤䖱㑺
ⱘˈᑨᔧᇍᮍᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄᔧџҎϔᮍϝҎП䯈ⱘ㑴㒋ˈձ✻⊩ᕟ㾘ᅮ㗙ᣝ✻㑺
ᅮ㾷އǄ
  ϔⱒѠकѠᴵ Ǐ䋷ӏゲড়ǐᔧџҎϔᮍⱘ䖱㑺㸠Ўˈ։ᆇᇍᮍҎ䑿ǃ䋶ѻᴗⲞⱘˈ
ফᤳᆇᮍ᳝ᴗ䗝ᢽձ✻ᴀ⊩㽕∖݊ᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏ㗙ձ✻݊Ҫ⊩ᕟ㽕∖݊ᡓᢙ։ᴗ䋷ӏǄ
       ܿゴ ݊Ҫ㾘ᅮ

  ϔⱒѠकϝᴵ Ǐ݊Ҫ㾘ᅮⱘ䗖⫼ǐ݊Ҫ⊩ᕟᇍড়ৠ᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒѠकಯᴵ Ǐ᮴ৡড়ৠǐᴀ⊩ߚ߭㗙݊Ҫ⊩ᕟ≵᳝ᯢ᭛㾘ᅮⱘড়ৠˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩
ᘏ߭ⱘ㾘ᅮˈᑊৃҹখ✻ᴀ⊩ߚ߭㗙݊Ҫ⊩ᕟ᳔Ⳍ㉏Ԑⱘ㾘ᅮǄ

  ϔⱒѠकѨᴵ Ǐড়ৠ㾷䞞ǐᔧџҎᇍড়ৠᴵℒⱘ⧚㾷᳝ѝ䆂ⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ড়ৠ᠔Փ
⫼ⱘ䆡হǃড়ৠⱘ᳝݇ᴵℒǃড়ৠⱘⳂⱘǃѸᯧдᛃҹঞ䆮ᅲֵ⫼ॳ߭ˈ⹂ᅮ䆹ᴵℒⱘⳳᅲ
ᛣᗱǄ
  ড়ৠ᭛ᴀ䞛⫼ϸ⾡ҹϞ᭛ᄫ䅶ゟᑊ㑺ᅮ᳝ৠㄝᬜⱘˈᇍ᭛ᴀՓ⫼ⱘ䆡হᅮ᳝
ⳌৠНǄ᭛ᴀՓ⫼ⱘ䆡হϡϔ㟈ⱘˈᑨᔧḍড়ৠⱘⳂⱘќҹ㾷䞞Ǆ
  ϔⱒѠक݁ᴵǏ⍝ড়ৠǐ⍝ড়ৠⱘᔧџҎৃҹ䗝ᢽ໘⧚ড়ৠѝ䆂᠔䗖⫼ⱘ⊩ᕟˈ
Ԛ⊩ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ⍝ড়ৠⱘᔧџҎ≵᳝䗝ᢽⱘˈ䗖⫼Ϣড়ৠ᳔᳝ᆚߛ㘨㋏ⱘᆊⱘ
⊩ᕟǄ
  ЁढҎ⇥݅๗ݙሹ㸠ⱘЁড়䌘㒣㧹ӕϮড়ৠǃЁড়㒣㧹ӕϮড়ৠǃЁড়
ࢬᓔথ㞾✊䌘⑤ড়ৠˈ䗖⫼ЁढҎ⇥݅⊩ᕟǄ
  ϔⱒѠकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠⲥⴷᴎ݇ǐᎹଚ㸠ᬓㅵ⧚䚼䮼݊Ҫ᳝݇㸠ᬓЏㅵ䚼䮼㞾
ⱘ㘠ᴗ㣗ೈˈݙձ✻⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ⱘ㾘ᅮˈᇍ߽⫼ড়ৠॅᆇᆊ߽Ⲟǃ⼒Ӯ߽݀݅Ⲟⱘ䖱
⊩㸠Ўˈ䋳䋷ⲥⴷ໘⧚˗ᵘ៤⢃㔾ⱘˈձ⊩䗑おߥџ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒѠकܿᴵ Ǐড়ৠѝ䆂ⱘ㾷އǐᔧџҎৃҹ䗮䖛㾷㗙䇗㾷㾷އড়ৠѝ䆂Ǆ
  ᔧџҎϡᜓ㾷ǃ䇗㾷㗙㾷ǃ䇗㾷ϡ៤ⱘˈৃҹḍӆ㺕ण䆂ӆ㺕ᴎᵘ⬇䇋ӆ㺕Ǆ
⍝ড়ৠⱘᔧџҎৃҹḍӆ㺕ण䆂Ёӆ㺕ᴎᵘ㗙݊Ҫӆ㺕ᴎᵘ⬇䇋ӆ㺕ǄᔧџҎ≵
᳝䅶ゟӆ㺕ण䆂㗙ӆ㺕ण䆂᮴ᬜⱘˈৃҹҎ⇥⊩䰶䍋䆝ǄᔧџҎᑨᔧሹ㸠থ⫳⊩ᕟᬜ
ⱘ߸އǃӆ㺕㺕އǃ䇗㾷к˗ᢦϡሹ㸠ⱘˈᇍᮍৃҹ䇋∖Ҏ⇥⊩䰶ᠻ㸠Ǆ
  ϔⱒѠकбᴵ Ǐ⡍⅞ᯊᬜǐ䰙䋻⠽фपড়ৠᡔᴃ䖯ߎষড়ৠѝ䆂ᦤ䍋䆝䆐
㗙⬇䇋ӆ㺕ⱘᳳ䰤Ўಯᑈˈ㞾ᔧџҎⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧݊ᴗ߽ফࠄ։ᆇП᮹䍋䅵ㅫǄ݊Ҫ
ড়ৠѝ䆂ᦤ䍋䆝䆐㗙⬇䇋ӆ㺕ⱘᳳ䰤ˈձ✻᳝݇⊩ᕟⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
       ߚ߭
       бゴ фपড়ৠ

  ϔⱒϝकᴵ ǏᅮНǐфपড়ৠᰃߎपҎ䕀⿏ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗѢфফҎˈфফҎᬃҬ
Ӌℒⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϔⱒϝकϔᴵǏфपড়ৠⱘݙᆍǐфपড়ৠⱘݙᆍ䰸ձ✻ᴀ⊩कѠᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҹˈ
䖬ৃҹࣙᣀࣙ㺙ᮍᓣǃẔ偠ᷛޚᮍ⊩ǃ㒧ㅫᮍᓣǃড়ৠՓ⫼ⱘ᭛ᄫঞ݊ᬜㄝᴵℒǄ
  ϔⱒϝकѠᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ǐߎपⱘᷛⱘ⠽ˈᑨᔧሲѢߎपҎ᠔᳝㗙ߎपҎ᳝ᴗ໘ߚǄ
  ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘⽕ℶ㗙䰤ࠊ䕀䅽ⱘᷛⱘ⠽ˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒϝकϝᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽᠔᳝ᴗ䕀⿏ᯊ䯈ǐᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗ㞾ᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬᯊ䍋䕀⿏ˈ
Ԛ⊩ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϔⱒϝकಯᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽᠔᳝ᴗ䕀⿏ⱘ㑺ᅮǐᔧџҎৃҹфपড়ৠЁ㑺ᅮфফҎ
ሹ㸠ᬃҬӋℒ㗙݊ҪНࡵⱘˈᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗሲѢߎपҎǄ
  ϔⱒϝकѨᴵ ǏߎपҎⱘᴀНࡵǐߎपҎᑨᔧሹ㸠фফҎѸҬᷛⱘ⠽㗙ѸҬ
ᦤপᷛⱘ⠽ⱘऩ䆕ˈᑊ䕀⿏ᷛⱘ⠽᠔᳝ᴗⱘНࡵǄ

  ϔⱒϝक݁ᴵ Ǐ᳝݇ऩ䆕䌘᭭ⱘѸҬǐߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ㗙Ѹᯧдᛃфফ
ҎѸҬᦤপᷛⱘ⠽ऩ䆕ҹⱘ᳝݇ऩ䆕䌘᭭Ǆ
  ϔⱒϝकϗᴵ Ǐⶹ䆚ѻᴗᔦሲǐߎप᳝ⶹ䆚ѻᴗⱘ䅵ㅫᴎ䕃ӊㄝᷛⱘ⠽ⱘˈ䰸⊩
ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘҹˈ䆹ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘⶹ䆚ѻᴗϡሲѢфফҎǄ
  ϔⱒϝकܿᴵ ǏѸҬⱘᯊ䯈ǐߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ѸҬᷛⱘ⠽Ǆ㑺ᅮѸҬᳳ
䯈ⱘˈߎपҎৃҹ䆹ѸҬᳳ䯈ⱘݙӏԩᯊ䯈ѸҬǄ
  ϔⱒϝकбᴵ ǏѸҬᯊ䯈ⱘᅮǐᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺ᅮᷛⱘ⠽ⱘѸҬᳳ䰤㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ
⹂ⱘˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵǃ݁कѠᴵಯ乍ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒಯकᴵ Ǐऴ᳝ᷛⱘ⠽ϢѸҬᯊ䯈ǐᷛⱘ⠽䅶ゟড়ৠПࠡᏆЎфফҎऴ᳝ⱘˈ
ড়ৠ⫳ᬜⱘᯊ䯈ЎѸҬᯊ䯈Ǆ
  ϔⱒಯकϔᴵ ǏѸҬⱘഄ⚍ǐߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘഄ⚍ѸҬᷛⱘ⠽Ǆ
  ᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺ᅮѸҬഄ⚍㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ
䗖⫼ϟ߫㾘ᅮ˖
  ˄ϔ˅ᷛⱘ⠽䳔㽕䖤䕧ⱘˈߎपҎᑨᔧᇚᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬ㒭ϔᡓ䖤Ҏҹ䖤Ѹ㒭фফҎ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᷛⱘ⠽ϡ䳔㽕䖤䕧ˈߎपҎфফҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊⶹ䘧ᷛⱘ⠽ᶤϔഄ⚍ⱘˈߎप
Ҏᑨᔧ䆹ഄ⚍ѸҬᷛⱘ⠽˗ϡⶹ䘧ᷛⱘ⠽ᶤϔഄ⚍ⱘˈᑨᔧߎपҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊⱘ㧹Ϯ
ഄѸҬᷛⱘ⠽Ǆ
  ϔⱒಯकѠᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ亢䰽䋳ᢙǐᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽ˈᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬПࠡ
⬅ߎपҎᡓᢙˈѸҬПৢ⬅фফҎᡓᢙˈԚ⊩ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮ㗙ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϔⱒಯकϝᴵ ǏфফҎ䖱㑺ѸҬⱘ亢䰽ᡓᢙǐфফҎⱘॳ㟈Փᷛⱘ⠽ϡ㛑ᣝ✻
㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ѸҬⱘˈфফҎᑨᔧ㞾䖱ড㑺ᅮП᮹䍋ᡓᢙᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽Ǆ
  ϔⱒಯकಯᴵǏ䗨ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ亢䰽ᡓᢙǐߎपҎߎपѸ⬅ᡓ䖤Ҏ䖤䕧ⱘ䗨ᷛⱘ⠽ˈ
䰸ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘҹˈ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽㞾ড়ৠ៤ゟᯊ䍋⬅фফҎᡓᢙǄ
  ϔⱒಯकѨᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬ㒭ϔᡓ䖤Ҏৢⱘ亢䰽ᡓᢙǐᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺ᅮѸҬഄ⚍
㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒಯकϔᴵѠℒϔ乍ⱘ㾘ᅮᷛⱘ⠽䳔㽕䖤䕧ⱘˈߎपҎ
ᇚᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬ㒭ϔᡓ䖤Ҏৢˈᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽⬅фফҎᡓᢙǄ
  ϔⱒಯक݁ᴵ ǏфফҎϡሹ㸠ᬊᷛⱘ⠽Нࡵⱘ亢䰽ᡓᢙǐߎपҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮ㗙ձ
✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒಯकϔᴵѠℒѠ乍ⱘ㾘ᅮᇚᷛⱘ⠽㕂ѢѸҬഄ⚍ˈфফҎ䖱ড㑺ᅮ≵᳝ᬊ
পⱘˈᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽㞾䖱ড㑺ᅮП᮹䍋⬅фফҎᡓᢙǄ
  ϔⱒಯकϗᴵ ǏѸҬऩ䆕ǃ䌘᭭Ϣ亢䰽ᡓᢙǐߎपҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮѸҬ᳝݇ᷛⱘ⠽
ⱘऩ䆕䌘᭭ⱘˈϡᕅડᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅亢䰽ⱘ䕀⿏Ǆ
  ϔⱒಯकܿᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ⨩⮉ᢙֱ䋷ӏǐᷛⱘ⠽䋼䞣ϡヺড়䋼䞣㽕∖ˈ㟈Փϡ㛑
ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘˈфফҎৃҹᢦ㒱ফᷛⱘ⠽㗙㾷䰸ড়ৠǄфফҎᢦ㒱ফᷛⱘ⠽㗙㾷
䰸ড়ৠⱘˈᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽⬅ߎपҎᡓᢙǄ
  ϔⱒಯकбᴵ Ǐ亢䰽ᡓᢙϡᕅડ⨩⮉ᢙֱǐᷛⱘ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ亢䰽⬅фফҎᡓᢙ
ⱘˈϡᕅડߎपҎሹ㸠؎ࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈфফҎ㽕∖݊ᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏⱘᴗ߽Ǆ

  ϔⱒѨकᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ᴗ߽⨩⮉ᢙֱǐߎपҎህѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ˈ䋳ֱ᳝䆕ϝҎϡᕫ
фফҎЏᓴӏԩᴗ߽ⱘНࡵˈԚ⊩ᕟ᳝㾘ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϔⱒѨकϔᴵ Ǐᴗ߽⨩⮉ᢙֱ䋷ӏܡ䰸ǐфফҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧
ϝҎᇍфपⱘᷛⱘ⠽ѿ᳝ᴗ߽ⱘˈߎपҎϡᡓᢙᴀ⊩ϔⱒѨकᴵ㾘ᅮⱘНࡵǄ
  ϔⱒѨकѠᴵ ǏЁℶᬃҬӋℒᴗǐфফҎ᳝⹂ߛ䆕䆕ᯢϝҎৃ㛑ህᷛⱘ⠽Џᓴ
ᴗ߽ⱘˈৃҹЁℶᬃҬⳌᑨⱘӋℒˈԚߎपҎᦤկ䗖ᔧᢙֱⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϔⱒѨकϝᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ⨩⮉ᢙֱǐߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ䋼䞣㽕∖ѸҬᷛⱘ⠽Ǆ
ߎपҎᦤկ᳝݇ᷛⱘ⠽䋼䞣䇈ᯢⱘˈѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ᑨᔧヺড়䆹䇈ᯢⱘ䋼䞣㽕∖Ǆ
  ϔⱒѨकಯᴵ Ǐ⊩ᅮ䋼䞣ᢙֱǐᔧџҎᇍᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ䋼䞣㽕∖≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ
⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩݁कѠᴵϔ乍ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒѨकѨᴵ ǏᡓফҎᴗ߽ǐߎपҎѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ϡヺড়䋼䞣㽕∖ⱘˈфফҎৃҹ
ձ✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒϔकϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮ㽕∖ᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒѨक݁ᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ࣙ㺙ᮍᓣǐߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘࣙ㺙ᮍᓣѸҬᷛⱘ⠽Ǆᇍ
ࣙ㺙ᮍᓣ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻䗮
⫼ⱘᮍᓣࣙ㺙ˈ≵᳝䗮⫼ᮍᓣⱘˈᑨᔧ䞛প䎇ҹֱᡸᷛⱘ⠽ⱘࣙ㺙ᮍᓣǄ
  ϔⱒѨकϗᴵ ǏфফҎⱘẔ偠НࡵǐфফҎᬊࠄᷛⱘ⠽ᯊᑨᔧ㑺ᅮⱘẔ偠ᳳ䯈ݙ
Ẕ偠Ǆ≵᳝㑺ᅮẔ偠ᳳ䯈ⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊẔ偠Ǆ
  ϔⱒѨकܿᴵ ǏфফҎⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵঞܡ䰸ǐᔧџҎ㑺ᅮẔ偠ᳳ䯈ⱘˈфফҎᑨᔧ
Ẕ偠ᳳ䯈ݙᇚᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᭄䞣㗙䋼䞣ϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘᚙᔶ䗮ⶹߎपҎǄфফҎᗴѢ䗮ⶹⱘˈ㾚
Ўᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᭄䞣㗙䋼䞣ヺড়㑺ᅮǄ
  ᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺ᅮẔ偠ᳳ䯈ⱘˈфফҎᑨᔧথ⦄㗙ᑨᔧথ⦄ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᭄䞣㗙䋼䞣ϡ
ヺড়㑺ᅮⱘড়⧚ᳳ䯈ݙ䗮ⶹߎपҎǄфফҎড়⧚ᳳ䯈ݙ䗮ⶹ㗙㞾ᷛⱘ⠽ᬊࠄП᮹䍋ϸ
ᑈݙ䗮ⶹߎपҎⱘˈ㾚Ўᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᭄䞣㗙䋼䞣ヺড়㑺ᅮˈԚᇍᷛⱘ⠽᳝䋼䞣ֱ䆕ᳳⱘˈ
䗖⫼䋼䞣ֱ䆕ᳳˈϡ䗖⫼䆹ϸᑈⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ߎपҎⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧ᦤկⱘᷛⱘ⠽ϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈфফҎϡফࠡϸℒ㾘ᅮⱘ䗮ⶹᯊ
䯈ⱘ䰤ࠊǄ
  ϔⱒѨकбᴵ ǏфফҎⱘᴀНࡵǐфফҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ᭄乱ᬃҬӋℒǄᇍӋℒ
≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵǃ݁कѠᴵѠ乍ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒ݁कᴵ ǏᬃҬӋℒⱘഄ⚍ǐфফҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘഄ⚍ᬃҬӋℒǄᇍᬃҬഄ⚍
≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈфফҎᑨᔧߎपҎ
ⱘ㧹ϮഄᬃҬˈԚ㑺ᅮᬃҬӋℒҹѸҬᷛⱘ⠽㗙ѸҬᦤপᷛⱘ⠽ऩ䆕ЎᴵӊⱘˈѸҬᷛ
ⱘ⠽㗙ѸҬᦤপᷛⱘ⠽ऩ䆕ⱘ᠔ഄᬃҬǄ
  ϔⱒ݁कϔᴵ ǏᬃҬӋℒⱘᯊ䯈ǐфফҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᯊ䯈ᬃҬӋℒǄᇍᬃҬᯊ
䯈≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈфফҎᑨᔧᬊࠄ
ᷛⱘ⠽㗙ᦤপᷛⱘ⠽ऩ䆕ⱘৠᯊᬃҬǄ

  ϔⱒ݁कѠᴵ ǏѸᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ໘⧚ǐߎपҎѸᷛⱘ⠽ⱘˈфফҎৃҹᬊ㗙ᢦ
㒱ᬊѸⱘ䚼ߚǄфফҎᬊѸ䚼ߚⱘˈᣝ✻ড়ৠⱘӋḐᬃҬӋℒ˗фফҎᢦ㒱ᬊ
Ѹ䚼ߚⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹߎपҎǄ
  ϔⱒ݁कϝᴵ Ǐᷛⱘ⠽ᅇᙃⱘᔦሲǐᷛⱘ⠽ѸҬПࠡѻ⫳ⱘᅇᙃˈᔦߎपҎ᠔᳝ˈ
ѸҬПৢѻ⫳ⱘᅇᙃˈᔦфফҎ᠔᳝Ǆ
  ϔⱒ݁कಯᴵǏ㾷䰸ড়ৠϢЏ⠽ⱘ݇㋏ǐᷛⱘ⠽ⱘЏ⠽ϡヺড়㑺ᅮ㗠㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘˈ
㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘᬜঞѢҢ⠽Ǆᷛⱘ⠽ⱘҢ⠽ϡヺড়㑺ᅮ㹿㾷䰸ⱘˈ㾷䰸ⱘᬜϡঞѢЏ⠽Ǆ
  ϔⱒ݁कѨᴵ Ǐ᭄⠽ᑊᄬⱘড়ৠ㾷䰸ǐᷛⱘ⠽Ў᭄⠽ˈ݊Ёϔ⠽ϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈф
ফҎৃҹህ䆹⠽㾷䰸ˈԚ䆹⠽ϢҪ⠽ߚ⾏Փᷛⱘ⠽ⱘӋؐᰒফᤳᆇⱘˈᔧџҎৃҹህ᭄⠽㾷
䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ϔⱒ݁क݁ᴵ ǏߚᡍѸҬᷛⱘ⠽ⱘড়ৠ㾷䰸ǐߎपҎߚᡍѸҬᷛⱘ⠽ⱘˈߎपҎᇍ
݊Ёϔᡍᷛⱘ⠽ϡѸҬ㗙ѸҬϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈ㟈Փ䆹ᡍᷛⱘ⠽ϡ㛑ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘˈфফҎ
ৃҹህ䆹ᡍᷛⱘ⠽㾷䰸Ǆ
  ߎपҎϡѸҬ݊Ёϔᡍᷛⱘ⠽㗙ѸҬϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈ㟈ՓҞৢ݊Ҫᡍᷛⱘ⠽ⱘѸҬϡ
㛑ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘˈфফҎৃҹህ䆹ᡍҹঞҞৢ݊Ҫᡍᷛⱘ⠽㾷䰸Ǆ
  фফҎབᵰህ݊Ёϔᡍᷛⱘ⠽㾷䰸ˈ䆹ᡍᷛⱘ⠽Ϣ݊Ҫᡍᷛⱘ⠽ⳌѦձᄬⱘˈৃҹህ
Ꮖ㒣ѸҬѸҬⱘᡍᷛⱘ⠽㾷䰸Ǆ
  ϔⱒ݁कϗᴵ ǏߚᳳҬℒфपЁⱘড়ৠ㾷䰸ǐߚᳳҬℒⱘфফҎᬃҬࠄᳳӋℒⱘ
䞥乱䖒ࠄܼ䚼ӋℒⱘѨߚПϔⱘˈߎपҎৃҹ㽕∖фফҎᬃҬܼ䚼Ӌℒ㗙㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ߎपҎ㾷䰸ড়ৠⱘˈৃҹфফҎ㽕∖ᬃҬ䆹ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘՓ⫼䌍Ǆ
  ϔⱒ݁कܿᴵ Ǐḋકфपǐ߁ḋકфपⱘᔧџҎᑨᔧᇕᄬḋકˈᑊৃҹᇍḋક䋼䞣
ќҹ䇈ᯢǄߎपҎѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ᑨᔧϢḋકঞ݊䇈ᯢⱘ䋼䞣ⳌৠǄ
  ϔⱒ݁कбᴵǏḋકфप⡍⅞䋷ӏǐ߁ḋકфपⱘфফҎϡⶹ䘧ḋક᳝䱤㬑⨩⮉ⱘˈ
ेՓѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ϢḋકⳌৠˈߎपҎѸҬⱘᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ䋼䞣ҡ✊ᑨᔧヺড়ৠ⾡⠽ⱘ䗮ᐌᷛ
ޚǄ
  ϔⱒϗकᴵǏ䆩⫼фपⱘ䆩⫼ᳳ䯈ǐ䆩⫼фपⱘᔧџҎৃҹ㑺ᅮᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ䆩⫼ᳳ䯈Ǆ
ᇍ䆩⫼ᳳ䯈≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ⬅ߎपҎ
⹂ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒϗकϔᴵ ǏфফҎᇍᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ䅸ৃǐ䆩⫼фपⱘфফҎ䆩⫼ᳳৃݙҹ䌁фᷛ
ⱘ⠽ˈгৃҹᢦ㒱䌁фǄ䆩⫼ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈфফҎᇍᰃ৺䌁фᷛⱘ⠽㸼⼎ⱘˈ㾚Ў䌁фǄ
  ϔⱒϗकѠᴵ ǏᷛᡩᷛфपǐᷛᡩᷛфपⱘᔧџҎⱘᴗ߽Нࡵҹঞᷛᡩᷛ
ᑣㄝˈձ✻᳝݇⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒϗकϝᴵ ǏᢡपǐᢡपⱘᔧџҎⱘᴗ߽Нࡵҹঞᢡपᑣㄝˈձ✻᳝݇⊩ᕟǃ
㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒϗकಯᴵ Ǐфपড়ৠ⫼ޚѢ᳝ٓড়ৠǐ⊩ᕟᇍ݊Ҫ᳝ٓড়ৠ᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈձ✻݊
㾘ᅮ˗≵᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈখ✻фपড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ

  ϔⱒϗकѨᴵ ǏѦᯧড়ৠǐᔧџҎ㑺ᅮᯧ䋻Ѹᯧˈ䕀⿏ᷛⱘ⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗⱘˈখ✻ф
पড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       कゴ կ⫼⬉ǃ∈ǃ⇨ǃ⛁ড়ৠ

  ϔⱒϗक݁ᴵ ǏᅮНǐկ⫼⬉ড়ৠᰃկ⬉Ҏ⫼⬉Ҏկ⬉ˈ⫼⬉ҎᬃҬ⬉䌍ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϔⱒϗकϗᴵ ǏЏ㽕ᴵℒǐկ⫼⬉ড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀկ⬉ⱘᮍᓣǃ䋼䞣ǃᯊ䯈ˈ⫼⬉
ᆍ䞣ǃഄഔǃᗻ䋼ˈ䅵䞣ᮍᓣˈ⬉Ӌǃ⬉䌍ⱘ㒧ㅫᮍᓣˈկ⫼⬉䆒ᮑⱘ㓈ᡸ䋷ӏㄝᴵℒǄ
  ϔⱒϗकܿᴵ Ǐሹ㸠ഄǐկ⫼⬉ড়ৠⱘሹ㸠ഄ⚍ˈᣝ✻ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ˗ᔧџҎ≵᳝㑺
ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈկ⬉䆒ᮑⱘѻᴗߚ⬠໘Ўሹ㸠ഄ⚍Ǆ
  ϔⱒϗकбᴵ Ǐᅝܼկ⬉Нࡵঞ䋷ӏǐկ⬉Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ㾘ᅮⱘկ⬉䋼䞣ᷛޚ
㑺ᅮᅝܼկ⬉Ǆկ⬉Ҏᣝ✻ᆊ㾘ᅮⱘկ⬉䋼䞣ᷛޚ㑺ᅮᅝܼկ⬉ˈ䗴៤⫼⬉Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈ
ᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒܿकᴵ ǏЁᮁկ⬉ⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵǐկ⬉Ҏկ⬉䆒ᮑ䅵ߦẔׂǃЈᯊẔׂǃձ⊩
䰤⬉㗙⫼⬉Ҏ䖱⊩⫼⬉ㄝॳˈ䳔㽕Ёᮁկ⬉ᯊˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮџܜ䗮ⶹ⫼⬉ҎǄ
џܜ䗮ⶹ⫼⬉ҎЁᮁկ⬉ˈ䗴៤⫼⬉Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒܿकϔᴵ Ǐϡৃᡫᮁ⬉ⱘᡶׂНࡵǐ㞾✊♒ᆇㄝॳᮁ⬉ˈկ⬉Ҏᑨᔧᣝ
✻ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮঞᯊᡶׂǄঞᯊᡶׂˈ䗴៤⫼⬉Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒܿकѠᴵ Ǐ⫼⬉ҎѸҬ⬉䌍Нࡵǐ⫼⬉Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮᔧџҎⱘ㑺
ᅮঞᯊѸҬ⬉䌍Ǆ⫼⬉Ҏ䘒ᳳϡѸҬ⬉䌍ⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬ䖱㑺䞥Ǆ㒣ڀਞ⫼⬉Ҏড়
⧚ᳳ䰤ݙҡϡѸҬ⬉䌍䖱㑺䞥ⱘˈկ⬉Ҏৃҹᣝ✻ᆊ㾘ᅮⱘᑣЁℶկ⬉Ǆ
  ϔⱒܿकϝᴵ Ǐᅝܼ⫼⬉Нࡵǐ⫼⬉Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮᔧџҎⱘ㑺ᅮᅝܼ
⫼⬉Ǆ⫼⬉Ҏᣝ✻ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮᔧџҎⱘ㑺ᅮᅝܼ⫼⬉ˈ䗴៤կ⬉Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ
ᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒܿकಯᴵ Ǐկ⫼∈ǃ⇨ǃ⛁ড়ৠǐկ⫼∈ǃկ⫼⇨ǃկ⫼⛁ড়ৠˈখ✻կ
⫼⬉ড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       कϔゴ 䌴Ϣড়ৠ

  ϔⱒܿकѨᴵ ǏᅮНǐ䌴Ϣড়ৠᰃ䌴ϢҎᇚ㞾Ꮕⱘ䋶ѻ᮴ٓ㒭ќফ䌴Ҏˈফ䌴Ҏ㸼
⼎ফ䌴Ϣⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϔⱒܿक݁ᴵ Ǐ䌴Ϣড়ৠⱘӏᛣ᩸䫔Ϣ䰤ࠊǐ䌴ϢҎ䌴Ϣ䋶ѻⱘᴗ߽䕀⿏Пࠡৃ
ҹ᩸䫔䌴ϢǄ
  ᳝ᬥ♒ǃᡊ䋿ㄝ⼒Ӯ݀Ⲟǃ䘧ᖋНࡵᗻ䋼ⱘ䌴Ϣড়ৠ㗙㒣䖛݀䆕ⱘ䌴Ϣড়ৠˈϡ䗖
⫼ࠡℒ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒܿकϗᴵ Ǐ䌴Ϣⱘⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁ǐ䌴Ϣⱘ䋶ѻձ⊩䳔㽕ࡲ⧚ⱏ䆄ㄝ㓁ⱘˈᑨᔧ
ࡲ⧚᳝݇㓁Ǆ

  ϔⱒܿकܿᴵ Ǐফ䌴ҎⱘѸҬ䇋∖ᴗǐ᳝ᬥ♒ǃᡊ䋿ㄝ⼒Ӯ݀Ⲟǃ䘧ᖋНࡵᗻ䋼
ⱘ䌴Ϣড়ৠ㗙㒣䖛݀䆕ⱘ䌴Ϣড়ৠˈ䌴ϢҎϡѸҬ䌴Ϣⱘ䋶ѻⱘˈফ䌴Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ѸҬǄ
  ϔⱒܿकбᴵ Ǐ䌴ϢҎ䋷ӏǐ䌴ϢҎᬙᛣ㗙䞡䖛༅㟈Փ䌴Ϣⱘ䋶ѻ↕ᤳǃ♁
༅ⱘˈ䌴ϢҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒбकᴵ Ǐ䰘Нࡵ䌴Ϣǐ䌴Ϣৃҹ䰘НࡵǄ
  䌴Ϣ䰘Нࡵⱘˈফ䌴Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮሹ㸠НࡵǄ
  ϔⱒбकϔᴵ Ǐ䌴Ϣⱘ⨩⮉ᢙֱ䋷ӏǐ䌴Ϣⱘ䋶ѻ᳝⨩⮉ⱘˈ䌴ϢҎϡᡓᢙ䋷ӏǄ
䰘Нࡵⱘ䌴Ϣˈ䌴Ϣⱘ䋶ѻ᳝⨩⮉ⱘˈ䌴ϢҎ䰘Нࡵⱘ䰤ᑺݙᡓᢙϢߎपҎⳌৠⱘ䋷ӏǄ
  䌴ϢҎᬙᛣϡਞⶹ⨩⮉㗙ֱ䆕᮴⨩⮉ˈ䗴៤ফ䌴Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϔⱒбकѠᴵ Ǐ䌴Ϣⱘ⊩ᅮ᩸䫔ǐফ䌴Ҏ᳝ϟ߫ᚙᔶПϔⱘˈ䌴ϢҎৃҹ᩸䫔䌴Ϣ˖
  ˄ϔ˅Ϲ䞡։ᆇ䌴ϢҎ㗙䌴ϢҎⱘ䖥҆ሲ˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᇍ䌴ϢҎ᳝ᡊݏНࡵ㗠ϡሹ㸠˗
  ˄ϝ˅ϡሹ㸠䌴Ϣড়ৠ㑺ᅮⱘНࡵǄ
  䌴ϢҎⱘ᩸䫔ᴗˈ㞾ⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧᩸䫔ॳП᮹䍋ϔᑈݙ㸠ՓǄ
  ϔⱒбकϝᴵ Ǐ䌴ϢҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎ⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏⱘ᩸䫔ᴗǐফ䌴Ҏⱘ䖱⊩㸠Ў㟈Փ
䌴ϢҎ⅏ѵ㗙ϻ༅⇥џ㸠Ў㛑ⱘˈ䌴ϢҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎ㗙⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏৃҹ᩸䫔䌴ϢǄ
  䌴ϢҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎ㗙⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏⱘ᩸䫔ᴗˈ㞾ⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧᩸䫔ॳП᮹䍋݁Ͼ᳜
ݙ㸠ՓǄ
  ϔⱒбकಯᴵ Ǐ䌴Ϣ䋶ѻⱘ䖨䖬ǐ᩸䫔ᴗҎ᩸䫔䌴Ϣⱘˈৃҹফ䌴Ҏ㽕∖䖨䖬䌴
Ϣⱘ䋶ѻǄ
  ϔⱒбकѨᴵ Ǐ䌴ϢНࡵⱘܡ䰸ǐ䌴ϢҎⱘ㒣⌢⢊މᰒ㨫ᙊ࣪ˈϹ䞡ᕅડ݊⫳ѻ㒣
㧹㗙ᆊᒁ⫳⌏ⱘˈৃҹϡݡሹ㸠䌴ϢНࡵǄ
       कѠゴ ׳ℒড়ৠ

  ϔⱒбक݁ᴵ ǏᅮНǐ׳ℒড়ৠᰃ׳ℒҎ䌋ℒҎ׳ℒˈࠄᳳ䖨䖬׳ℒᑊᬃҬ߽ᙃ
ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϔⱒбकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠᔶᓣঞЏ㽕ᴵℒǐ׳ℒড়ৠ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣˈԚ㞾✊ҎП䯈׳ℒ
᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ׳ℒড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀ׳ℒ⾡㉏ǃᏕ⾡ǃ⫼䗨ǃ᭄乱ǃ߽⥛ǃᳳ䰤䖬ℒᮍᓣㄝᴵℒǄ
  ϔⱒбकܿᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘᢙֱǐ䅶ゟ׳ℒড়ৠˈ䌋ℒҎৃҹ㽕∖׳ℒҎᦤկᢙֱǄᢙ
ֱձ✻ǉЁढҎ⇥݅ᢙֱ⊩Ǌⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ϔⱒбकбᴵ Ǐ׳ℒҎᦤկ݊ⳳᅲᚙⱘމНࡵǐ䅶ゟ׳ℒড়ৠˈ׳ℒҎᑨᔧᣝ✻䌋
ℒҎⱘ㽕∖ᦤկϢ׳ℒ᳝݇ⱘϮࡵ⌏ࡼ䋶ࡵ⢊ⳳⱘމᅲᚙމǄ

  Ѡⱒᴵ Ǐ߽ᙃⱘ乘ܜᠷ䰸ǐ׳ℒⱘ߽ᙃϡᕫ乘ܜᴀ䞥Ёᠷ䰸Ǆ߽ᙃ乘ܜᴀ䞥Ё
ᠷ䰸ⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᅲ䰙׳ℒ᭄乱䖨䖬׳ℒᑊ䅵ㅫ߽ᙃǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊ϔᴵ Ǐ䌋ℒ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐ䌋ℒҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ᮹ᳳǃ᭄乱ᦤկ׳ℒˈ䗴៤׳ℒ
Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ׳ℒҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ᮹ᳳǃ᭄乱ᬊপ׳ℒⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ᮹ᳳǃ᭄乱ᬃҬ߽ᙃǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊Ѡᴵ Ǐ䌋ℒҎⱘẔᶹǃⲥⴷᴗǐ䌋ℒҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮৃҹẔᶹǃⲥⴷ׳ℒⱘՓ⫼
ᚙމǄ׳ℒҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䌋ℒҎᅮᳳᦤկ᳝݇䋶ࡵӮ䅵㸼ㄝ䌘᭭Ǆ
  Ѡⱒ䳊ϝᴵ Ǐ׳ℒՓ⫼ⱘ䰤ࠊǐ׳ℒҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ׳ℒ⫼䗨Փ⫼׳ℒⱘˈ䌋ℒҎ
ৃҹذℶথᬒ׳ℒǃᦤࠡᬊಲ׳ℒ㗙㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊ಯᴵ Ǐ߽⥛ǐࡲ⧚䌋ℒϮࡵⱘ䞥㵡ᴎᵘ䌋ℒⱘ߽⥛ˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ЁҎ⇥䫊㸠
㾘ᅮⱘ䌋ℒ߽⥛ⱘϞϟ䰤⹂ᅮǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊Ѩᴵ Ǐ߽ᙃⱘᬃҬǐ׳ℒҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ᬃҬ߽ᙃǄᇍᬃҬ߽ᙃⱘᳳ
䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮˈ׳ℒᳳ䯈ϡ⒵ϔᑈⱘˈ
ᑨᔧ䖨䖬׳ℒᯊϔᑊᬃҬ˗׳ℒᳳ䯈ϔᑈҹϞⱘˈᑨᔧ↣ሞ⒵ϔᑈᯊᬃҬˈ࠽ԭᳳ䯈ϡ
⒵ϔᑈⱘˈᑨᔧ䖨䖬׳ℒᯊϔᑊᬃҬǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊݁ᴵ Ǐ׳ℒⱘ䖨䖬ᳳ䰤ǐ׳ℒҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤䖨䖬׳ℒǄᇍ׳ℒᳳ䰤
≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ׳ℒҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ䖨䖬˗
䌋ℒҎৃҹڀਞ׳ℒҎড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ䖨䖬Ǆ
  Ѡⱒ䳊ϗᴵ Ǐ䘒ᳳ߽ᙃǐ׳ℒҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤䖨䖬׳ℒⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ㗙
ᆊ᳝݇㾘ᅮᬃҬ䘒ᳳ߽ᙃǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊ܿᴵ Ǐᦤࠡٓ䖬׳ℒⱘ߽ᙃ䅵ㅫǐ׳ℒҎᦤࠡٓ䖬׳ℒⱘˈ䰸ᔧџҎ᳝㑺
ᅮⱘҹˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᅲ䰙׳ℒⱘᳳ䯈䅵ㅫ߽ᙃǄ
  Ѡⱒ䳊бᴵ Ǐ׳ℒሩᳳǐ׳ℒҎৃҹ䖬ℒᳳ䰤ሞ⒵Пࠡ䌋ℒҎ⬇䇋ሩᳳǄ䌋ℒ
ҎৠᛣⱘˈৃҹሩᳳǄ
  Ѡⱒϔकᴵ Ǐ㞾✊Ҏ䯈׳ℒড়ৠⱘ⫳ᬜᯊ䯈ǐ㞾✊ҎП䯈ⱘ׳ℒড়ৠˈ㞾䌋ℒҎᦤ
կ׳ℒᯊ⫳ᬜǄ
  Ѡⱒϔकϔᴵ Ǐ㞾✊Ҏ䯈׳ℒড়ৠⱘ߽⥛ǐ㞾✊ҎП䯈ⱘ׳ℒড়ৠᇍᬃҬ߽ᙃ≵᳝
㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ㾚ЎϡᬃҬ߽ᙃǄ㞾✊ҎП䯈ⱘ׳ℒড়ৠ㑺ᅮᬃҬ߽ᙃⱘˈ׳ℒⱘ
߽⥛ϡᕫ䖱ডᆊ᳝݇䰤ࠊ׳ℒ߽⥛ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
       कϝゴ ⾳䌕ড়ৠ

  ѠⱒϔकѠᴵ ǏᅮНǐ⾳䌕ড়ৠᰃߎ⾳Ҏᇚ⾳䌕⠽ѸҬᡓ⾳ҎՓ⫼ǃᬊⲞˈᡓ⾳Ҏ
ᬃҬ⾳䞥ⱘড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒϔकϝᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘЏ㽕ᴵℒǐ⾳䌕ড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀ⾳䌕⠽ⱘৡ⿄ǃ᭄䞣ǃ⫼䗨ǃ
⾳䌕ᳳ䰤ǃ⾳䞥ঞ݊ᬃҬᳳ䰤ᮍᓣǃ⾳䌕⠽㓈ׂㄝᴵℒǄ

  Ѡⱒϔकಯᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤ǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤ϡᕫ䍙䖛ѠकᑈǄ䍙䖛Ѡकᑈⱘˈ䍙䖛䚼ߚ᮴
ᬜǄ
  ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈᔧџҎৃҹ㓁䅶⾳䌕ড়ৠˈԚ㑺ᅮⱘ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤㞾㓁䅶П᮹䍋ϡᕫ䍙䖛Ѡ
कᑈǄ
  ѠⱒϔकѨᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕ড়ৠⱘᔶᓣǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤݁Ͼ᳜ҹϞⱘˈᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄᔧ
џҎ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣⱘˈ㾚Ўϡᅮᳳ⾳䌕Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϔक݁ᴵ Ǐߎ⾳ҎᴀНࡵǐߎ⾳Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᇚ⾳䌕⠽ѸҬᡓ⾳Ҏˈᑊ
⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ֱᣕ⾳䌕⠽ヺড়㑺ᅮⱘ⫼䗨Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϔकϗᴵ Ǐᡓ⾳ҎᴀНࡵǐᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᮍ⊩Փ⫼⾳䌕⠽Ǆᇍ⾳䌕
⠽ⱘՓ⫼ᮍ⊩≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ
✻⾳䌕⠽ⱘᗻ䋼Փ⫼Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϔकܿᴵ ǏℷᔧՓ⫼⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䋷ӏǐᡓ⾳Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᮍ⊩㗙⾳䌕⠽ⱘᗻ䋼
Փ⫼⾳䌕⠽ˈ㟈Փ⾳䌕⠽ফࠄᤳ㗫ⱘˈϡᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  Ѡⱒϔकбᴵ ǏℷᔧՓ⫼⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䋷ӏǐᡓ⾳Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᮍ⊩㗙⾳䌕⠽ⱘ
ᗻ䋼Փ⫼⾳䌕⠽ˈ㟈Փ⾳䌕⠽ফࠄᤳ༅ⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠᑊ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ѠⱒѠकᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ㓈ׂǐߎ⾳Ҏᑨᔧሹ㸠⾳䌕⠽ⱘ㓈ׂНࡵˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺
ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ѠⱒѠकϔᴵ Ǐߎ⾳Ҏሹ㸠㓈ׂНࡵǐᡓ⾳Ҏ⾳䌕⠽䳔㽕㓈ׂᯊৃҹ㽕∖ߎ⾳Ҏ
ড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ㓈ׂǄߎ⾳Ҏሹ㸠㓈ׂНࡵⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㞾㸠㓈ׂˈ㓈ׂ䌍⫼⬅ߎ⾳Ҏ䋳
ᢙǄ㓈ׂ⾳䌕⠽ᕅડᡓ⾳ҎՓ⫼ⱘˈᑨᔧⳌᑨޣᇥ⾳䞥㗙ᓊ䭓⾳ᳳǄ
  ѠⱒѠकѠᴵ Ǐ⾳߁⠽ⱘֱㅵǐᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧཹֱㅵ⾳䌕⠽ˈֱㅵϡ䗴៤⾳䌕
⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ѠⱒѠकϝᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘᬍǐᡓ⾳Ҏ㒣ߎ⾳Ҏৠᛣˈৃҹᇍ⾳䌕⠽䖯㸠ᬍ㗙
䆒Ҫ⠽Ǆ
  ᡓ⾳Ҏ㒣ߎ⾳Ҏৠᛣˈᇍ⾳䌕⠽䖯㸠ᬍ㗙䆒Ҫ⠽ⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ᡓ⾳Ҏᘶ
ॳ⢊㗙䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ѠⱒѠकಯᴵ Ǐ䕀⾳ǐᡓ⾳Ҏ㒣ߎ⾳Ҏৠᛣˈৃҹᇚ⾳䌕⠽䕀⾳㒭ϝҎǄᡓ⾳Ҏ
䕀⾳ⱘˈᡓ⾳ҎϢߎ⾳ҎП䯈ⱘ⾳䌕ড়ৠ㒻㓁᳝ᬜˈϝҎᇍ⾳䌕⠽䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏᑨ
ᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ᡓ⾳Ҏ㒣ߎ⾳Ҏৠᛣ䕀⾳ⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ѠⱒѠकѨᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘᬊⲞǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ऴ᳝ǃՓ⫼⾳䌕⠽㦋ᕫⱘᬊⲞˈᔦᡓ
⾳Ҏ᠔᳝ˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ѠⱒѠक݁ᴵ ǏᬃҬ⾳䞥ⱘᳳ䰤ǐᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ᬃҬ⾳䞥ǄᇍᬃҬᳳ
䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮˈ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ϡ⒵ϔᑈⱘˈ
ᑨᔧ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ᯊᬃҬ˗⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ϔᑈҹϞⱘˈᑨᔧ↣ሞ⒵ϔᑈᯊᬃҬˈ࠽ԭᳳ䯈ϡ
⒵ϔᑈⱘˈᑨᔧ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ᯊᬃҬǄ

  ѠⱒѠकϗᴵ Ǐ⾳䞥ⱘᬃҬǃ䖳ᓊᬃҬ䘒ᳳϡᬃҬǐᡓ⾳Ҏ᮴ℷᔧ⧚⬅ᬃҬ
㗙䖳ᓊᬃҬ⾳䞥ⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ᡓ⾳Ҏড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙᬃҬǄᡓ⾳Ҏ䘒ᳳϡᬃҬⱘˈߎ
⾳Ҏৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ѠⱒѠकܿᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘᴗ߽⨩⮉ǐϝҎЏᓴᴗ߽ˈ㟈Փᡓ⾳Ҏϡ㛑ᇍ⾳䌕⠽
Փ⫼ǃᬊⲞⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ޣᇥ⾳䞥㗙ϡᬃҬ⾳䞥Ǆ
  ϝҎЏᓴᴗ߽ⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹߎ⾳ҎǄ
  ѠⱒѠकбᴵ Ǐ᠔᳝ᴗবࡼৢⱘড়ৠᬜǐ⾳䌕⠽⾳䌕ᳳ䯈থ⫳᠔᳝ᴗবࡼⱘˈ
ϡᕅડ⾳䌕ড়ৠⱘᬜǄ
  Ѡⱒϝकᴵ ǏӬܜ䌁фᴗǐߎ⾳Ҏߎप⾳䌕᠓ሟⱘˈᑨᔧߎपПࠡⱘড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ
䗮ⶹᡓ⾳Ҏˈᡓ⾳Ҏѿ᳝ҹৠㄝᴵӊӬܜ䌁фⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϝकϔᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ♁༅ǐϡৃᔦ䋷Ѣᡓ⾳Ҏⱘџ⬅ˈ㟈Փ⾳䌕⠽䚼ߚ㗙
ܼ䚼↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ޣᇥ⾳䞥㗙ϡᬃҬ⾳䞥˗⾳䌕⠽䚼ߚ㗙ܼ䚼↕ᤳǃ
♁༅ˈ㟈Փϡ㛑ᅲ⦄ড়ৠⳂⱘⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ѠⱒϝकѠᴵ Ǐ⾳ᳳϡᯢⱘ໘⧚ǐᔧџҎᇍ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ
✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ㾚Ўϡᅮᳳ⾳䌕ǄᔧџҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ㾷䰸ড়ৠˈԚߎ
⾳Ҏ㾷䰸ড়ৠᑨᔧড়⧚ᳳ䰤Пࠡ䗮ⶹᡓ⾳ҎǄ
  Ѡⱒϝकϝᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ⨩⮉ᢙֱǐ⾳䌕⠽ॅঞᡓ⾳Ҏⱘᅝܼ㗙عᒋⱘˈेՓᡓ
⾳Ҏ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊᯢⶹ䆹⾳䌕⠽䋼䞣ϡড়Ḑˈᡓ⾳Ҏҡ✊ৃҹ䱣ᯊ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒϝकಯᴵ Ǐ݅ৠሙԣҎⱘሙԣᴗǐᡓ⾳Ҏ᠓ሟ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈⅏ѵⱘˈϢ݊⫳ࠡ݅
ৠሙԣⱘҎৃҹᣝ✻ॳ⾳䌕ড়ৠ⾳䌕䆹᠓ሟǄ
  ѠⱒϝकѨᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䖨䖬ǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧ䖨䖬⾳䌕⠽Ǆ䖨䖬ⱘ⾳
䌕⠽ᑨᔧヺড়ᣝ✻㑺ᅮ㗙⾳䌕⠽ⱘᗻ䋼Փ⫼ৢⱘ⢊ᗕǄ
  Ѡⱒϝक݁ᴵ Ǐ㓁⾳ǐ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈᡓ⾳Ҏ㒻㓁Փ⫼⾳䌕⠽ˈߎ⾳Ҏ≵᳝ᦤߎᓖ
䆂ⱘˈॳ⾳䌕ড়ৠ㒻㓁᳝ᬜˈԚ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤ЎϡᅮᳳǄ
       कಯゴ 㵡䌘⾳䌕ড়ৠ

  Ѡⱒϝकϗᴵ ǏᅮНǐ㵡䌘⾳䌕ড়ৠᰃߎ⾳Ҏḍᡓ⾳ҎᇍߎपҎǃ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䗝ᢽˈ
ߎपҎ䌁ф⾳䌕⠽ˈᦤկ㒭ᡓ⾳ҎՓ⫼ˈᡓ⾳ҎᬃҬ⾳䞥ⱘড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒϝकܿᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘЏ㽕ᴵℒঞᔶᓣǐ㵡䌘⾳䌕ড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀ⾳䌕⠽ৡ⿄ǃ᭄
䞣ǃ㾘Ḑǃᡔᴃᗻ㛑ǃẔ偠ᮍ⊩ǃ⾳䌕ᳳ䰤ǃ⾳䞥ᵘ៤ঞ݊ᬃҬᳳ䰤ᮍᓣǃᏕ⾡ǃ⾳䌕ᳳ
䯈ሞ⒵⾳䌕⠽ⱘᔦሲㄝᴵℒǄ
  㵡䌘⾳䌕ড়ৠᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄ
  Ѡⱒϝकбᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䌁фǐߎ⾳Ҏḍᡓ⾳ҎᇍߎपҎǃ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䗝ᢽ䅶ゟⱘ
фपড়ৠˈߎपҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᡓ⾳ҎѸҬᷛⱘ⠽ˈᡓ⾳Ҏѿ᳝Ϣফ乚ᷛⱘ⠽᳝݇ⱘфফ
Ҏⱘᴗ߽Ǆ

  Ѡⱒಯकᴵ Ǐ㋶䌨ᴗǐߎ⾳ҎǃߎपҎǃᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㑺ᅮˈߎपҎϡሹ㸠фपড়ৠ
Нࡵⱘˈ⬅ᡓ⾳Ҏ㸠Փ㋶䌨ⱘᴗ߽Ǆᡓ⾳Ҏ㸠Փ㋶䌨ᴗ߽ⱘˈߎ⾳ҎᑨᔧणࡽǄ
  Ѡⱒಯकϔᴵ Ǐфपড়ৠⱘবǐߎ⾳Ҏḍᡓ⾳ҎᇍߎपҎǃ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䗝ᢽ䅶ゟ
ⱘфपড়ৠˈ㒣ᡓ⾳Ҏৠᛣˈߎ⾳ҎϡᕫবϢᡓ⾳Ҏ᳝݇ⱘড়ৠݙᆍǄ
  ѠⱒಯकѠᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽᠔᳝ᴗǐߎ⾳Ҏѿ᳝⾳䌕⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗǄᡓ⾳Ҏ⸈ѻⱘˈ⾳䌕
⠽ϡሲѢ⸈ѻ䋶ѻǄ
  Ѡⱒಯकϝᴵ Ǐ⾳䞥ⱘ⹂ᅮǐ㵡䌘⾳䌕ড়ৠⱘ⾳䞥ˈ䰸ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘҹˈᑨ
ᔧḍ䌁ф⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䚼ߚ㗙ܼ䚼៤ᴀҹঞߎ⾳Ҏⱘড়⧚߽⍺⹂ᅮǄ
  ѠⱒಯकಯᴵǏ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ⨩⮉ᢙֱ䋷ӏǐ⾳䌕⠽ϡヺড়㑺ᅮ㗙ϡヺড়Փ⫼Ⳃⱘⱘˈ
ߎ⾳Ҏϡᡓᢙ䋷ӏˈԚᡓ⾳Ҏձ䌪ߎ⾳Ҏⱘᡔ㛑⹂ᅮ⾳䌕⠽㗙ߎ⾳Ҏᑆ乘䗝ᢽ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ䰸
Ǆ
  ѠⱒಯकѨᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘऴ᳝Փ⫼ǐߎ⾳Ҏᑨᔧֱ䆕ᡓ⾳Ҏᇍ⾳䌕⠽ⱘऴ᳝Փ
⫼Ǆ
  Ѡⱒಯक݁ᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽䗴៤ⱘᤳᆇ䋷ӏǐᡓ⾳Ҏऴ᳝⾳䌕⠽ᳳ䯈ˈ⾳䌕⠽䗴៤ϝ
ҎⱘҎ䑿Ӹᆇ㗙䋶ѻᤳᆇⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏϡᡓᢙ䋷ӏǄ
  Ѡⱒಯकϗᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽ⱘֱㅵǃՓ⫼ǃ㓈ׂǐᡓ⾳ҎᑨᔧཹֱㅵǃՓ⫼⾳䌕⠽Ǆ
  ᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧሹ㸠ऴ᳝⾳䌕⠽ᳳ䯈ⱘ㓈ׂНࡵǄ
  Ѡⱒಯकܿᴵ Ǐᡓ⾳ҎᢦҬ⾳䞥䋷ӏǐᡓ⾳Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬ⾳䞥Ǆᡓ⾳Ҏ㒣ڀ
ਞৢড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙҡϡᬃҬ⾳䞥ⱘˈߎ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖ᬃҬܼ䚼⾳䞥˗гৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠˈᬊಲ
⾳䌕⠽Ǆ
  Ѡⱒಯकбᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕⠽Ӌؐⱘ䚼ߚ䖨䖬ᴗǐᔧџҎ㑺ᅮ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵⾳䌕⠽ᔦᡓ⾳
Ҏ᠔᳝ˈᡓ⾳ҎᏆ㒣ᬃҬ䚼ߚ⾳䞥ˈԚ᮴ᬃҬ࠽ԭ⾳䞥ˈߎ⾳Ҏℸ㾷䰸ড়ৠᬊಲ⾳䌕
⠽ⱘˈᬊಲⱘ⾳䌕⠽ⱘӋؐ䍙䖛ᡓ⾳ҎҬⱘ⾳䞥ҹঞ݊Ҫ䌍⫼ⱘˈᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㽕∖䚼ߚ䖨
䖬Ǆ
  ѠⱒѨकᴵ Ǐ⾳䌕ᳳ⒵⾳䌕⠽ᔦሲǐߎ⾳Ҏᡓ⾳Ҏৃҹ㑺ᅮ⾳䌕ᳳ䯈ሞ⒵⾳䌕⠽
ⱘᔦሲǄᇍ⾳䌕⠽ⱘᔦሲ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮ
ⱘˈ⾳䌕⠽ⱘ᠔᳝ᴗᔦߎ⾳ҎǄ
       कѨゴ ᡓ᧑ড়ৠ

  ѠⱒѨकϔᴵ ǏᅮНǐᡓ᧑ড়ৠᰃᡓ᧑Ҏᣝ✻ᅮҎⱘ㽕∖ᅠ៤ᎹˈѸҬᎹ៤
ᵰˈᅮҎ㒭Ҭ䝀ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ᡓ᧑ࣙᣀࡴᎹǃᅮǃׂ⧚ǃࠊǃ⌟䆩ǃẔ偠ㄝᎹǄ
  ѠⱒѨकѠᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘЏ㽕ᴵℒǐᡓ᧑ড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀᡓ᧑ⱘᷛⱘǃ᭄䞣ǃ䋼䞣ǃ
䝀ǃᡓ᧑ᮍᓣǃᴤ᭭ⱘᦤկǃሹ㸠ᳳ䰤ǃ偠ᬊᷛޚᮍ⊩ㄝᴵℒǄ
  ѠⱒѨकϝᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑Ꮉⱘᅠ៤ǐᡓ᧑Ҏᑨᔧҹ㞾Ꮕⱘ䆒ǃᡔᴃࢇˈᅠ៤Џ
㽕ᎹˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ

  ᡓ᧑Ҏᇚ݊ᡓ᧑ⱘЏ㽕ᎹѸ⬅ϝҎᅠ៤ⱘˈᑨᔧህ䆹ϝҎᅠ៤ⱘᎹ៤ᵰᅮ
Ҏ䋳䋷˗㒣ᅮҎৠᛣⱘˈᅮҎгৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ѠⱒѨकಯᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑Ҏᇍ䕙ࡽᗻᎹⱘ䋷ӏǐᡓ᧑Ҏৃҹᇚ݊ᡓ᧑ⱘ䕙ࡽᎹѸ⬅
ϝҎᅠ៤Ǆᡓ᧑Ҏᇚ݊ᡓ᧑ⱘ䕙ࡽᎹѸ⬅ϝҎᅠ៤ⱘˈᑨᔧህ䆹ϝҎᅠ៤ⱘᎹ៤
ᵰᅮҎ䋳䋷Ǆ
  ѠⱒѨकѨᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑Ҏᦤկᴤ᭭ⱘНࡵǐᡓ᧑Ҏᦤկᴤ᭭ⱘˈᡓ᧑Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ
䗝⫼ᴤ᭭ˈᑊফᅮҎẔ偠Ǆ
  ѠⱒѨक݁ᴵ ǏᅮҎᦤկᴤ᭭ঞঠᮍНࡵǐᅮҎᦤկᴤ᭭ⱘˈᅮҎᑨᔧᣝ✻
㑺ᅮᦤկᴤ᭭Ǆᡓ᧑ҎᇍᅮҎᦤկⱘᴤ᭭ˈᑨᔧঞᯊẔ偠ˈথ⦄ϡヺড়㑺ᅮᯊˈᑨᔧঞᯊ
䗮ⶹᅮҎᤶǃ㸹唤㗙䞛প݊Ҫ㸹ᬥᮑǄ
  ᡓ᧑Ҏϡᕫ᪙㞾ᤶᅮҎᦤկⱘᴤ᭭ˈϡᕫᤶϡ䳔㽕ׂ⧚ⱘ䳊䚼ӊǄ
  ѠⱒѨकϗᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑Ҏⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵǐᡓ᧑Ҏথ⦄ᅮҎᦤկⱘ㒌㗙ᡔᴃ㽕∖ϡ
ড়⧚ⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᅮҎǄᅮҎᗴѢㄨㄝॳ䗴៤ᡓ᧑Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ѠⱒѨकܿᴵ ǏЁ䗨বᎹ㽕∖ⱘ䋷ӏǐᅮҎЁ䗨বᡓ᧑Ꮉⱘ㽕∖ˈ䗴៤
ᡓ᧑Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ѠⱒѨकбᴵ ǏᅮҎⱘणࡽНࡵǐᡓ᧑Ꮉ䳔㽕ᅮҎणࡽⱘˈᅮҎ᳝णࡽⱘ
НࡵǄ
  ᅮҎϡሹ㸠णࡽНࡵ㟈Փᡓ᧑Ꮉϡ㛑ᅠ៤ⱘˈᡓ᧑ҎৃҹڀਞᅮҎড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ
ሹ㸠Нࡵˈᑊৃҹ乎ᓊሹ㸠ᳳ䰤˗ᅮҎ䘒ᳳϡሹ㸠ⱘˈᡓ᧑Ҏৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁कᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑ҎফⲥⴷẔᶹⱘНࡵǐᡓ᧑ҎᎹᳳ䯈ˈᑨᔧফᅮҎᖙ
㽕ⱘⲥⴷẔ偠ǄᅮҎϡᕫⲥⴷẔ偠ོᡓ᧑ҎⱘℷᐌᎹǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁कϔᴵ Ǐ偠ᬊ䋼䞣ֱ䆕ǐᡓ᧑Ҏᅠ៤ᎹⱘˈᑨᔧᅮҎѸҬᎹ៤ᵰˈ
ᑊᦤѸᖙ㽕ⱘᡔᴃ䌘᳝᭭݇䋼䞣䆕ᯢǄᅮҎᑨᔧ偠ᬊ䆹Ꮉ៤ᵰǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁कѠᴵ Ǐ䋼䞣ϡড়㑺ᅮⱘ䋷ӏǐᡓ᧑ҎѸҬⱘᎹ៤ᵰϡヺড়䋼䞣㽕∖ⱘˈ
ᅮҎৃҹ㽕∖ᡓ᧑Ҏᡓᢙׂ⧚ǃ䞡ǃޣᇥ䝀ǃ䌨ٓᤳ༅ㄝ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁कϝᴵ ǏᬃҬ䝀ᳳ䰤ǐᅮҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ᬃҬ䝀ǄᇍᬃҬ䝀
ⱘᳳ䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᅮҎᑨᔧ
ᡓ᧑ҎѸҬᎹ៤ᵰᯊᬃҬ˗Ꮉ៤ᵰ䚼ߚѸҬⱘˈᅮҎᑨᔧⳌᑨᬃҬǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁कಯᴵǏᡓ᧑Ҏⱘ⬭㕂ᴗǐᅮҎᡓ᧑ҎᬃҬ䝀㗙ᴤ᭭䌍ㄝӋℒⱘˈ
ᡓ᧑Ҏᇍᅠ៤ⱘᎹ៤ᵰѿ᳝⬭㕂ᴗˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  Ѡⱒ݁कѨᴵ Ǐᴤ᭭ⱘֱㅵǐᡓ᧑ҎᑨᔧཹֱㅵᅮҎᦤկⱘᴤ᭭ҹঞᅠ៤ⱘᎹ
៤ᵰˈֱㅵϡ䗴៤↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  Ѡⱒ݁क݁ᴵ Ǐᡓ᧑ҎⱘֱᆚНࡵǐᡓ᧑Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻ᅮҎⱘ㽕∖ֱᅜ⾬ᆚˈ㒣
ᅮҎ䆌ৃˈϡᕫ⬭ᄬࠊક㗙ᡔᴃ䌘᭭Ǆ
  Ѡⱒ݁कϗᴵ Ǐ݅ৠᡓ᧑ǐ݅ৠᡓ᧑ҎᇍᅮҎᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䋷ӏˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮ
ⱘ䰸Ǆ

  Ѡⱒ݁कܿᴵ ǏᅮҎⱘ㾷䰸ᴗǐᅮҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ㾷䰸ᡓ᧑ড়ৠˈ䗴៤ᡓ᧑Ҏᤳ༅
ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
       क݁ゴ ᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠ

  Ѡⱒ݁कбᴵ ǏᅮНǐᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠᰃᡓࣙҎ䖯㸠Ꮉᓎ䆒ˈথࣙҎᬃҬӋℒⱘড়
ৠǄ
  ᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠࣙᣀᎹࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ǃᮑᎹড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒϗकᴵ Ǐড়ৠᔶᓣǐᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄ
  Ѡⱒϗकϔᴵ Ǐᷛᡩᷛǐᓎ䆒Ꮉⱘᷛᡩᷛ⌏ࡼˈᑨᔧձ✻᳝݇⊩ᕟⱘ㾘ᅮ݀
ᓔǃ݀ᑇǃ݀ℷ䖯㸠Ǆ
  ѠⱒϗकѠᴵ ǏᘏࣙϢߚࣙǐথࣙҎৃҹϢᘏᡓࣙҎ䅶ゟᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠˈгৃҹߚ
߿ϢࢬᆳҎǃ䆒䅵ҎǃᮑᎹҎ䅶ゟࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ǃᮑᎹᡓࣙড়ৠǄথࣙҎϡᕫᇚᑨᔧ⬅ϔϾᡓ
ࣙҎᅠ៤ⱘᓎ䆒Ꮉ㙶㾷៤㢹ᑆ䚼ߚথࣙ㒭ϾᡓࣙҎǄ
  ᘏᡓࣙҎ㗙ࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ǃᮑᎹᡓࣙҎ㒣থࣙҎৠᛣˈৃҹᇚ㞾Ꮕᡓࣙⱘ䚼ߚᎹѸ⬅
ϝҎᅠ៤ǄϝҎህ݊ᅠ៤ⱘᎹ៤ᵰϢᘏᡓࣙҎ㗙ࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ǃᮑᎹᡓࣙҎথࣙҎ
ᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䋷ӏǄᡓࣙҎϡᕫᇚ݊ᡓࣙⱘܼ䚼ᓎ䆒Ꮉ䕀ࣙ㒭ϝҎ㗙ᇚ݊ᡓࣙⱘܼ䚼ᓎ䆒
Ꮉ㙶㾷ҹৢҹߚࣙⱘৡНߚ߿䕀ࣙ㒭ϝҎǄ
  ⽕ℶᡓࣙҎᇚᎹߚࣙ㒭ϡⳌᑨ䌘䋼ᴵӊⱘऩԡǄ⽕ℶߚࣙऩԡᇚ݊ᡓࣙⱘᎹݡ
ߚࣙǄᓎ䆒ᎹЏԧ㒧ᵘⱘᮑᎹᖙ乏⬅ᡓࣙҎ㞾㸠ᅠ៤Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϗकϝᴵ Ǐ䞡ᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠⱘ䅶ゟǐᆊ䞡ᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ
㾘ᅮⱘᑣᆊᡍⱘޚᡩ䌘䅵ߦǃৃ㸠ᗻⷨおਞㄝ᭛ӊ䅶ゟǄ
  Ѡⱒϗकಯᴵ Ǐࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ড়ৠЏ㽕ݙᆍǐࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀᦤѸ᳝݇
⸔䌘᭭᭛ӊ˄ࣙᣀὖ乘ㅫ˅ⱘᳳ䰤ǃ䋼䞣㽕∖ǃ䌍⫼ҹঞ݊ҪणᴵӊㄝᴵℒǄ
  ѠⱒϗकѨᴵ ǏᮑᎹড়ৠЏ㽕ᴵℒǐᮑᎹড়ৠⱘݙᆍࣙᣀᎹ㣗ೈǃᓎ䆒ᎹᳳǃЁ
䯈ѸᎹᎹⱘᓔᎹシᎹᯊ䯈ǃᎹ䋼䞣ǃᎹ䗴Ӌǃᡔᴃ䌘᭭ѸҬᯊ䯈ǃᴤ᭭䆒կᑨ
䋷ӏǃᢼℒ㒧ㅫǃシᎹ偠ᬊǃ䋼䞣ֱׂ㣗ೈ䋼䞣ֱ䆕ᳳǃঠᮍⳌѦणㄝᴵℒǄ
  Ѡⱒϗक݁ᴵ Ǐᓎ䆒Ꮉⲥ⧚ǐᓎ䆒Ꮉᅲ㸠ⲥ⧚ⱘˈথࣙҎᑨᔧϢⲥ⧚Ҏ䞛⫼к
䴶ᔶᓣ䅶ゟྨᠬⲥ⧚ড়ৠǄথࣙҎϢⲥ⧚Ҏⱘᴗ߽Нࡵҹঞ⊩ᕟ䋷ӏˈᑨᔧձ✻ᴀ⊩ྨᠬ
ড়ৠҹঞ݊Ҫ᳝݇⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  Ѡⱒϗकϗᴵ ǏথࣙҎẔᶹᴗǐথࣙҎϡོᡓࣙҎℷᐌϮⱘᚙމϟˈৃҹ䱣
ᯊᇍϮ䖯ᑺǃ䋼䞣䖯㸠ẔᶹǄ
  Ѡⱒϗकܿᴵ Ǐ䱤㬑Ꮉⱘ偠ᬊǐ䱤㬑Ꮉ䱤㬑ҹࠡˈᡓࣙҎᑨᔧ䗮ⶹথࣙҎẔ
ᶹǄথࣙҎ≵᳝ঞᯊẔᶹⱘˈᡓࣙҎৃҹ乎ᓊᎹ᮹ᳳˈᑊ᳝ᴗ㽕∖䌨ٓذᎹǃぱᎹㄝᤳ༅Ǆ
  Ѡⱒϗकбᴵ ǏシᎹ偠ᬊǐᓎ䆒ᎹシᎹৢˈথࣙҎᑨᔧḍᮑᎹ㒌ঞ䇈ᯢкǃ
ᆊ乕থⱘᮑᎹ偠ᬊ㾘㣗䋼䞣Ẕ偠ᷛޚঞᯊ䖯㸠偠ᬊǄ偠ᬊড়ḐⱘˈথࣙҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ
ᬃҬӋℒˈᑊᬊ䆹ᓎ䆒ᎹǄ

  ᓎ䆒ᎹシᎹ㒣偠ᬊড়ḐৢˈᮍৃѸҬՓ⫼˗㒣偠ᬊ㗙偠ᬊϡড়ḐⱘˈϡᕫѸҬՓ
⫼Ǆ
  Ѡⱒܿकᴵ Ǐࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵Ҏ䋼䞣䋷ӏǐࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ⱘ䋼䞣ϡヺড়㽕∖㗙ᣝ✻ᳳ
䰤ᦤѸࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵᭛ӊᢪᓊᎹᳳˈ䗴៤থࣙҎᤳ༅ⱘˈࢬᆳҎǃ䆒䅵Ҏᑨᔧ㒻㓁ᅠࢬᆳǃ
䆒䅵ˈޣᬊ㗙ܡᬊࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵䌍ᑊ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  Ѡⱒܿकϔᴵ ǏᮑᎹҎⱘ䋼䞣䋷ӏǐᮑᎹҎⱘॳ㟈Փᓎ䆒Ꮉ䋼䞣ϡヺড়㑺ᅮ
ⱘˈথࣙҎ᳝ᴗ㽕∖ᮑᎹҎড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙ᮴ׂٓ⧚㗙䖨ᎹǃᬍᓎǄ㒣䖛ׂ⧚㗙䖨Ꮉǃᬍ
ᓎৢˈ䗴៤䘒ᳳѸҬⱘˈᮑᎹҎᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ѠⱒܿकѠᴵ Ǐ䋼䞣ֱ䆕䋷ӏǐᡓࣙҎⱘॳ㟈Փᓎ䆒Ꮉড়⧚Փ⫼ᳳ䰤ݙ䗴
៤Ҏ䑿䋶ѻᤳᆇⱘˈᡓࣙҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  Ѡⱒܿकϝᴵ ǏথࣙҎ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐথࣙҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᯊ䯈㽕∖ᦤկॳᴤ᭭ǃ䆒
ǃഎഄǃ䌘䞥ǃᡔᴃ䌘᭭ⱘˈᡓࣙҎৃҹ乎ᓊᎹ᮹ᳳˈᑊ᳝ᴗ㽕∖䌨ٓذᎹǃぱᎹㄝᤳ
༅Ǆ
  Ѡⱒܿकಯᴵ ǏথࣙҎॳ㟈Ꮉذᓎǃ㓧ᓎⱘ䋷ӏǐথࣙҎⱘॳ㟈ՓᎹЁ
䗨ذᓎǃ㓧ᓎⱘˈথࣙҎᑨᔧ䞛পᮑᓹ㸹㗙ޣᇥᤳ༅ˈ䌨ٓᡓࣙҎℸ䗴៤ⱘذᎹǃぱ
Ꮉǃצ䖤ǃᴎẄ䆒䇗䖕ǃᴤ᭭ᵘӊ⿃य़ㄝᤳ༅ᅲ䰙䌍⫼Ǆ
  ѠⱒܿकѨᴵ ǏথࣙҎⱘॳ㟈ࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ǃ䖨ᎹǃذᎹׂᬍ䆒䅵ⱘ䋷ӏǐথ
ࣙҎব䅵ߦˈᦤկⱘ䌘᭭ϡˈ⹂ޚ㗙ᣝ✻ᳳ䰤ᦤկᖙ䳔ⱘࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵Ꮉᴵӊ㗠䗴៤
ࢬᆳǃ䆒䅵ⱘ䖨ᎹǃذᎹ㗙ׂᬍ䆒䅵ˈথࣙҎᑨᔧᣝ✻ࢬᆳҎǃ䆒䅵Ҏᅲ䰙⍜㗫ⱘᎹ䞣
Ҭ䌍⫼Ǆ
  Ѡⱒܿक݁ᴵ ǏᎹӋℒⱘᬃҬǐথࣙҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬӋℒⱘˈᡓࣙҎৃҹڀਞ
থࣙҎড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙᬃҬӋℒǄথࣙҎ䘒ᳳϡᬃҬⱘˈ䰸ᣝ✻ᓎ䆒Ꮉⱘᗻ䋼ϡᅰᡬӋǃᢡ
पⱘҹˈᡓࣙҎৃҹϢথࣙҎण䆂ᇚ䆹ᎹᡬӋˈгৃҹ⬇䇋Ҏ⇥⊩䰶ᇚ䆹Ꮉձ⊩ᢡपǄ
ᓎ䆒ᎹⱘӋℒህ䆹ᎹᡬӋ㗙ᢡपⱘӋℒӬܜফٓǄ
  Ѡⱒܿकϗᴵ Ǐ䗖⫼ᡓ᧑ড়ৠⱘ㾘ᅮǐᴀゴ≵᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈ䗖⫼ᡓ᧑ড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       कϗゴ 䖤䕧ড়ৠ
       ϔ㡖 ϔ㠀㾘ᅮ

  Ѡⱒܿकܿᴵ ǏᅮНǐ䖤䕧ড়ৠᰃᡓ䖤Ҏᇚᮙᅶ㗙䋻⠽Ң䍋䖤ഄ⚍䖤䕧ࠄ㑺ᅮഄ
⚍ˈᮙᅶǃᠬ䖤Ҏ㗙ᬊ䋻ҎᬃҬ⼼ℒ㗙䖤䕧䌍⫼ⱘড়ৠǄ
  Ѡⱒܿकбᴵ Ǐ݀݅䖤䕧ᡓ䖤ҎǐҢџ݀݅䖤䕧ⱘᡓ䖤Ҏϡᕫᢦ㒱ᮙᅶǃᠬ䖤Ҏ䗮
ᐌǃড়⧚ⱘ䖤䕧㽕∖Ǆ
  ѠⱒбकᴵǏᣝ㑺ᅮᳳ䯈䖤䕧Нࡵǐᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧ㑺ᅮᳳ䯈㗙ড়⧚ᳳ䯈ݙᇚᮙᅶǃ
䋻⠽ᅝܼ䖤䕧ࠄ㑺ᅮഄ⚍Ǆ
  Ѡⱒбकϔᴵ Ǐᣝ㑺ᅮ䏃㒓䖤䕧Нࡵǐᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ㗙䗮ᐌⱘ䖤䕧䏃㒓
ᇚᮙᅶǃ䋻⠽䖤䕧ࠄ㑺ᅮഄ⚍Ǆ

  ѠⱒбकѠᴵ Ǐᮙᅶǃᠬ䖤Ҏᬊ䋻ҎᴀНࡵǐᮙᅶǃᠬ䖤Ҏ㗙ᬊ䋻Ҏᑨᔧᬃ
Ҭ⼼ℒ㗙䖤䕧䌍⫼Ǆᡓ䖤Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䏃㒓㗙䗮ᐌ䏃㒓䖤䕧ࡴ⼼ℒ㗙䖤䕧䌍⫼ⱘˈ
ᮙᅶǃᠬ䖤Ҏ㗙ᬊ䋻Ҏৃҹᢦ㒱ᬃҬࡴ䚼ߚⱘ⼼ℒ㗙䖤䕧䌍⫼Ǆ
       Ѡ㡖 ᅶ䖤ড়ৠ

  Ѡⱒбकϝᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘ៤ゟǐᅶ䖤ড়ৠ㞾ᡓ䖤ҎᮙᅶѸҬᅶ⼼ᯊ៤ゟˈԚᔧџҎ
᳝㑺ᅮ㗙᳝Ѹᯧдᛃⱘ䰸Ǆ
  Ѡⱒбकಯᴵ Ǐᣕ᳝ᬜᅶ⼼Ь䖤Нࡵǐᮙᅶᑨᔧᣕ᳝ᬜᅶ⼼Ь䖤Ǆᮙᅶ᮴⼼Ь䖤ǃ
䍙Ь䖤ǃ䍞㑻Ь䖤㗙ᣕ༅ᬜᅶ⼼Ь䖤ⱘˈᑨᔧ㸹Ѹ⼼ℒˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᣝ✻㾘ᅮࡴᬊ⼼ℒǄ
ᮙᅶϡѸҬ⼼ℒⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᢦ㒱䖤䕧Ǆ
  ѠⱒбकѨᴵ Ǐ䗔⼼Ϣবǐᮙᅶ㞾Ꮕⱘॳϡ㛑ᣝ✻ᅶ⼼䆄䕑ⱘᯊ䯈Ьതⱘˈ
ᑨᔧ㑺ᅮⱘᯊ䯈⧚ࡲݙ䗔⼼㗙ব㓁Ǆ䘒ᳳࡲ⧚ⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹϡ䗔⼼ℒˈᑊϡݡᡓ
ᢙ䖤䕧НࡵǄ
  Ѡⱒбक݁ᴵ Ǐᣝ㑺ᅮ䰤䞣ᨎᏺ㸠ᴢНࡵǐᮙᅶ䖤䕧Ёᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ䰤䞣ᨎᏺ
㸠ᴢǄ䍙䖛䰤䞣ᨎᏺ㸠ᴢⱘˈᑨᔧࡲ⧚ᠬ䖤㓁Ǆ
  Ѡⱒбकϗᴵ Ǐ䖱⽕કॅ䰽⠽કⱘᨎᏺ⽕ℶǐᮙᅶϡᕫ䱣䑿ᨎᏺ㗙㸠ᴢЁ།
ᏺᯧ➗ǃᯧ⟚ǃ᳝↦ǃ᳝㜤㱔ᗻǃ᳝ᬒᇘᗻҹঞ᳝ৃ㛑ॅঞ䖤䕧ᎹϞҎ䑿䋶ѻᅝܼⱘॅ
䰽⠽ક㗙݊Ҫ䖱⽕⠽કǄ
  ᮙᅶ䖱ডࠡℒ㾘ᅮⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᇚ䖱⽕⠽કौϟǃ䫔↕㗙䗕Ѹ᳝݇䚼䮼Ǆᮙᅶമᣕ
ᨎᏺ㗙།ᏺ䖱⽕⠽કⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᢦ㒱䖤䕧Ǆ
  Ѡⱒбकܿᴵ Ǐᡓ䖤Ҏਞⶹ䞡㽕џ乍Нࡵǐᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᮙᅶঞᯊਞⶹ᳝݇ϡ㛑ℷ
ᐌ䖤䕧ⱘ䞡㽕џ⬅ᅝܼ䖤䕧ᑨᔧ⊼ᛣⱘџ乍Ǆ
  ѠⱒбकбᴵǏᡓ䖤Ҏ䖳ᓊ䖤䕧ǐᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻ᅶ⼼䕑ᯢⱘᯊ䯈⧁䖤䕧ᮙᅶǄ
ᡓ䖤Ҏ䖳ᓊ䖤䕧ⱘˈᑨᔧḍᮙᅶⱘ㽕∖ᅝᥦᬍЬ݊Ҫ⧁㗙䗔⼼Ǆ
  ϝⱒᴵ Ǐᡓ䖤Ҏব䖤䕧Ꮉǐᡓ䖤Ҏ᪙㞾ব䖤䕧Ꮉ㗠䰡Ԣ᳡ࡵᷛˈⱘޚᑨᔧ
ḍᮙᅶⱘ㽕∖䗔⼼㗙ޣᬊ⼼ℒ˗ᦤ催᳡ࡵᷛˈⱘޚϡᑨᔧࡴᬊ⼼ℒǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊ϔᴵ ǏᇍᮙᅶⱘᬥࡽНࡵǐᡓ䖤Ҏ䖤䕧䖛Ёˈᑨᔧሑᬥࡽᙷ᳝ᗹ⮙ǃ
ߚǃ䘛䰽ⱘᮙᅶǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊Ѡᴵ ǏᮙᅶӸѵⱘᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᇍ䖤䕧䖛ЁᮙᅶⱘӸѵᡓᢙ
ᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏˈԚӸѵᰃᮙᅶ㞾䑿عᒋॳ䗴៤ⱘ㗙ᡓ䖤Ҏ䆕ᯢӸѵᰃᮙᅶᬙᛣǃ䞡䖛
༅䗴៤ⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ࠡℒ㾘ᅮ䗖⫼Ѣᣝ✻㾘ᅮ⼼ܡǃᣕӬᕙ⼼㗙㒣ᡓ䖤Ҏ䆌ৃᨁЬⱘ᮴⼼ᮙᅶǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊ϝᴵ Ǐᇍ㸠ᴢⱘ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐ䖤䕧䖛Ёᮙᅶ㞾ᏺ⠽ક↕ᤳǃ♁༅ˈᡓ䖤Ҏ
᳝䖛䫭ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ᮙᅶᠬ䖤ⱘ㸠ᴢ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘˈ䗖⫼䋻⠽䖤䕧ⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       ϝ㡖 䋻䖤ড়ৠ

  ϝⱒ䳊ಯᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤ҎਞⶹНࡵǐᠬ䖤Ҏࡲ⧚䋻⠽䖤䕧ˈᑨᔧᡓ䖤Ҏ⹂ޚ㸼ᯢᬊ䋻
Ҏⱘৡ⿄㗙ྦྷৡ㗙߁ᣛ⼎ⱘᬊ䋻Ҏˈ䋻⠽ⱘৡ⿄ǃᗻ䋼ǃ䞡䞣ǃ᭄䞣ˈᬊ䋻ഄ⚍ㄝ᳝݇
䋻⠽䖤䕧ⱘᖙ㽕ᚙމǄ
  ᠬ䖤Ҏ⬇ϡᅲ㗙䘫ⓣ䞡㽕ᚙˈމ䗴៤ᡓ䖤Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈᠬ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷
ӏǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊Ѩᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤ҎᦤѸ᭛ӊНࡵǐ䋻⠽䖤䕧䳔㽕ࡲ⧚ᅵᡍǃẔ偠ㄝ㓁ⱘˈᠬ䖤
Ҏᑨᔧᇚࡲ⧚ᅠ᳝݇㓁ⱘ᭛ӊᦤѸᡓ䖤ҎǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊݁ᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤Ҏⱘࣙ㺙Нࡵǐᠬ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᮍᓣࣙ㺙䋻⠽Ǆᇍࣙ㺙ᮍ
ᓣ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ䗖⫼ᴀ⊩ϔⱒѨक݁ᴵⱘ㾘ᅮǄ
  ᠬ䖤Ҏ䖱ডࠡℒ㾘ᅮⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᢦ㒱䖤䕧Ǆ
  ϝⱒ䳊ϗᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤Ҏ䖤䗕ॅ䰽䋻⠽ⱘНࡵǐᠬ䖤Ҏᠬ䖤ᯧ➗ǃᯧ⟚ǃ᳝↦ǃ᳝㜤㱔
ᗻǃ᳝ᬒᇘᗻㄝॅ䰽⠽કⱘˈᑨᔧᣝ✻ᆊ᳝݇ॅ䰽⠽ક䖤䕧ⱘ㾘ᅮᇍॅ䰽⠽કཹࣙ㺙ˈ
ߎॅ䰽⠽ᷛᖫᷛㅒˈᑊᇚ᳝݇ॅ䰽⠽કⱘৡ⿄ǃᗻ䋼䰆㣗ᮑⱘк䴶ᴤ᭭ᦤѸᡓ䖤ҎǄ
  ᠬ䖤Ҏ䖱ডࠡℒ㾘ᅮⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᢦ㒱䖤䕧ˈгৃҹ䞛পⳌᑨᮑҹ䙓ܡᤳ༅ⱘথ⫳ˈ
ℸѻ⫳ⱘ䌍⫼⬅ᠬ䖤ҎᡓᢙǄ
  ϝⱒ䳊ܿᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤Ҏ䇋∖বⱘᴗ߽ǐᡓ䖤Ҏᇚ䋻⠽ѸҬᬊ䋻ҎПࠡˈᠬ䖤Ҏৃ
ҹ㽕∖ᡓ䖤ҎЁℶ䖤䕧ǃ䖨䖬䋻⠽ǃবࠄ䖒ഄ㗙ᇚ䋻⠽Ѹ㒭݊Ҫᬊ䋻ҎˈԚᑨᔧ䌨ٓᡓ
䖤Ҏℸফࠄⱘᤳ༅Ǆ
  ϝⱒ䳊бᴵ Ǐᡓ䖤Ҏⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵঞᬊ䋻Ҏঞᯊᦤ䋻Нࡵǐ䋻⠽䖤䕧ࠄ䖒ৢˈᡓ䖤Ҏ
ⶹ䘧ᬊ䋻Ҏⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᬊ䋻Ҏˈᬊ䋻Ҏᑨᔧঞᯊᦤ䋻Ǆᬊ䋻Ҏ䘒ᳳᦤ䋻ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓ
䖤ҎᬃҬֱㅵ䌍ㄝ䌍⫼Ǆ
  ϝⱒϔकᴵ Ǐᬊ䋻Ҏᇍ䋻⠽ⱘẔ偠ǐᬊ䋻Ҏᦤ䋻ᯊᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤Ẕ偠䋻⠽Ǆ
ᇍẔ偠䋻⠽ⱘᳳ䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᑨ
ᔧড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙẔ偠䋻⠽Ǆᬊ䋻Ҏ㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤㗙ড়⧚ᳳ䰤ݙᇍ䋻⠽ⱘ᭄䞣ǃ↕ᤳㄝᦤ
ߎᓖ䆂ⱘˈ㾚Ўᡓ䖤ҎᏆ㒣ᣝ✻䖤䕧ऩ䆕ⱘ䆄䕑ѸҬⱘ߱ℹ䆕Ǆ
  ϝⱒϔकϔᴵ Ǐᡓ䖤Ҏⱘ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐᡓ䖤Ҏᇍ䖤䕧䖛Ё䋻⠽ⱘ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ᡓᢙᤳ
ᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏˈԚᡓ䖤Ҏ䆕ᯢ䋻⠽ⱘ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ᰃϡৃᡫǃ䋻⠽ᴀ䑿ⱘ㞾✊ᗻ䋼㗙ড়⧚
ᤳ㗫ҹঞᠬ䖤Ҏǃᬊ䋻Ҏⱘ䖛䫭䗴៤ⱘˈϡᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϔकѠᴵ Ǐ⹂ᅮ䋻ᤳ乱ⱘᮍ⊩ǐ䋻⠽ⱘ↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘ䌨ٓ乱ˈᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘˈ
ᣝ✻݊㑺ᅮ˗≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᣝ✻Ѹ
Ҭ㗙ᑨᔧѸҬᯊ䋻⠽ࠄ䖒ഄⱘᏖഎӋḐ䅵ㅫǄ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ᇍ䌨ٓ乱ⱘ䅵ㅫᮍ⊩䌨ٓ
䰤乱᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
  ϝⱒϔकϝᴵ ǏⳌ㒻䖤䕧ⱘ䋷ӏᡓᢙǐϸϾҹϞᡓ䖤Ҏҹৠϔ䖤䕧ᮍᓣ㘨䖤ⱘˈϢ
ᠬ䖤Ҏ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘᡓ䖤Ҏᑨᔧᇍܼ䖤䕧ᡓᢙ䋷ӏǄᤳ༅থ⫳ᶤϔ䖤䕧ऎ↉ⱘˈϢᠬ䖤Ҏ
䅶ゟড়ৠⱘᡓ䖤Ҏ䆹ऎ↉ⱘᡓ䖤Ҏᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䋷ӏǄ

  ϝⱒϔकಯᴵ Ǐ䋻⠽ⱘ♁༅Ϣ䖤䌍ⱘ໘⧚ǐ䋻⠽䖤䕧䖛Ёϡৃᡫ♁༅ˈ
ᬊপ䖤䌍ⱘˈᡓ䖤Ҏϡᕫ㽕∖ᬃҬ䖤䌍˗Ꮖᬊপ䖤䌍ⱘˈᠬ䖤Ҏৃҹ㽕∖䖨䖬Ǆ
  ϝⱒϔकѨᴵ Ǐ䖤䗕⠽ⱘ⬭㕂ǐᠬ䖤Ҏ㗙ᬊ䋻ҎϡᬃҬ䖤䌍ǃֱㅵ䌍ҹঞ݊Ҫ䖤
䕧䌍⫼ⱘˈᡓ䖤ҎᇍⳌᑨⱘ䖤䕧䋻⠽ѿ᳝⬭㕂ᴗˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒϔक݁ᴵ Ǐ䋻⠽ⱘᦤᄬǐᬊ䋻Ҏϡᯢ㗙ᬊ䋻Ҏ᮴ℷᔧ⧚⬅ᢦ㒱ফ乚䋻⠽ⱘˈ
ձ✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒ䳊ϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮˈᡓ䖤Ҏৃҹᦤᄬ䋻⠽Ǆ
       ಯ㡖 ᓣ㘨䖤ড়ৠ

  ϝⱒϔकϗᴵ Ǐᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹Ҏⱘᴗ߽Нࡵǐᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹Ҏ䋳䋷ሹ㸠㗙㒘㒛ሹ
㸠ᓣ㘨䖤ড়ৠˈᇍܼ䖤䕧ѿ᳝ᡓ䖤Ҏⱘᴗ߽ˈᡓᢙᡓ䖤ҎⱘНࡵǄ
  ϝⱒϔकܿᴵ Ǐᓣ㘨䖤ⱘ䋷ӏࠊᑺǐᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹ҎৃҹϢখࡴᓣ㘨䖤ⱘऎ
↉ᡓ䖤Ҏህᓣ㘨䖤ড়ৠⱘऎ↉䖤䕧㑺ᅮⳌѦП䯈ⱘ䋷ӏˈԚ䆹㑺ᅮϡᕅડᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹
Ҏᇍܼ䖤䕧ᡓᢙⱘНࡵǄ
  ϝⱒϔकбᴵ Ǐ㘨䖤ऩⱘ䕀䅽ǐᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹Ҏᬊࠄᠬ䖤ҎѸҬⱘ䋻⠽ᯊˈᑨᔧ
ㅒথᓣ㘨䖤ऩǄᣝ✻ᠬ䖤Ҏⱘ㽕∖ˈᓣ㘨䖤ऩৃҹᰃৃ䕀䅽ऩˈгৃҹᰃϡৃ䕀
䅽ऩǄ
  ϝⱒѠकᴵ Ǐᠬ䖤Ҏⱘᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐᠬ䖤Ҏᠬ䖤䋻⠽ᯊⱘ䖛䫭䗴៤ᓣ㘨䖤㒣
㧹Ҏᤳ༅ⱘˈेՓᠬ䖤ҎᏆ㒣䕀䅽ᓣ㘨䖤ऩˈᠬ䖤Ҏҡ✊ᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒѠकϔᴵ Ǐ䌨ٓ䋷ӏ䗖⫼⊩ᕟⱘ㾘ᅮǐ䋻⠽ⱘ↕ᤳǃ♁༅থ⫳Ѣᓣ㘨䖤ⱘᶤ
ϔ䖤䕧ऎ↉ⱘˈᓣ㘨䖤㒣㧹Ҏⱘ䌨ٓ䋷ӏ䋷ӏ䰤乱ˈ䗖⫼䇗ᭈ䆹ऎ↉䖤䕧ᮍᓣⱘ᳝݇⊩
ᕟ㾘ᅮǄ䋻⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅থ⫳ⱘ䖤䕧ऎ↉ϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈձ✻ᴀゴ㾘ᅮᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
       कܿゴ ᡔᴃড়ৠ
       ϔ㡖 ϔ㠀㾘ᅮ

  ϝⱒѠकѠᴵ ǏᅮНǐᡔᴃড়ৠᰃᔧџҎህᡔᴃᓔথǃ䕀䅽ǃ䆶㗙᳡ࡵ䅶ゟⱘ
⹂ゟⳌѦП䯈ᴗ߽Нࡵⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒѠकϝᴵ Ǐ䅶ゟᡔᴃড়ৠⱘॳ߭ǐ䅶ゟᡔᴃড়ৠˈᑨᔧ᳝߽Ѣ⾥ᄺᡔᴃⱘ䖯ℹˈ
ࡴ䗳⾥ᄺᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘ䕀࣪ǃᑨ⫼ᑓǄ
  ϝⱒѠकಯᴵ Ǐᡔᴃড়ৠⱘЏ㽕ᴵℒǐᡔᴃড়ৠⱘݙᆍ⬅ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮˈϔ㠀ࣙᣀҹ
ϟᴵℒ˖
  ˄ϔ˅乍Ⳃৡ⿄˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ᷛⱘⱘݙᆍǃ㣗ೈ㽕∖˗
  ˄ϝ˅ሹ㸠ⱘ䅵ߦǃ䖯ᑺǃᳳ䰤ǃഄ⚍ǃഄඳᮍᓣ˗
  ˄ಯ˅ᡔᴃᚙ䌘᭭ⱘֱᆚ˗

  ˄Ѩ˅亢䰽䋷ӏⱘᡓᢙ˗
  ˄݁˅ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲᬊⲞⱘߚ៤ࡲ⊩˗
  ˄ϗ˅偠ᬊᷛޚᮍ⊩˗
  ˄ܿ˅Ӌℒǃ䝀㗙Փ⫼䌍ঞ݊ᬃҬᮍᓣ˗
  ˄б˅䖱㑺䞥㗙ᤳ༅䌨ٓⱘ䅵ㅫᮍ⊩˗
  ˄क˅㾷އѝ䆂ⱘᮍ⊩˗
  ˄कϔ˅ৡ䆡ᴃ䇁ⱘ㾷䞞Ǆ
  Ϣሹ㸠ড়ৠ᳝݇ⱘᡔᴃ㚠᱃䌘᭭ǃৃ㸠ᗻ䆎䆕ᡔᴃ䆘Ӌਞǃ乍Ⳃӏࡵк䅵ߦкǃ
ᡔᴃᷛޚǃᡔᴃ㾘㣗ǃॳྟ䆒䅵Ꮉ㡎᭛ӊˈҹঞ݊Ҫᡔᴃ᭛ḷˈᣝ✻ᔧџҎⱘ㑺ᅮৃҹ
Ўড়ৠⱘ㒘៤䚼ߚǄ
  ᡔᴃড়ৠ⍝ঞϧ߽ⱘˈᑨᔧ⊼ᯢথᯢ߯䗴ⱘৡ⿄ǃϧ߽⬇䇋Ҏϧ߽ᴗҎǃ⬇䇋᮹ᳳǃ
⬇䇋োǃϧ߽োҹঞϧ߽ᴗⱘ᳝ᬜᳳ䰤Ǆ
  ϝⱒѠकѨᴵ Ǐᡔᴃড়ৠӋℒǃ䝀Փ⫼䌍ǐᡔᴃড়ৠӋℒǃ䝀㗙Փ⫼䌍ⱘ
ᬃҬᮍᓣ⬅ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮˈৃҹ䞛পϔᘏㅫǃϔᘏҬ㗙ϔᘏㅫǃߚᳳᬃҬˈгৃҹ䞛
পᦤ៤ᬃҬ㗙ᦤ៤ᬃҬ䰘ࡴ乘Ҭܹ䮼䌍ⱘᮍᓣǄ
  㑺ᅮᦤ៤ᬃҬⱘˈৃҹᣝ✻ѻકӋḐǃᅲᮑϧ߽Փ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚৢᮄⱘѻؐǃ߽⍺
㗙ѻક䫔ଂ乱ⱘϔᅮ↨՟ᦤ៤ˈгৃҹᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘ݊Ҫᮍᓣ䅵ㅫǄᦤ៤ᬃҬⱘ↨՟ৃҹ䞛প
ᅮ↨՟ǃ䗤ᑈ䗦↨՟㗙䗤ᑈ䗦↨ޣ՟Ǆ
  㑺ᅮᦤ៤ᬃҬⱘˈᔧџҎᑨᔧড়ৠЁ㑺ᅮᶹ䯙᳝݇Ӯ䅵ᏤⳂⱘࡲ⊩Ǆ
  ϝⱒѠक݁ᴵ Ǐ㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘ㒣⌢ᴗሲǐ㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘՓ⫼ᴗǃ䕀䅽ᴗሲѢ⊩
Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛ⱘˈ⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛ৃҹህ䆹乍㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰ䅶ゟᡔᴃড়ৠǄ⊩Ҏ㗙݊
Ҫ㒘㒛ᑨᔧҢՓ⫼䕀䅽䆹乍㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰ᠔পᕫⱘᬊⲞЁᦤপϔᅮ↨՟ˈᇍᅠ៤䆹乍㘠ࡵ
ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘϾҎ㒭ќ༪ࢅ㗙䝀Ǆ⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛䅶ゟᡔᴃড়ৠ䕀䅽㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰᯊˈ
㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᅠ៤Ҏѿ᳝ҹৠㄝᴵӊӬܜফ䅽ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰᰃᠻ㸠⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛ⱘᎹӏࡵˈ㗙Џ㽕ᰃ߽⫼⊩Ҏ㗙݊Ҫ㒘㒛
ⱘ⠽䋼ᡔᴃᴵӊ᠔ᅠ៤ⱘᡔᴃ៤ᵰǄ
  ϝⱒѠकϗᴵ Ǐ䴲㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘ㒣⌢ᴗሲǐ䴲㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘՓ⫼ᴗǃ䕀䅽ᴗሲ
Ѣᅠ៤ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘϾҎˈᅠ៤ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘϾҎৃҹህ䆹乍䴲㘠ࡵᡔᴃ៤ᵰ䅶ゟᡔᴃড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒѠकܿᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘ㊒⼲ᴗሲǐᅠ៤ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘϾҎ᳝᳝݇ᡔᴃ៤ᵰ᭛ӊ
Ϟݭᯢ㞾Ꮕᰃᡔᴃ៤ᵰᅠ៤㗙ⱘᴗ߽পᕫ㤷䁝䆕кǃ༪ࢅⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  ϝⱒѠकбᴵ Ǐᡔᴃড়ৠⱘ᮴ᬜǐ䴲⊩൘ᮁᡔᴃǃོᡔᴃ䖯ℹ㗙։ᆇҪҎᡔᴃ
៤ᵰⱘᡔᴃড়ৠ᮴ᬜǄ
       Ѡ㡖 ᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠ

  ϝⱒϝकᴵ ǏᅮНঞড়ৠᔶᓣǐᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠᰃᣛᔧџҎП䯈ህᮄᡔᴃǃᮄѻકǃ
ᮄᎹ㡎㗙ᮄᴤ᭭ঞ݊㋏㒳ⱘⷨおᓔথ᠔䅶ゟⱘড়ৠǄ
  ᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠࣙᣀྨᠬᓔথড়ৠড়ᓔথড়ৠǄ
  ᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄ
  ᔧџҎП䯈ህ᳝ѻϮᑨ⫼Ӌؐⱘ⾥ᡔ៤ᵰᅲᮑ䕀࣪䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈখ✻ᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠⱘ
㾘ᅮǄ
  ϝⱒϝकϔᴵ ǏྨᠬҎНࡵǐྨᠬᓔথড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬⷨおᓔথ㒣
䌍䝀˗ᦤկᡔᴃ䌘᭭ǃॳྟ᭄˗ᅠ៤णџ乍˗ফⷨおᓔথ៤ᵰǄ
  ϝⱒϝकѠᴵ ǏফᠬҎНࡵǐྨᠬᓔথড়ৠⱘⷨおᓔথҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮࠊᅮᅲᮑ
ⷨおᓔথ䅵ߦ˗ড়⧚Փ⫼ⷨおᓔথ㒣䌍˗ᣝᳳᅠ៤ⷨおᓔথᎹˈѸҬⷨおᓔথ៤ᵰˈᦤկ
᳝݇ⱘᡔᴃ䌘᭭ᖙ㽕ⱘᡔᴃᣛᇐˈᐂࡽྨᠬҎᥠᦵⷨおᓔথ៤ᵰǄ
  ϝⱒϝकϝᴵ ǏྨᠬҎⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐྨᠬҎ䖱ড㑺ᅮ䗴៤ⷨおᓔথᎹذ⒲ǃᓊ䇃
㗙༅䋹ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϝकಯᴵ ǏফᠬҎⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐⷨおᓔথҎ䖱ড㑺ᅮ䗴៤ⷨおᓔথᎹذ⒲ǃ
ᓊ䇃㗙༅䋹ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϝकѨᴵ Ǐড়ᓔথᮍⱘЏ㽕Нࡵǐড়ᓔথড়ৠⱘᔧџҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䖯
㸠ᡩ䌘ˈࣙᣀҹᡔᴃ䖯㸠ᡩ䌘˗ߚᎹখϢⷨおᓔথᎹ˗ण䜡ড়ⷨおᓔথᎹǄ
  ϝⱒϝक݁ᴵ Ǐড়ᓔথᮍⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐড়ᓔথড়ৠⱘᔧџҎ䖱ড㑺ᅮ䗴៤ⷨ
おᓔথᎹذ⒲ǃᓊ䇃㗙༅䋹ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϝकϗᴵ Ǐড়ৠⱘ㾷䰸ǐЎᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠᷛⱘⱘᡔᴃᏆ㒣⬅ҪҎ݀ᓔˈ㟈
Փᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠⱘሹ㸠≵᳝ᛣНⱘˈᔧџҎৃҹ㾷䰸ড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒϝकܿᴵ Ǐ亢䰽䋳ᢙঞ䗮ⶹНࡵǐᡔᴃᓔথড়ৠሹ㸠䖛Ёˈߎ⦄᮴⊩ܟ
᳡ⱘᡔᴃೄ䲒ˈ㟈Փⷨおᓔথ༅䋹㗙䚼ߚ༅䋹ⱘˈ䆹亢䰽䋷ӏ⬅ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮǄ≵᳝㑺ᅮ
㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ亢䰽䋷ӏ⬅ᔧџҎড়⧚ߚᢙǄ
  ᔧџҎϔᮍথ⦄ࠡℒ㾘ᅮⱘৃ㛑㟈Փⷨおᓔথ༅䋹㗙䚼ߚ༅䋹ⱘᚙᔶᯊˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮
ⶹϔᮍᑊ䞛প䗖ᔧᮑޣᇥᤳ༅Ǆ≵᳝ঞᯊ䗮ⶹᑊ䞛প䗖ᔧᮑˈ㟈Փᤳ༅ᠽⱘˈᑨᔧ
ህᠽⱘᤳ༅ᡓᢙ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϝकбᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲǐྨᠬᓔথᅠ៤ⱘথᯢ߯䗴ˈ䰸ᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ
ҹˈ⬇䇋ϧ߽ⱘᴗ߽ሲѢⷨおᓔথҎǄⷨおᓔথҎপᕫϧ߽ᴗⱘˈྨᠬҎৃҹܡ䌍ᅲᮑ䆹
ϧ߽Ǆ
  ⷨおᓔথҎ䕀䅽ϧ߽⬇䇋ᴗⱘˈྨᠬҎѿ᳝ҹৠㄝᴵӊӬܜফ䅽ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  ϝⱒಯकᴵ Ǐড়ᓔথᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲǐড়ᓔথᅠ៤ⱘথᯢ߯䗴ˈ䰸ᔧџҎ᳝
㑺ᅮⱘҹˈ⬇䇋ϧ߽ⱘᴗ߽ሲѢড়ᓔথⱘᔧџҎ᳝݅ǄᔧџҎϔᮍ䕀䅽᳝݊݅ⱘϧ߽⬇
䇋ᴗⱘˈ݊Ҫᮍѿ᳝ҹৠㄝᴵӊӬܜফ䅽ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  ড়ᓔথⱘᔧџҎϔᮍໄᯢᬒᓗ᳝݊݅ⱘϧ߽⬇䇋ᴗⱘˈৃҹ⬅ϔᮍऩ⣀⬇䇋㗙⬅
݊Ҫᮍ݅ৠ⬇䇋Ǆ⬇䇋Ҏপᕫϧ߽ᴗⱘˈᬒᓗϧ߽⬇䇋ᴗⱘϔᮍৃҹܡ䌍ᅲᮑ䆹ϧ߽Ǆ

  ড়ᓔথⱘᔧџҎϔᮍϡৠᛣ⬇䇋ϧ߽ⱘˈϔᮍ㗙݊Ҫᮍϡᕫ⬇䇋ϧ߽Ǆ
  ϝⱒಯकϔᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲϢߚѿǐྨᠬᓔথ㗙ড়ᓔথᅠ៤ⱘᡔᴃ⾬
ᆚ៤ᵰⱘՓ⫼ᴗǃ䕀䅽ᴗҹঞ߽Ⲟⱘߚ䜡ࡲ⊩ˈ⬅ᔧџҎ㑺ᅮǄ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈ
ձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈᔧџҎഛ᳝Փ⫼䕀䅽ⱘᴗ߽ˈԚྨᠬᓔথⱘⷨ
おᓔথҎϡᕫྨᠬҎѸҬⷨおᓔথ៤ᵰПࠡˈᇚⷨおᓔথ៤ᵰ䕀䅽㒭ϝҎǄ
       ϝ㡖 ᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠ

  ϝⱒಯकѠᴵ Ǐݙᆍঞᔶᓣǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠࣙᣀϧ߽ᴗ䕀䅽ǃϧ߽⬇䇋ᴗ䕀䅽ǃᡔ
ᴃ⾬ᆚ䕀䅽ǃϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠǄ
  ᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠᑨᔧ䞛⫼к䴶ᔶᓣǄ
  ϝⱒಯकϝᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽㣗ೈⱘ㑺ᅮǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠৃҹ㑺ᅮ䅽ϢҎফ䅽Ҏᅲᮑ
ϧ߽㗙Փ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚⱘ㣗ೈˈԚϡᕫ䰤ࠊᡔᴃゲѝᡔᴃথሩǄ
  ϝⱒಯकಯᴵ Ǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠⱘ䰤ࠊǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠা䆹ϧ߽ᴗⱘᄬ㓁
ᳳ䯈ݙ᳝ᬜǄϧ߽ᴗ᳝ᬜᳳ䰤ሞ⒵㗙ϧ߽ᴗ㹿ᅷᏗ᮴ᬜⱘˈϧ߽ᴗҎϡᕫህ䆹ϧ߽ϢҪҎ
䅶ゟϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒಯकѨᴵ Ǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠ䅽ϢҎЏ㽕Нࡵǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠⱘ䅽ϢҎᑨ
ᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䆌ৃফ䅽Ҏᅲᮑϧ߽ˈѸҬᅲᮑϧ߽᳝݇ⱘᡔᴃ䌘᭭ˈᦤկᖙ㽕ⱘᡔᴃᣛᇐǄ
  ϝⱒಯक݁ᴵ Ǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠফ䅽ҎЏ㽕Нࡵǐϧ߽ᅲᮑ䆌ৃড়ৠⱘফ䅽Ҏᑨ
ᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᅲᮑϧ߽ˈϡᕫ䆌ৃ㑺ᅮҹⱘϝҎᅲᮑ䆹ϧ߽˗ᑊᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬՓ⫼䌍Ǆ
  ϝⱒಯकϗᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䕀䅽ড়ৠ䅽ϢҎⱘНࡵǐᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䕀䅽ড়ৠⱘ䅽ϢҎᑨᔧ
ᣝ✻㑺ᅮᦤկᡔᴃ䌘᭭ˈ䖯㸠ᡔᴃᣛᇐˈֱ䆕ᡔᴃⱘᅲ⫼ᗻǃৃ䴴ᗻˈᡓᢙֱᆚНࡵǄ
  ϝⱒಯकܿᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䕀䅽ড়ৠⱘফ䅽ҎНࡵǐᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䕀䅽ড়ৠⱘফ䅽Ҏᑨᔧ
ᣝ✻㑺ᅮՓ⫼ᡔᴃˈᬃҬՓ⫼䌍ˈᡓᢙֱᆚНࡵǄ
  ϝⱒಯकбᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠ䅽ϢҎᴀНࡵǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠⱘ䅽ϢҎᑨᔧֱ䆕㞾
Ꮕᰃ᠔ᦤկⱘᡔᴃⱘড়⊩ᢹ᳝㗙ˈᑊֱ䆕᠔ᦤկⱘᡔᴃᅠᭈǃ᮴䇃ǃ᳝ᬜˈ㛑䖒ࠄ㑺ᅮⱘ
ⳂᷛǄ
  ϝⱒѨकᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠফ䅽ҎᡔᴃֱᆚНࡵǐᡔᴃ䕀䅽ড়ৠⱘফ䅽Ҏᑨᔧᣝ✻
㑺ᅮⱘ㣗ೈᳳ䰤ˈᇍ䅽ϢҎᦤկⱘᡔᴃЁᇮ݀ᓔⱘ⾬ᆚ䚼ߚˈᡓᢙֱᆚНࡵǄ
  ϝⱒѨकϔᴵ Ǐ䅽ϢҎ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐ䅽ϢҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䕀䅽ᡔᴃⱘˈᑨᔧ䖨䖬䚼ߚ
㗙ܼ䚼Փ⫼䌍ˈᑊᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏ˗ᅲᮑϧ߽㗙Փ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䍙䍞㑺ᅮⱘ㣗ೈⱘˈ䖱ড
㑺ᅮ᪙㞾䆌ৃϝҎᅲᮑ䆹乍ϧ߽㗙Փ⫼䆹乍ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚⱘˈᑨᔧذℶ䖱㑺㸠Ўˈᡓᢙ䖱㑺
䋷ӏ˗䖱ড㑺ᅮⱘֱᆚНࡵⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒѨकѠᴵ Ǐফ䅽Ҏ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐফ䅽Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬՓ⫼䌍ⱘˈᑨᔧ㸹ѸՓ⫼
䌍ᑊᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬ䖱㑺䞥˗ϡ㸹ѸՓ⫼䌍㗙ᬃҬ䖱㑺䞥ⱘˈᑨᔧذℶᅲᮑϧ߽㗙Փ⫼ᡔ
ᴃ⾬ᆚˈѸ䖬ᡔᴃ䌘᭭ˈᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏ˗ᅲᮑϧ߽㗙Փ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚ䍙䍞㑺ᅮⱘ㣗ೈⱘˈ
㒣䅽ϢҎৠᛣ᪙㞾䆌ৃϝҎᅲᮑ䆹ϧ߽㗙Փ⫼䆹ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚⱘˈᑨᔧذℶ䖱㑺㸠Ўˈᡓᢙ
䖱㑺䋷ӏ˗䖱ড㑺ᅮⱘֱᆚНࡵⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ

  ϝⱒѨकϝᴵ Ǐᡔᴃড়ৠ䅽ϢҎ։ᴗ䋷ӏǐফ䅽Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮᅲᮑϧ߽ǃՓ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬
ᆚ։ᆇҪҎড়⊩ᴗⲞⱘˈ⬅䅽ϢҎᡓᢙ䋷ӏˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒѨकಯᴵ Ǐৢ㓁ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲϢߚѿǐᔧџҎৃҹᣝ✻Ѧ߽ⱘॳ߭ˈᡔᴃ
䕀䅽ড়ৠЁ㑺ᅮᅲᮑϧ߽ǃՓ⫼ᡔᴃ⾬ᆚৢ㓁ᬍ䖯ⱘᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘߚѿࡲ⊩Ǆ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺
ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈϔᮍৢ㓁ᬍ䖯ⱘᡔᴃ៤ᵰˈ݊Ҫᮍ
᮴ᴗߚѿǄ
  ϝⱒѨकѨᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䖯ߎষড়ৠⱘ⊩ᕟ䗖⫼ǐ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ᇍᡔᴃ䖯ߎষড়ৠ
㗙ϧ߽ǃϧ߽⬇䇋ড়ৠ᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
       ಯ㡖 ᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠ

  ϝⱒѨक݁ᴵ Ǐݙᆍǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠࣙᣀህ⡍ᅮᡔᴃ乍Ⳃᦤկৃ㸠ᗻ䆎䆕ǃᡔᴃ乘
⌟ǃϧ乬ᡔᴃ䇗ᶹǃߚᵤ䆘Ӌਞㄝড়ৠǄ
  ᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠᰃᣛᔧџҎϔᮍҹᡔᴃⶹ䆚Ўϔᮍ㾷އ⡍ᅮᡔᴃ䯂乬᠔䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈϡ
ࣙᣀᓎ䆒Ꮉড়ৠᡓ᧑ড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒѨकϗᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠྨᠬҎЏ㽕Нࡵǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺
ᅮ䯤ᯢ䆶ⱘ䯂乬ˈᦤկᡔᴃ㚠᱃ᴤ᭭ঞ᳝݇ᡔᴃ䌘᭭ǃ᭄˗ফফᠬҎⱘᎹ៤ᵰˈᬃ
Ҭ䝀Ǆ
  ϝⱒѨकܿᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠফᠬҎЏ㽕Нࡵǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠⱘফᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺
ᅮⱘᳳ䰤ᅠ៤䆶ਞ㗙㾷ㄨ䯂乬˗ᦤߎⱘ䆶ਞᑨᔧ䖒ࠄ㑺ᅮⱘ㽕∖Ǆ
  ϝⱒѨकбᴵ ǏྨᠬҎϢফᠬҎⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮᦤ
կᖙ㽕ⱘ䌘᭄᭭ˈᕅડᎹ䖯ᑺ䋼䞣ˈϡফ㗙䘒ᳳফᎹ៤ᵰⱘˈᬃҬⱘ䝀
ϡᕫ䗑ಲˈᬃҬⱘ䝀ᑨᔧᬃҬǄ
  ᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠⱘফᠬҎᣝᳳᦤߎ䆶ਞ㗙ᦤߎⱘ䆶ਞϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈᑨᔧᡓ
ᢙޣᬊ㗙ܡᬊ䝀ㄝ䖱㑺䋷ӏǄ
  ᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎᣝ✻ফᠬҎヺড়㑺ᅮ㽕∖ⱘ䆶ਞᛣ㾕ߎއㄪ᠔䗴៤ⱘ
ᤳ༅ˈ⬅ྨᠬҎᡓᢙˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒ݁कᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠྨᠬҎНࡵǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᦤկ
Ꮉᴵӊˈᅠ៤䜡ড়џ乍˗ফᎹ៤ᵰᑊᬃҬ䝀Ǆ
  ϝⱒ݁कϔᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠফᠬҎНࡵǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠⱘফᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᅠ
៤᳡ࡵ乍Ⳃˈ㾷އᡔᴃ䯂乬ˈֱ䆕Ꮉ䋼䞣ˈᑊӴᥜ㾷އᡔᴃ䯂乬ⱘⶹ䆚Ǆ
  ϝⱒ݁कѠᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠঠᮍᔧџҎⱘ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠⱘྨᠬҎϡሹ
㸠ড়ৠНࡵ㗙ሹ㸠ড়ৠНࡵϡヺড়㑺ᅮˈᕅડᎹ䖯ᑺ䋼䞣ˈϡফ㗙䘒ᳳফᎹ
៤ᵰⱘˈᬃҬⱘ䝀ϡᕫ䗑ಲˈᬃҬⱘ䝀ᑨᔧᬃҬǄ
  ᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠⱘফᠬҎᣝ✻ড়ৠ㑺ᅮᅠ៤᳡ࡵᎹⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙܡᬊ䝀ㄝ䖱㑺䋷
ӏǄ

  ϝⱒ݁कϝᴵ Ǐᮄ߯ᡔᴃ៤ᵰⱘᔦሲߚѿǐᡔᴃ䆶ড়ৠǃᡔᴃ᳡ࡵড়ৠሹ㸠
䖛ЁˈফᠬҎ߽⫼ྨᠬҎᦤկⱘᡔᴃ䌘᭭Ꮉᴵӊᅠ៤ⱘᮄⱘᡔᴃ៤ᵰˈሲѢফᠬҎǄ
ྨᠬҎ߽⫼ফᠬҎⱘᎹ៤ᵰᅠ៤ⱘᮄⱘᡔᴃ៤ᵰˈሲѢྨᠬҎǄᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘˈᣝ✻
݊㑺ᅮǄ
  ϝⱒ݁कಯᴵ Ǐᡔᴃ䆁ড়ৠǃᡔᴃЁҟড়ৠⱘ⊩ᕟ䗖⫼ǐ⊩ᕟǃ㸠ᬓ⊩㾘ᇍᡔᴃ
Ёҟড়ৠǃᡔᴃ䆁ড়ৠ᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈձ✻݊㾘ᅮǄ
       कбゴ ֱㅵড়ৠ

  ϝⱒ݁कѨᴵ ǏᅮНǐֱㅵড়ৠᰃֱㅵҎֱㅵᆘᄬҎѸҬⱘֱㅵ⠽ˈᑊ䖨䖬䆹⠽ⱘ
ড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒ݁क݁ᴵ Ǐֱㅵ䌍ⱘᬃҬǐᆘᄬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮֱㅵҎᬃҬֱㅵ䌍Ǆ
  ᔧџҎᇍֱㅵ䌍≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ
ֱㅵᰃ᮴ٓⱘǄ
  ϝⱒ݁कϗᴵ Ǐֱㅵড়ৠⱘ៤ゟǐֱㅵড়ৠ㞾ֱㅵ⠽ѸҬᯊ៤ゟˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺
ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒ݁कܿᴵ Ǐֱㅵ߁䆕ǐᆘᄬҎֱㅵҎѸҬֱㅵ⠽ⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧ㒭Ҭֱㅵ߁
䆕ˈԚ᳝Ѹᯧдᛃⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒ݁कбᴵ Ǐֱㅵ㸠Ўⱘ㽕∖ǐֱㅵҎᑨᔧཹֱㅵֱㅵ⠽Ǆ
  ᔧџҎৃҹ㑺ᅮֱㅵഎ᠔㗙ᮍ⊩Ǆ䰸㋻ᗹᚙމ㗙Ўњ㓈ᡸᆘᄬҎ߽Ⲟⱘҹˈϡᕫ
᪙㞾ᬍবֱㅵഎ᠔㗙ᮍ⊩Ǆ
  ϝⱒϗकᴵ Ǐֱㅵ⠽᳝⨩⮉䳔⡍⅞ֱㅵᯊᆘᄬҎⱘНࡵǐᆘᄬҎѸҬⱘֱㅵ⠽᳝
⨩⮉㗙ᣝ✻ֱㅵ⠽ⱘᗻ䋼䳔㽕䞛প⡍⅞ֱㅵᮑⱘˈᆘᄬҎᑨᔧᇚ᳝݇ᚙމਞⶹֱㅵҎǄ
ᆘᄬҎਞⶹˈ㟈Փֱㅵ⠽ফᤳ༅ⱘˈֱㅵҎϡᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏ˗ֱㅵҎℸফᤳ༅ⱘˈ
䰸ֱㅵҎⶹ䘧㗙ᑨᔧⶹ䘧ᑊϨ䞛প㸹ᬥᮑⱘҹˈᆘᄬҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ
䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϗकϔᴵ ǏϝҎҷЎֱㅵǐֱㅵҎϡᕫᇚֱㅵ⠽䕀ѸϝҎֱㅵˈԚᔧџҎ
᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ֱㅵҎ䖱ডࠡℒ㾘ᅮˈᇚֱㅵ⠽䕀ѸϝҎֱㅵˈᇍֱㅵ⠽䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ
䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϗकѠᴵ ǏֱㅵҎϡᕫՓ⫼ֱㅵ⠽ⱘНࡵǐֱㅵҎϡᕫՓ⫼㗙䆌ৃϝҎՓ
⫼ֱㅵ⠽ˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ϝⱒϗकϝᴵ ǏϝҎЏᓴᴗ߽ⱘ䖨䖬ǐϝҎᇍֱㅵ⠽Џᓴᴗ߽ⱘˈ䰸ձ⊩ᇍֱ
ㅵ⠽䞛পֱܼ㗙ᠻ㸠ⱘҹˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧሹ㸠ᆘᄬҎ䖨䖬ֱㅵ⠽ⱘНࡵǄ
  ϝҎᇍֱㅵҎᦤ䍋䆝䆐㗙ᇍֱㅵ⠽⬇䇋ᠷᢐⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᆘᄬҎǄ

  ϝⱒϗकಯᴵ Ǐֱㅵ⠽ⱘ↕ᤳ♁༅ϢֱㅵҎ䋷ӏǐֱㅵᳳ䯈ˈֱㅵҎֱㅵϡ䗴
៤ֱㅵ⠽↕ᤳǃ♁༅ⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏˈԚֱㅵᰃ᮴ٓⱘˈֱㅵҎ䆕ᯢ㞾Ꮕ
≵᳝䞡䖛༅ⱘˈϡᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒϗकѨᴵ ǏᆘᄬҎⱘਞ⼎НࡵǐᆘᄬҎᆘᄬ䋻Ꮥǃ᳝Ӌ䆕ࠌ㗙݊Ҫ䌉䞡⠽ક
ⱘˈᑨᔧֱㅵҎໄᯢˈ⬅ֱㅵҎ偠ᬊ㗙ᇕᄬǄᆘᄬҎໄᯢⱘˈ䆹⠽ક↕ᤳǃ♁༅ৢˈ
ֱㅵҎৃҹᣝ✻ϔ㠀⠽કќҹ䌨ٓǄ
  ϝⱒϗक݁ᴵ Ǐֱㅵ⠽乚পǐᆘᄬҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ乚পֱㅵ⠽Ǆ
  ᔧџҎᇍֱㅵᳳ䯈≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈֱㅵҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ㽕∖ᆘᄬҎ乚পֱㅵ
⠽˗㑺ᅮֱㅵᳳ䯈ⱘˈֱㅵҎ᮴⡍߿џ⬅ˈϡᕫ㽕∖ᆘᄬҎᦤࠡ乚পֱㅵ⠽Ǆ
  ϝⱒϗकϗᴵ Ǐֱㅵ⠽ⱘ䖨䖬ǐֱㅵᳳ䯈ሞ⒵㗙ᆘᄬҎᦤࠡ乚পֱㅵ⠽ⱘˈֱㅵ
Ҏᑨᔧᇚॳ⠽ঞ݊ᅇᙃᔦ䖬ᆘᄬҎǄ
  ϝⱒϗकܿᴵ Ǐ䋻Ꮥㄝⱘ䖨䖬ǐֱㅵҎֱㅵ䋻Ꮥⱘˈৃҹ䖨䖬Ⳍৠ⾡㉏ǃ᭄䞣ⱘ䋻
ᏕǄֱㅵ݊Ҫৃ᳓ҷ⠽ⱘˈৃҹᣝ✻㑺ᅮ䖨䖬Ⳍৠ⾡㉏ǃક䋼ǃ᭄䞣ⱘ⠽કǄ
  ϝⱒϗकбᴵ Ǐֱㅵ䌍ᬃҬᳳ䰤ǐ᳝ٓⱘֱㅵড়ৠˈᆘᄬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮⱘᳳ䰤
ֱㅵҎᬃҬֱㅵ䌍Ǆ
  ᔧџҎᇍᬃҬᳳ䰤≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮ
ⱘˈᑨᔧ乚পֱㅵ⠽ⱘৠᯊᬃҬǄ
  ϝⱒܿकᴵ ǏֱㅵҎⱘ⬭㕂ᴗǐᆘᄬҎᣝ✻㑺ᅮᬃҬֱㅵ䌍ҹঞ݊Ҫ䌍⫼ⱘˈֱ
ㅵҎᇍֱㅵ⠽ѿ᳝⬭㕂ᴗˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
       Ѡकゴ ҧټড়ৠ

  ϝⱒܿकϔᴵ ǏᅮНǐҧټড়ৠᰃֱㅵҎټᄬᄬ䋻ҎѸҬⱘҧټ⠽ˈᄬ䋻ҎᬃҬҧ
ټ䌍ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒܿकѠᴵ Ǐҧټড়ৠ⫳ᬜᯊ䯈ǐҧټড়ৠ㞾៤ゟᯊ⫳ᬜǄ
  ϝⱒܿकϝᴵ Ǐॅ䰽⠽કⱘټᄬǐټᄬᯧ➗ǃᯧ⟚ǃ᳝↦ǃ᳝㜤㱔ᗻǃ᳝ᬒᇘᗻㄝ
ॅ䰽⠽ક㗙ᯧব䋼⠽કˈᄬ䋻Ҏᑨᔧ䇈ᯢ䆹⠽કⱘᗻ䋼ˈᦤկ᳝݇䌘᭭Ǆ
  ᄬ䋻Ҏ䖱ডࠡℒ㾘ᅮⱘˈֱㅵҎৃҹᢦᬊҧټ⠽ˈгৃҹ䞛পⳌᑨᮑҹ䙓ܡᤳ༅ⱘথ
⫳ˈℸѻ⫳ⱘ䌍⫼⬅ᄬ䋻ҎᡓᢙǄ
  ֱㅵҎټᄬᯧ➗ǃᯧ⟚ǃ᳝↦ǃ᳝㜤㱔ᗻǃ᳝ᬒᇘᗻㄝॅ䰽⠽કⱘˈᑨᔧⳌᑨⱘֱ
ㅵᴵӊǄ
  ϝⱒܿकಯᴵ Ǐҧټ⠽ⱘ偠ᬊǐֱㅵҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺ᅮᇍܹᑧҧټ⠽䖯㸠偠ᬊǄֱㅵ
Ҏ偠ᬊᯊথ⦄ܹᑧҧټ⠽Ϣ㑺ᅮϡヺড়ⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᄬ䋻ҎǄֱㅵҎ偠ᬊৢˈথ⫳ҧټ
⠽ⱘક⾡ǃ᭄䞣ǃ䋼䞣ϡヺড়㑺ᅮⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒܿकѨᴵ Ǐҧऩǐᄬ䋻ҎѸҬҧټ⠽ⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧ㒭ҬҧऩǄ

  ϝⱒܿक݁ᴵ Ǐҧऩᑨ䕑џ乍ǐֱㅵҎᑨᔧҧऩϞㅒᄫ㗙ⲪゴǄҧऩࣙᣀϟ߫
џ乍˖
  ˄ϔ˅ᄬ䋻Ҏⱘৡ⿄㗙ྦྷৡԣ᠔˗
  ˄Ѡ˅ҧټ⠽ⱘક⾡ǃ᭄䞣ǃ䋼䞣ǃࣙ㺙ǃӊ᭄ᷛ䆄˗
  ˄ϝ˅ҧټ⠽ⱘᤳ㗫ᷛ˗ޚ
  ˄ಯ˅ټᄬഎ᠔˗
  ˄Ѩ˅ټᄬᳳ䯈˗
  ˄݁˅ҧټ䌍˗
  ˄ϗ˅ҧټ⠽Ꮖ㒣ࡲ⧚ֱ䰽ⱘˈֱ݊䰽䞥乱ǃᳳ䯈ҹঞֱ䰽Ҏⱘৡ⿄˗
  ˄ܿ˅฿থҎǃ฿থഄ฿থ᮹ᳳǄ
  ϝⱒܿकϗᴵ Ǐҧऩⱘ㚠кঞ݊ᬜǐҧऩᰃᦤপҧټ⠽ⱘ߁䆕Ǆᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩ
ᣕ᳝ҎҧऩϞ㚠кᑊ㒣ֱㅵҎㅒᄫ㗙Ⲫゴⱘˈৃҹ䕀䅽ᦤপҧټ⠽ⱘᴗ߽Ǆ
  ϝⱒܿकܿᴵ ǏẔᶹᴗǐֱㅵҎḍᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏⱘ㽕∖ˈᑨᔧৠᛣ݊Ẕ
ᶹҧټ⠽㗙ᦤপḋકǄ
  ϝⱒܿकбᴵ ǏֱㅵҎⱘ䗮ⶹНࡵǐֱㅵҎᇍܹᑧҧټ⠽থ⦄᳝ব䋼㗙݊Ҫᤳണ
ⱘˈᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮ⶹᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝ҎǄ
  ϝⱒбकᴵ ǏֱㅵҎⱘڀਞНࡵǐֱㅵҎᇍܹᑧҧټ⠽থ⦄᳝ব䋼㗙݊Ҫᤳണˈ
ॅঞ݊Ҫҧټ⠽ⱘᅝܼℷᐌֱㅵⱘˈᑨᔧڀਞᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏߎᖙ㽕ⱘ໘㕂Ǆ
ᚙމ㋻ᗹˈֱㅵҎৃҹߎᖙ㽕ⱘ໘㕂ˈԚџৢᑨᔧᇚ䆹ᚙމঞᯊ䗮ⶹᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝
ҎǄ
  ϝⱒбकϔᴵ Ǐҧټ⠽ᦤপᯊ䯈ǐᔧџҎᇍټᄬᳳ䯈≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ⱘˈ
ᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏৃҹ䱣ᯊᦤপҧټ⠽ˈֱㅵҎгৃҹ䱣ᯊ㽕∖ᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏ
ᦤপҧټ⠽ˈԚᑨᔧ㒭ќᖙ㽕ⱘޚᯊ䯈Ǆ
  ϝⱒбकѠᴵ Ǐҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏᦤপҧټ⠽ǐټᄬᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏᑨ
ᔧ߁ҧऩᦤপҧټ⠽Ǆᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏ䘒ᳳᦤপⱘˈᑨᔧࡴᬊҧټ䌍˗ᦤࠡᦤপⱘˈ
ϡޣᬊҧټ䌍Ǆ
  ϝⱒбकϝᴵ ǏֱㅵҎⱘᦤᄬᴗǐټᄬᳳ䯈ሞ⒵ˈᄬ䋻Ҏ㗙ҧऩᣕ᳝Ҏϡᦤপҧ
ټ⠽ⱘˈֱㅵҎৃҹڀਞ݊ড়⧚ᳳ䰤ᦤݙপˈ䘒ᳳϡᦤপⱘˈֱㅵҎৃҹᦤᄬҧټ⠽Ǆ
  ϝⱒбकಯᴵ ǏֱㅵҎ䖱㑺䋷ӏǐټᄬᳳ䯈ˈֱㅵҎֱㅵϡ䗴៤ҧټ⠽↕ᤳǃ
♁༅ⱘˈֱㅵҎᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ҧټ⠽ⱘᗻ䋼ǃࣙ㺙ϡヺড়㑺ᅮ㗙䍙䖛᳝ᬜټᄬᳳ䗴៤ҧټ⠽ব䋼ǃᤳണⱘˈֱㅵ
Ҏϡᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ϝⱒбकѨᴵ Ǐҧټড়ৠⱘ⊩ᕟ䗖⫼ǐᴀゴ≵᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈ䗖⫼ֱㅵড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       Ѡकϔゴ ྨᠬড়ৠ

  ϝⱒбक݁ᴵ ǏᅮНǐྨᠬড়ৠᰃྨᠬҎফᠬҎ㑺ᅮˈ⬅ফᠬҎ໘⧚ྨᠬҎџࡵ
ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ϝⱒбकϗᴵ Ǐྨᠬ㣗ೈǐྨᠬҎৃҹ⡍߿ྨᠬফᠬҎ໘⧚ϔ乍㗙᭄乍џࡵˈг
ৃҹὖᣀྨᠬফᠬҎ໘⧚ϔߛџࡵǄ
  ϝⱒбकܿᴵ Ǐྨᠬ䌍⫼ǐྨᠬҎᑨᔧ乘Ҭ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵⱘ䌍⫼ǄফᠬҎЎ໘⧚ྨ
ᠬџࡵൿҬⱘᖙ㽕䌍⫼ˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧٓ䖬䆹䌍⫼ঞ߽݊ᙃǄ
  ϝⱒбकбᴵ ǏফᠬҎ᳡Ңᣛ⼎ⱘНࡵǐফᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻ྨᠬҎⱘᣛ⼎໘⧚ྨᠬџ
ࡵǄ䳔㽕বྨᠬҎᣛ⼎ⱘˈᑨᔧ㒣ྨᠬҎৠᛣ˗ᚙމ㋻ᗹˈ䲒ҹྨᠬҎপᕫ㘨㋏ⱘˈ
ফᠬҎᑨᔧཹ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵˈԚџৢᑨᔧᇚ䆹ᚙމঞᯊਞྨᠬҎǄ
  ಯⱒᴵ Ǐ҆㞾໘⧚ঞ䕀ྨᠬǐফᠬҎᑨᔧ҆㞾໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵǄ㒣ྨᠬҎৠᛣˈফᠬ
Ҏৃҹ䕀ྨᠬǄ䕀ྨᠬ㒣ৠᛣⱘˈྨᠬҎৃҹህྨᠬџࡵⳈᣛ⼎䕀ྨᠬⱘϝҎˈফᠬҎ
ҙህϝҎⱘ䗝ӏঞ݊ᇍϝҎⱘᣛ⼎ᡓᢙ䋷ӏǄ䕀ྨᠬ㒣ৠᛣⱘˈফᠬҎᑨᔧᇍ䕀ྨᠬ
ⱘϝҎⱘ㸠Ўᡓᢙ䋷ӏˈԚ㋻ᗹᚙމϟফᠬҎЎ㓈ᡸྨᠬҎⱘ߽Ⲟ䳔㽕䕀ྨᠬⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊ϔᴵ ǏফᠬҎⱘਞНࡵǐফᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻ྨᠬҎⱘ㽕∖ˈਞྨᠬџࡵⱘ
໘⧚ᚙމǄྨᠬড়ৠ㒜ℶᯊˈফᠬҎᑨᔧਞྨᠬџࡵⱘ㒧ᵰǄ
  ಯⱒ䳊Ѡᴵ ǏྨᠬҎⱘҟܹᴗǐফᠬҎҹ㞾ᏅⱘৡНˈྨᠬҎⱘᥜᴗ㣗ೈݙϢ
ϝҎ䅶ゟⱘড়ৠˈϝҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊⶹ䘧ফᠬҎϢྨᠬҎП䯈ⱘҷ⧚݇㋏ⱘˈ䆹ড়ৠⳈ
㑺ᴳྨᠬҎϝҎˈԚ᳝⹂ߛ䆕䆕ᯢ䆹ড়ৠা㑺ᴳফᠬҎϝҎⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊ϝᴵ ǏྨᠬҎᇍϝҎⱘᴗ߽ঞϝҎ䗝ᢽⳌᇍҎⱘᴗ߽ǐফᠬҎҹ㞾Ꮕⱘ
ৡНϢϝҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊˈϝҎϡⶹ䘧ফᠬҎϢྨᠬҎП䯈ⱘҷ⧚݇㋏ⱘˈফᠬҎϝ
ҎⱘॳᇍྨᠬҎϡሹ㸠НࡵˈফᠬҎᑨᔧྨᠬҎ䴆ϝҎˈྨᠬҎℸৃҹ㸠Փফᠬ
ҎᇍϝҎⱘᴗ߽ˈԚϝҎϢফᠬҎ䅶ゟড়ৠᯊབᵰⶹ䘧䆹ྨᠬҎህϡӮ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘ䰸
Ǆ
  ফᠬҎྨᠬҎⱘॳᇍϝҎϡሹ㸠НࡵˈফᠬҎᑨᔧϝҎ䴆ྨᠬҎˈϝҎ
ℸৃҹ䗝ᢽফᠬҎ㗙ྨᠬҎЎⳌᇍҎЏᓴ݊ᴗ߽ˈԚϝҎϡᕫব䗝ᅮⱘⳌᇍҎǄ
  ྨᠬҎ㸠ՓফᠬҎᇍϝҎⱘᴗ߽ⱘˈϝҎৃҹྨᠬҎЏᓴ݊ᇍফᠬҎⱘᡫ䕽Ǆ
ϝҎ䗝ᅮྨᠬҎЎ݊ⳌᇍҎⱘˈྨᠬҎৃҹϝҎЏᓴ݊ᇍফᠬҎⱘᡫ䕽ҹঞফᠬҎᇍ
ϝҎⱘᡫ䕽Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊ಯᴵ ǏফᠬҎѸҬ䋶ѻНࡵǐফᠬҎ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵপᕫⱘ䋶ѻˈᑨᔧ䕀Ѹ㒭
ྨᠬҎǄ
  ಯⱒ䳊Ѩᴵ ǏྨᠬҎᬃҬ䝀ⱘНࡵǐফᠬҎᅠ៤ྨᠬџࡵⱘˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧ݊ᬃ
Ҭ䝀Ǆϡৃᔦ䋷ѢফᠬҎⱘџ⬅ˈྨᠬড়ৠ㾷䰸㗙ྨᠬџࡵϡ㛑ᅠ៤ⱘˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧ
ফᠬҎᬃҬⳌᑨⱘ䝀ǄᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘˈᣝ✻݊㑺ᅮǄ
  ಯⱒ䳊݁ᴵ ǏফᠬҎⱘᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐ᳝ٓⱘྨᠬড়ৠˈফᠬҎⱘ䖛䫭㒭ྨᠬҎ
䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈྨᠬҎৃҹ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ᮴ٓⱘྨᠬড়ৠˈফᠬҎⱘᬙᛣ㗙䞡䖛༅㒭
ྨᠬҎ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈྨᠬҎৃҹ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ

  ফᠬҎ䍙䍞ᴗ䰤㒭ྨᠬҎ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊ϗᴵ ǏྨᠬҎⱘ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǐফᠬҎ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵᯊˈϡৃᔦ䋷Ѣ㞾Ꮕⱘџ
⬅ফࠄᤳ༅ⱘˈৃҹྨᠬҎ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊ܿᴵ Ǐ㸠ྨᠬǐྨᠬҎ㒣ফᠬҎৠᛣˈৃҹফᠬҎПྨᠬϝҎ໘⧚
ྨᠬџࡵǄℸ㒭ফᠬҎ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈফᠬҎৃҹྨᠬҎ㽕∖䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ಯⱒ䳊бᴵ ǏফᠬҎⱘ䖲ᏺ䋷ӏǐϸϾҹϞⱘফᠬҎ݅ৠ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵⱘˈᇍྨᠬ
Ҏᡓᢙ䖲ᏺ䋷ӏǄ
  ಯⱒϔकᴵ Ǐӏᛣ㾷䰸ᴗǐྨᠬҎ㗙ফᠬҎৃҹ䱣ᯊ㾷䰸ྨᠬড়ৠǄ㾷䰸ড়ৠ
㒭ᇍᮍ䗴៤ᤳ༅ⱘˈ䰸ϡৃᔦ䋷Ѣ䆹ᔧџҎⱘџ⬅ҹˈᑨᔧ䌨ٓᤳ༅Ǆ
  ಯⱒϔकϔᴵ Ǐྨᠬড়ৠⱘ㒜ℶǐྨᠬҎ㗙ফᠬҎ⅏ѵǃϻ༅⇥џ㸠Ў㛑㗙
⸈ѻⱘˈྨᠬড়ৠ㒜ℶˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮ㗙ḍྨᠬџࡵⱘᗻ䋼ϡᅰ㒜ℶⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒϔकѠᴵ ǏྨᠬҎⱘৢড়ৠНࡵǐྨᠬҎ⅏ѵǃϻ༅⇥џ㸠Ў㛑㗙⸈ѻˈ
㟈Փྨᠬড়ৠ㒜ℶᇚᤳᆇྨᠬҎ߽ⲞⱘˈྨᠬҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎǃ⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏ㗙⏙ㅫ㒘㒛ᡓফ
ྨᠬџࡵПࠡˈফᠬҎᑨᔧ㒻㓁໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵǄ
  ಯⱒϔकϝᴵ ǏফᠬҎ⅏ѵৢ݊㒻ᡓҎㄝⱘНࡵǐফᠬҎ⅏ѵǃϻ༅⇥џ㸠Ў㛑
㗙⸈ѻˈ㟈Փྨᠬড়ৠ㒜ℶⱘˈফᠬҎⱘ㒻ᡓҎǃ⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏ㗙⏙ㅫ㒘㒛ᑨᔧঞᯊ䗮
ⶹྨᠬҎǄྨᠬড়ৠ㒜ℶᇚᤳᆇྨᠬҎ߽ⲞⱘˈྨᠬҎߎৢ໘⧚ПࠡˈফᠬҎⱘ㒻
ᡓҎǃ⊩ᅮҷ⧚Ҏ㗙⏙ㅫ㒘㒛ᑨᔧ䞛পᖙ㽕ᮑǄ
       ѠकѠゴ 㸠㑾ড়ৠ

  ಯⱒϔकಯᴵ ǏᅮНǐ㸠㑾ড়ৠᰃ㸠㑾Ҏҹ㞾ᏅⱘৡНЎྨᠬҎҢџ䌌ᯧ⌏ࡼˈྨ
ᠬҎᬃҬ䝀ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ಯⱒϔकѨᴵ Ǐ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵⱘ䌍⫼ᡓᢙǐ㸠㑾Ҏ໘⧚ྨᠬџࡵᬃߎⱘ䌍⫼ˈ⬅㸠
㑾Ҏ䋳ᢙˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒϔक݁ᴵ Ǐ㸠㑾Ҏᇍྨᠬ⠽ⱘֱㅵНࡵǐ㸠㑾Ҏऴ᳝ྨᠬ⠽ⱘˈᑨᔧཹֱㅵ
ྨᠬ⠽Ǆ
  ಯⱒϔकϗᴵ Ǐྨᠬ⠽ⱘ໘⧚ǐྨᠬ⠽ѸҬ㒭㸠㑾Ҏᯊ᳝⨩⮉㗙ᆍᯧ㜤⚖ǃব䋼
ⱘˈ㒣ྨᠬҎৠᛣˈ㸠㑾Ҏৃҹ໘ߚ䆹⠽˗ྨᠬҎϡ㛑ঞᯊপᕫ㘨㋏ⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏৃҹড়⧚
໘ߚǄ
  ಯⱒϔकܿᴵ Ǐᣝᣛ⼎䖯㸠㸠㑾⌏ࡼⱘৢᵰǐ㸠㑾ҎԢѢྨᠬҎᣛᅮⱘӋḐपߎ
㗙催ѢྨᠬҎᣛᅮⱘӋḐфܹⱘˈᑨᔧ㒣ྨᠬҎৠᛣǄ㒣ྨᠬҎৠᛣˈ㸠㑾Ҏ㸹ٓ݊Ꮒ
乱ⱘˈ䆹фपᇍྨᠬҎথ⫳ᬜǄ
  㸠㑾Ҏ催ѢྨᠬҎᣛᅮⱘӋḐपߎ㗙ԢѢྨᠬҎᣛᅮⱘӋḐфܹⱘˈৃҹᣝ✻㑺ᅮ
ࡴ䝀Ǆ≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑⹂ᅮⱘˈ䆹߽ⲞሲѢ
ྨᠬҎǄ
  ྨᠬҎᇍӋḐ᳝⡍߿ᣛ⼎ⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏϡᕫ䖱㚠䆹ᣛ⼎पߎ㗙фܹǄ

  ಯⱒϔकбᴵ Ǐ㸠㑾Ҏⱘҟܹᴗǐ㸠㑾Ҏपߎ㗙фܹ᳝ᏖഎᅮӋⱘଚકˈ䰸ྨ
ᠬҎ᳝Ⳍডⱘᛣᗱ㸼⼎ⱘҹˈ㸠㑾Ҏ㞾ᏅৃҹЎфফҎ㗙ߎपҎǄ
  㸠㑾Ҏ᳝ࠡℒ㾘ᅮᚙᔶⱘˈҡ✊ৃҹ㽕∖ྨᠬҎᬃҬ䝀Ǆ
  ಯⱒѠकᴵ Ǐྨᠬ⠽ⱘ໘㕂ǐ㸠㑾Ҏᣝ✻㑺ᅮфܹྨᠬ⠽ˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧঞᯊফ乚Ǆ
㒣㸠㑾ҎڀਞˈྨᠬҎ᮴ℷᔧ⧚⬅ᢦ㒱ফ乚ⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏձ✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒ䳊ϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮৃҹᦤ
ᄬྨᠬ⠽Ǆ
  ྨᠬ⠽ϡ㛑पߎ㗙ྨᠬҎ᩸ಲߎपˈ㒣㸠㑾ҎڀਞˈྨᠬҎϡপಲ㗙ϡ໘ߚ䆹⠽ⱘˈ
㸠㑾Ҏձ✻ᴀ⊩ϔⱒ䳊ϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮৃҹᦤᄬྨᠬ⠽Ǆ
  ಯⱒѠकϔᴵ Ǐ㸠㑾ҎϢϝҎⱘ݇㋏ǐ㸠㑾ҎϢϝҎ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏᇍ䆹
ড়ৠⳈѿ᳝ᴗ߽ǃᡓᢙНࡵǄ
  ϝҎϡሹ㸠Нࡵ㟈ՓྨᠬҎফࠄᤳᆇⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏˈԚ㸠㑾ҎϢ
ྨᠬҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒѠकѠᴵ Ǐ㸠㑾Ҏⱘ䝀䇋∖ᴗঞ⬭㕂ᴗǐ㸠㑾Ҏᅠ៤㗙䚼ߚᅠ៤ྨᠬџࡵ
ⱘˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧ݊ᬃҬⳌᑨⱘ䝀ǄྨᠬҎ䘒ᳳϡᬃҬ䝀ⱘˈ㸠㑾Ҏᇍྨᠬ⠽ѿ᳝⬭㕂
ᴗˈԚᔧџҎ᳝㑺ᅮⱘ䰸Ǆ
  ಯⱒѠकϝᴵ Ǐᇍྨᠬড়ৠⱘ䗖⫼ǐᴀゴ≵᳝㾘ᅮⱘˈ䗖⫼ྨᠬড়ৠⱘ᳝݇㾘ᅮǄ
       Ѡकϝゴ ሙ䯈ড়ৠ

  ಯⱒѠकಯᴵ ǏᅮНǐሙ䯈ড়ৠᰃሙ䯈ҎྨᠬҎਞ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘᴎӮ㗙ᦤկ䅶
ゟড়ৠⱘၦҟ᳡ࡵˈྨᠬҎᬃҬ䝀ⱘড়ৠǄ
  ಯⱒѠकѨᴵ Ǐሙ䯈ҎབᅲਞНࡵǐሙ䯈Ҏᑨᔧህ᳝݇䅶ゟড়ৠⱘџ乍ྨᠬҎ
བᅲਞǄ
  ሙ䯈Ҏᬙᛣ䱤ⵦϢ䅶ゟড়ৠ᳝݇ⱘ䞡㽕џᅲ㗙ᦤկ㰮؛ᚙˈމᤳᆇྨᠬҎ߽Ⲟⱘˈϡ
ᕫ㽕∖ᬃҬ䝀ᑊᑨᔧᡓᢙᤳᆇ䌨ٓ䋷ӏǄ
  ಯⱒѠक݁ᴵ Ǐሙ䯈Ҏⱘ䝀䇋∖ᴗǐሙ䯈Ҏ֗៤ড়ৠ៤ゟৢˈྨᠬҎᑨᔧᣝ✻㑺
ᅮᬃҬ䝀Ǆᇍሙ䯈Ҏⱘ䝀≵᳝㑺ᅮ㗙㑺ᅮϡᯢ⹂ˈձ✻ᴀ⊩݁कϔᴵⱘ㾘ᅮҡϡ㛑
⹂ᅮⱘˈḍሙ䯈Ҏⱘࢇࡵড়⧚⹂ᅮǄሙ䯈Ҏᦤկ䅶ゟড়ৠⱘၦҟ᳡ࡵ㗠֗៤ড়ৠ៤ゟⱘˈ
⬅䆹ড়ৠⱘᔧџҎᑇഛ䋳ᢙሙ䯈Ҏⱘ䝀Ǆ
  ሙ䯈Ҏ֗៤ড়ৠ៤ゟⱘˈሙ䯈⌏ࡼⱘ䌍⫼ˈ⬅ሙ䯈Ҏ䋳ᢙǄ
  ಯⱒѠकϗᴵ Ǐ֗៤ড়ৠ៤ゟⱘ໘⧚ǐሙ䯈Ҏ֗៤ড়ৠ៤ゟⱘˈϡᕫ㽕∖ᬃҬ
䝀ˈԚৃҹ㽕∖ྨᠬҎᬃҬҢџሙ䯈⌏ࡼᬃߎⱘᖙ㽕䌍⫼Ǆ
       䰘߭

  ಯⱒѠकܿᴵ Ǐ⫳ᬜ᮹ᳳঞᑳℶᴵℒǐᴀ⊩㞾ˍ˕˕˕ᑈˍˌ᳜ˍ᮹䍋ᮑ㸠ˈǉЁ
ढҎ⇥݅㒣⌢ড়ৠ⊩Ǌǃ
ǉЁढҎ⇥݅⍝㒣⌢ড়ৠ⊩Ǌǃ
ǉЁढҎ⇥݅ᡔᴃড়ৠ
⊩ǊৠᯊᑳℶǄ

